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Section I

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a Phase I investigation concerned with establishing
the feasibility of developing a systematic approach through which the effectiveness of
alternate aid to navigation (AN) systems can be determined. The three-faceted approach
developed by Eclectech Associates (EA) consists of selectively combining at-sea data,
simulator data, an-I a fast time Monte Carlo model to detail the parameters of the
navigation process and to yield the desired measures of effectiveness. The approach may
be characterized as a "modeling process," which draws from several disciplines and
sources to achieve a balanced end result, not solely dependent on one area of expertise.
To ascertain whether the multifaceted approach selected is both valid and highly feasible,
EA proceeded beyond the design stage of Phase I into the development and preliminary
validation of the approach in each of its three major facets. Data are presented herein to
establish the success of this effort.

1.1 KEY TASKS AND LEVEL OF ACCOMPLISHMENT

The extent of progress was possible as a function of our ability to capitalize on prior
data and knowledge in each of these areas. The efforL as proposed in Phase I was based on
the contention that EA could proceed expeditiously and factually in several key tasks.
These tasks and our levels of accomplishment are briefly outlined below.

1.1.1 Application of At-Sea Data Bases

The effort proposed to examine and utilize previously collected at-sea data bases,
which describe the navigation process in terms of the mariner's behavior as a function of
the marine environment. We also proposed to collect additional data at sea specifically
oriented to quantifying the accuracy of a pilot's ability to navigate as a function of
particular AN systems. We utilized the existing data to develop a modeling structure and
to define specific examples of the navigation process. We also demonstrated the ability to
gather data at sea through which we refined this structure and importantly demonstrated
the application of these data as input to a fast time computer model. These data also
were applied in the demonstration of the iterative modeling pqocesss where they serve as
a validity measure of the fast time model's ability to produce accurate predictions of a
pilot's behavior.

1.1.2 Application of Pilot and Port Authority Knowledge

The effort proposed to utilize the knowledge of pilots and port authorities, on a
world-wide basis, to glean data from which a pragmatic foundation for the modeling
process could be established. Detailed data were gathered in the major ports of Europe
and along the East Coast of the United States. The approaches to and channels of New
York Harbor were reviewed in detail to establish target questions for model application.
These data were compared to at-sea and simulator data of pilot performance to separate
opinion from actual performance. This task led to the definition of structure for modeling
the pilot's behavior, which could only be determined from the removal of bias and
confirmation of key behaviors.

1-1 /,.
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1.1.3 Application of Simulator Data Bases

A basic assumption in the approach was that bridge simulators designed for research
(such as CAORF)1 and laboratory systems operating at EA would provide valid data forinput to the modeling process. During the course of Phase I, the USCG conducted aprogram at CAORF in combination with an ongoing MARAD experiment. EA analyzedthese data as they were made availabie by the USCG and MARAD ar d applied them to thedevelopment of the modeling process. The data provided:

a. input as distributions of pilot behavior to the fast time computer model.
b. validation of the model's ability to interpolate and extrapolate pilot and ship

behaviors between and beyond the CAORF data.

c. a comparison and validity check to at-sea data.

Importantly, the procedures through which to utilize CAORF data in the modeling processwere successfully demonstrated.

1.1.4 Application of the Techniques of a Specialized Modeling Language

Another basic assumption was that the experience and modeling techniques whichexist in a specialized modeling language, developed for similar Monte Carlo man in theloop models, could be profitably applied to this problem. This was demonstrated in thisphase by developing a specialized AN modeling language. The model was applied at itscurrent stage of development to AN scenarios and compared to CAORF and at-sea datawith favorable results. The modeling language was designed for use by nonprogrammerpersonnel through the use of English language-like statements. It was also specificallydesigned as a highly flexible approach to the modeling process, s)nce its logic, datadistributions, and output are all externally defined. These Inputs originate primarily in theother two areas of the modeling process: at-sea and simulator data. Inputs are alsodefined from other sources such as human factors laboratory data, empirical researchfindings, equipment characteristics, and environmental effects.

Our point in reviewing these key tasks is to Illustrate that we have proceeded as weoriginally envisioned and have demonstrated the feasibility of each task through actual
accomplishments.

1.2 AN ENCOMPASSING APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

The approach to the problem was selected on the basis of the ability to produceresults acceptable and valid in the maritime community. This necessarily resulted in areasonably complex solution when viewed in detail. The approach is multifaceted and doesnot rely therefore on a single discipline or set of techniques to solve the problem. RatherIt is designed to produce results both Iteratively through development of data at sea, insimulators, and from fast time models, and singly from each of these areas.

ICAORF - Computer Aided Operations Research Facility, Maritime Administration, Kings
Point, Long Island, New York
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Alternate approaches were viewed as resulting in short-term results having relatively
narrow applicability to the total AN problem. For example, models of the human operator
have had a history of resulting in successfully describing functions which, when applied to
real world unconstrained problems, only result in large unexplained remnant terms. One
has only to review the twenty years of development of human operator models that
describe aircraft pilot behavior to see the shortcomings of this approach. These
describing functions also primarily deal with psychomotor skills and have not addressed
the cognitive functions applied by maritime pilots. Other approaches have not been
totally disregarded. For example psychophysical measurements and certain describing
functions may find applicability in selected areas as input distributions for the fast time
models. The problem is that if these approaches were the prime area of concentration,
extensive data collection would be necessary without any guarantee that the results were
applicable to at-sea conditions.

For this reason our approach begins with the pilot's behavior as measured at sea and
in simulators and attempts to model and develop explicit relationships which can be
continuously validated to the real world. This is achieved through a systematic series of
checks and balances. We recognized that this encompassing approach would be viewed as
difficult to achieve; we therefore directed our efforts during Phase I to proving the
feasibility in each area and that data could be collectively expanded and validated by
iteration through each area. It remains our belief that this problem must be approached in
this manner to achieve results which will be valid and accepted in the maritime field.

1.3 ORGANIZATION AND SCOPE OF THE REPORT

This report has been written at a level commensurate with the current stage of
development. This means we have concentrated on describing the overall requirements,
the measures of effectiveness, the model itself, and most Importantly, the validity of the
modeling process. This can be demonstrated at this time through comparison runs of at-
sea, simulator, and model data. Details of the model along with specific items required by
contract in Phase I may be found in the Appendices. We have avoided presenting the
extensive detailed mathematical descriptions, computer program listings, and modeling
techniques in the main body of the text, since they refer to an earlier stage of
development and would only serve to burden the reader interested In examining the
validity and feasibility of our approach to solving the AN problem. The model is operating
at EA and is available along with program listings, and detailed model design
documentation In a less formal document. The reader is urged to study the various figuikes
and tables of the report, since we have attempted to concentrate the thrust of our
findings in this format.

1-3 a k



Section 2

REQUIREMENTS FOR AN AID TO NAVIGATION PERFORMANCE MODEL

In our approach to the design of an aid to navigation (AN) performance model, we
established specific requirements to (1) meet the needs of the USCG AN branches (Coast
Guard Headquarters and district offices) and (2) provide a methodology that would permit
model output to be easily validated against at-sea navigator performance as a function of
aids to navigation. Model design incorporated these requirements as well as flexibility
and user simplicity. Specific requirements for the model were to:

a. Base model development on observable behavior and measurable performance
recorded at sea and on ship simulators.

b. Provide output measures of effectiveness sensitive to changes in AN variables.

c. Provide output measures of effectiveness that adequately indicate relative
safety and traffic facilitation.

d. Include validation of the model and its output measures of effectiveness as an
implicit part of the model development process.

e. Design a model capable of evaluating performance of a broad range of ANs in
diverse geographic regions.

f. Design a model simple enough for use in AN selection and placement at the
district office level, yet sophisticated enough to be used as a valuable research tool at
USCG branches in Coast Guard Headquarters.

We met each of these requirements including validation of the operation of the initial
models. The following paragraphs describe these requirements for the models developed
and used during this ef fort.

2.1. OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR AND MEASURABLE PERFORMANCE AS BASIS FOR
MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Our approach focused on developing a model on behavioral performance data observed
and measured at sea or in validated ship simulators. Our experience in analyzing the
performance and behavior of merchant marine deck officers both at sea and on ship
simulators was the basis for the design of our model. In the past, deck officer behavior
has been studied via interview, operational sequence diagrams, job requirements studies,
and personal opinions (references I through 5). These studies often recommend methods
of navigatingt piloting, and steering ships, but because the investigators do not gather data
at sea, the studies fall to document what actually occurs at sea.

In contrast to this approach, personnel from Eclectech Associates rode a large
number of commercial ships In various geographic areas during a study sponsored by
MARAD (reference 6). The sole purpose of this study was to observe and document
routine deck officer behavior and performance during all conditions of traffic with a
variety of navigational aids. The data obtained from this study, subsequently computer
coded and analyzed, formed a quantified, statistically valid data base of deck officer
behavior and performance. A comparison of this data to previous studies indicated that
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behavior at sea was very often not what had been stated in interviews or hypothesized in
job requirement studies. Specifically, the use of AN, fix frequency, and fix methods
differed widely from those hypothesized, or the behavior hypothesized was so general that
it could not be applied to a specific set of ANs observed at sea.

Although we believe that data collection at sea is mandatory for the ultimate
validation of any AN model, it must be recognized that all conditions cannot be controlled
at sea and that a great deal of data must be collected to establish a valid statistical
sample. Therefore, we recognize data collection on such validated ship simulators as
CAORF as a partner to at-sea data collection. This unique facility dynamically simulates
visual and radar images and traffic, landmass, and environmental effects, all f,' ly variable
and controlled through computer programming. (See Appendix E).

Our own experience with this facility is extensive. We used our at-sea data bases for
validation of the facility and participated in the following programs as principal
investigators, data analysts, or marine advisors:

* CAORF Validation Program (Reference 7)

* Collision Avoidance Study (Reference 8)

* Valdez Operational Exercises (Reference 9)

* USCG Rules of the Road Experiment (Reference 10)

• USCG Training Requirements (Reference 11)

* USCG Restricted Waterways Experiment IB (Reference 12)

9 Upcoming Restricted Waterways Collision Avoidance Study (Reference 13).

It would be incorrect to say that the behavior and performance of pilots, mates, and
masters on CAORF equaled at-sea behavior and performance, since minor differences
have been noted in validation studies. However, it is correct to say that major
performance variations have been equivalent between at-sea data bases and simulator
,i6ta bases; CAORF thus provides a facility for interpolating and extrapolating data points
und behavior between and beyond equivalent at-sea data bases. To the extent that
CAORF does duplicate at-sea conditions, all data observable and measurable at sea can be
observed and measured on CAORF. CAORF provides the added convenience of complete
recording of ownship position and attitude data throughout experimental runs; similar
data collection at sea usually demands sophisticated and expensive electronic equipment.

The objective nature of data collection Is the key to valid at-sea and ship simulator
data bases. The data compiled is mostly observed and measured with minimal contact
with pilots, masters, and mates. Based on our experience, questioning deck officers
during performance of their duties often invalidates the process being observed and thus
destroys the usefulness of the data. Therefore, our data bases are composed of observed
events and measured performance and represent real behavior. The single exception to
this occurs in that part of the at-sea piloting data base compiled for this report wherein
we tried to measure the difference between the ship's actual position and the pilot's
estimated position. Pilots were asked in preselected sections of the channel to estimate
the ship's position. This question alone often caused the pilot to look specifically to range
lights or the radar when he would have otherwise taken no action. This behavior was
specifically noticeable if he picked up binoculars to sight a distant range or stepped out of
the wheelhouse to sight a ran&e aft. During this process we carefully noted the pilot's
position estimate before and after looking to the ANs.
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The AN performance models developed under this program were designed around and
validated against the observed behavior and measured performance of our at-sea and
CAORF simulator data bases accessible to us. The data base compiled under the MARAD
program was used to provide AN model input data for navigation in coastal waters, port
approaches, harbor confluence areas, and harbor waterways. This data was augmented by
conducting an additional at-sea data collection during development of our AN models for
this contract. The specific goal of this data collection was to begin to compile a data
base representative of pilot's use of ANs in harbor waterways. Section 3 and Appendix C
discuss the scope of these two data bases and their specific input to the AN model
development.

2.2. SENSITIVITY OF MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS TO CHANGES IN AN
VARIABLES

The AN performance model will be used primarily to study the effects of varying
certain AN characteristics and deployment criteria so that an effective tradeoff can be
made between cost, efficiency, and safety. Selecting appropriate AN configurations or
establishing general AN deployment criteria requires that the AN model receives as input
data the exact variables the USCG wishes to evaluate and, further, that the output
measures of effectiveness be sufficiently sensitive to AN variables for a tradeoff to be
successful. AN variables considered of interest include as a minimum:

* AN reliability

* Placement (lateral or cardinal)

* Type (fixed or floating)

* Detection range (day and night)

Size

Light intensity

Color

Contrast

Angular light band

Radar reflectance
Flash type

* Placement accuracy

* Radio aid accuracy

Three measures of effectiveness that can be shown to be sensitive to these variables are:

a. fix and piloting accuracy,

b. navigating and steering accuracy, and

c. traffic capacity

The first of these measures, fix and piloting accuracy, represents the probability of
error In position that may result during the application of normal fixing and piloting
processes. Such errors result from both equipment inaccuracies and human error functions
In interpreting equipment readings or visual Information. Changes in AN placement#
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detection range, reliability, etc, have been shown to affect the value of this error.
Examples of data which support this are given in Section 3.1 of this report.

The second measure of effectiveness, navigating and steering accuracy, is a measure
of the cross channel width the ship requires to maneuver given a specific configuration of
AN and potential for making an error in position estimation. This band is necessarily
wider than the fix error band as a function of varying ship control capability of the pilots,
masters, and mates, and varying skill levels of the helmsman. This measure has been
shown to be sensitive to changes in AN variables. Examples of data supporting this are
discussed in Section 3.2.

The third measure of effectiveness of ANs is traffic capacity. This measure
represents conditions met when the channels are crowded and vessels are slowed in their
transiting or are required to wait to enter the port or leave their berth. 3udicial
placement of ANs may allow more accurate ship piloting in critical areas to aid passings
in certain areas previously considered unsuitable for passing. Data indicating a change in
passing behavior as a function of AN variables are discussed in Section 3.3.

All three measures of effectiveness discussed above meet the requirement of Section
2.1 in that they are measurable performance indicators both at sea and in ship simulators.

2.3. MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS INDICATING RELATIVE SAFETY AND
TRAFFIC FACILITATION

ANs must contribute to safe and quick navigation, piloting, and steering of ships from
one area to another. This is the ultimate measure of AN effectiveness. Safety, to the
extent that it represents risk of collision or grounding, provides a measure of the amount
of life and environmental protection afforded by aids to navigation.

An obvious method of representing safety would be quantification of the relationship
between ANs and the probability of collision or grounding. Our own assessment of
quantifying such probabilities and review of a number of analytical studies of marine
accidents (references 6 and 14 through 17) yielded the conclusion that insufficient (and in
part inaccurate or questionable) data are available across a large enough sample of
accidents to develop an accurate relationship. Further, if formulating such a relationship
were possible, it would be impractical to verify and test that it was correct from
observation of real world accidents. The relatively low probability of accidents would
require a very large sample size to validate the relationship.

An alternate approach to determining the probability of accidents is to determine
indirect measures of safety observable In master, mate, and pilot behavior and in ships
responses. We have been relatively successful (reference 6) in identifying observable
behavior and measurable performance indicative of the relative probability of collision.
We were able to show in our at-sea data bases, with statistical reliability, that use of
collision avoidance systems versus radar reflection plotting doubled or tripled the range at
which ownship detected collision threats, doubled the range at which ownshlp Initiated
evasive maneuvers, and doubled CPAs (closest points of approach) when ownship
maneuvered from privileged ships. The extent to which collision avoidance systems
reduce the probability of collision is presently unknown and will not be quantified from
accident data for years to come. Over 600 collision avoidance systems have been
deployed at sea during the past 10 years, and there has yet to be a major collision
involving a ship using the systems. For ship operators and agencies wishing to make a
decision on whether or not to install collision avoidance systems, our measures of
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effectiveness recorded at sea (threat detection range, maiieuvering practices, and

resultant CPA) 2 provide a practical and observable indication that increased safety is
provided by the systems.

Applying collision avoidance measures of effectiveness described above to evaluation
of AN would be unsatisfactory; generally, they lack the fine gradation of measurement
and direct relation to safety required for AN evaluation. Nevertheless, applying other
measures of effectiveness that are observable and measurable at sea is possible. To the
extent we can measure positions estimated by masters, mates, or pilots using short and
long range ANs, the distribution of the error in their estimates versus actual position
provides one measure of relative safety. Should this distribution of error on or about a
navigational hazard (e.g., shallow water) fall in both safe and hazardous water, there then
exists a probability that a navigator can actually ground on that hazard while estimating
his position to be in safe water. Practically speaking, our interest lies in the navigator's
ability to estimate that he is in safe navigable water or approaching hazardous waters and
concurrently exercise steering control to keep the vessel in safe waters.

The distribution of error in estimated position does not necessarily represent a
measure of safety provided by ANs. Given different crews and ships of different size and
controllability, the distribution of maneuvering room required (width of channel) will be
different. There exists an additional measure of effectiveness representing the relative

safety of specific ships navigating with specific ANs. This is the swept width3 density
function which can be measured at sea. This particular function is shown in Section 3.2 to
contain the probability of the hull excursions outside a channel of safe navigable waters.
Given data on sufficient vessel transits, this measure approaches describing the
probability of grounding or inadvertently crowding oncoming traffic by crossing the
centerline. There must be sufficient numbers of transits Included in the data to establish
a statistically reliable distribution of swept width along those portions of the channel
being Investigated. The actual Interval chosen along the channel will depend on the
channel characteristics and will vary from area to area, but once chosen, will remain
constant for evaluation of alternate AN configurations. Since the probability of grounding
or collision Is of primary interest relative to safety, it is seen that the distribution of
swept width will provide a yardstick for safety against which alternate AN configurations
can be measured.

Measures of effectiveness representative of traffic facilitation are Intrinsically
linked to the measures relative to safety. Alternate AN configuration may permit vessels
to navigate safely at higher speedi, thus aiding the movement of vessels through navigable
waters. Alternate AN configurations may also permit more accurate maneuvering In
narrow channels so that ships may safely pass more frequently. Both of these effects are
ultimately represented In a measure of the delay relative to average passage time while
traveling from one point to another. A measure of effectiveness of traffic facilitation on
a micro scale would be average ship speed along particular channels. A measure of

2A number of other measures of effectiveness associated with the deck officer's averdge
and peak workloads alo improved dramatically with the use of collision avoidance
systems. Such measures, however are less applicable to AN evaluation (reference 6).

3Swept width is defined as the distance IwIndicula
that the hull of a vessel, at the waterline, Track Line Line
"cuts out" of a line perpendicular to the
track line.
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effectiveness of traffic facilitation on a macro scale is average delay in arrival or
departure within a channel system or harbor. Measures of delay of specific ships may be
directly related to the additional cost of operating ships. Commercial ship operators are
universally concerned with minimizing costs in port and maximizing returns while crossing
open seas.

All three measures of effectiveness selected for the AN performance model are
observable and sensitive to changes in AN variables and adequately indicate relative
safety and traffic facilitation provided by particular AN configurations. A more detailed
discussion of the exact definition of these measures of effectiveness and examples of
these variables observed at sea and on simulators are given in Section 3.

2.4. VALIDATION OF MODEL AND OUTPUT MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

Because we recognized that an AN performance model had to represent the real
world, we continually validated the model during the development process. We strove to
design a model that represented the processes and behavior we had observed and
documented at sea. Where key data were missing, we initiated further data collection
both at sea and on CAORF. To aid validation of the model, we designed the model to
accept documented behavior distributions as input data. Through internal adjustments to
the logic coefficient and threshold values, we were thus able to achieve a match between
the model's output measures of effectiveness and similar measures observed or measured
at sea or on simulators.

There are two basic approaches by which the validity of a model can be ascertained.
The first approach is to develop the model functions based on a portion of available data
and then to demonstrate the model's ability to predict data which have not contributed to
the modeling effort. This procedure, indicating an ability to predict behavior, is
attractive for validating processes which are principally controlled by purely analytical
relationships (e.g., ship hull model tests and response of ships to waves). It fails to deal
with the high level of variability evident in human perception and decision processes. A
second method of validation more attractive to human model Is to refine the model to a
point where a statistical match is produced at a selected level of confidence between the
model output and measured data over a range of parameter values. The mode! can then be
said to be valid within the range of the parameter values tested. Parameters considered
for this task Include factors such as type of AN, spacing and pattern of buoys, channel
width, and visibility range. If the parameters and the range of parameter values are
chosen carefully, the model validation will encompass the range of performance that
interests the Coast Guard. Carefully devised CAORF experiments and at-sea data
projects can provide measured data on those parameters which are significant over a
broad range of values (navigation conditions). The model can then be validated over this
same range of conditions. Within the stated parameter ranges, validity is nearly assured,
since comparison of the model output and measured data will indicate any further need for
refinement or tuning. The broid tuning ability within the Monte Carlo model and the
ability to define the pilots' perceptive and responsive behavior through logical input
provide assurance that stitistically supportable matches to measured data can be made.
Comparisons used to establish initial model validity are discussed in Section I.

The continued compilation of at-sea and ship simulator data bases for model input and
validation guarantees to the USCC that the model's internal operation and measure of
effectiveness are valid indicators of the navigational process and AN performance. To the
extent these data bases are descriptive of AN performance at sea today, they are
themselves a valuable product of our AN model development.
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2.5. MODEL EVALUATION OF BROAD RANGE OF AIDS TO NAVIGATION IN
DIVERSE GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS

The USCG has a large inventory of ANs that are located in a wide range of
geographic regions. Yet performance of any one or group of ANs in a particular
geographic region must be evaluated by the AN performance model. Geographic regions
which must be investigated include near coastal restricted waters, port approaches,
channels in open waters, channels confined by land, and river channels.

Aids to navigation to be considered include floating aids (lighted and unlighted), fixed
day marks, fixed lights, ranges, sectored lights, radio aids (hyperbolic and
omnidirectional), and VHF communications. Added to all the possible combinations of
these variables are the different ship types and personnel who navigate and pilot these
ships. Ships range in size from VLCC to s.,.all recreational craft. Ship navigators include
U.S. and foreign masters and mates, federal pilots, state pilots, and owners of small
commercial and recreational vessels. The skill levels of these groups and their knowledge
of the local area vary widely. Appendix B discusses the differences between these
variables. The range of differences in these variables required that the AN performance
model feature a simple method to change any of the variables mentioned above.

This feature was realized in the AN performance model. The particular modeling
technique used was to provide generalized sets of equations and subroutines that could be
made to represent a specific set of variables by inputting coefficients, distributions, and
subroutines. For example, a generalized set of hydrodynamic equations was programmed;
"modeling" a specific ship type is obtained by inputting a list of coefficients for the
various terms in the general equations. Simplicity of variable selection is achieved by
prerecording coefficients for all the variables; the model user need only select a specific
set of variables, and the proper set of coefficients will be automatically loaded. These
coefficients are presently available for tankers, an LNG ship, a container ship and a
mariner class general cargo ship. The deadweight capacity of these ships ranges from a
low of 13,000 tons for the mariner to a selection of tanker sizes from 40,000 tons to
500,000 tons.

At this time, the model's input coefficients are prerecorded to allow evaluation of all
ANs and RAs In coastal waters, port approachest channels In open waters, and channels In
confined waters. A wide range of vessel coefficients is available for evaluation of many
vessel types in any of these areas. Navigational, piloting, and steering behavior
coefficients and subroutines will be prerecorded for masters, mates, pilots, helmsmen, and
ro-aceational vessel captains as appropriate for specific geographic regions and ANs.

Prerecorded input coefficients will not necessarily limit the USCG to evaluation of
only those input variables provided. In the next stage of model development, a syntax
translator is planned which will allow the model user to build, improve, or customize any
variable configuration or behavioral profile he wishes to evaluate. The user will input his
changes or his entire scenario in an English language context; the syntax translator will
automatically determine the proper coefficients and subroutines for loading in the
generalized equations. (For prototype model evaluation In this effort, coefficients were
determined manually and loaded automatically from data matrices.)

Our model has the flexibility of evaluating new variables or modifying prerecorded
ones through the use of the syntax translator; this ensures vitality In its application to
existing and future AN evaluation programs and guantees that validity of the model can
be maintained. Proper validation of the AN performance models across all variables of
interest to the USCG will require compiling a more extensive at-sea and ship simulator
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datd base than currently exists. As these data become available, it will be possible to
refine the initial input coefficients and to input more accurate distributions of observed
behavior. The syntax translator allows such modifications to be trade without major
reprogramming of the model. To the extent that future ANs provide positional
information to ships, new concepts in AN design, either visual or electronic, can be tested
by restructuring variables and decision routines through the syntax translator.

2.6 MODEL USE AT DISTRICT AND WASHINGTON LEVELS

AN performance is of interest to administrative personnel at Coast Guard
Headquarters and to operational personnel at the various district offices. At
Headquarters, policy and budgetary decisions must be made which control deployment
practices and funds for existing ANs and development funds for new ANs and RAs. AN
performance evaluation and basic research are also conducted or directed by Coast Guard
Headquarters.

At the district level the problem becomes pragmatic when a new AN is to be
deployed. District personnel must select an appropriate AN design from the Coast Guard
inventory and determine the best location for the aid. The problem is often deciding
whether or not to discontinue an AN in a specific location. Although port authorities and
pilot associations are usually consulted, the decision is made unilaterally.

It is clear that the AN performance model must work at the administrative, research,
and operational levels. The model was structured for this variety of applications during
the model development process.

One simplifying feature of the model is the use of prerecorded data and coefficients;
these would be used selectively to represent a wide variety of geographic- locations, ships,
and ship's personnel. The user need not know the specifics of these routines to structure
the program for his particular problem. Of course, he would be given full control of
selecting and placing ANs in a geographic area he defines. The model would operate at
the district office level in this mode. A more sophisticated use of the model Is to use the
syntax translator, previously described, to build a unique problem to study either research
purpose questions or general AN deployment criteria. The model would be expected to
operate at the Coast Guard Headquarters In this mode.

A third option for operation Is to use only parts of the model at either the district 4)r
headquarters level. During model development we demonstrated that a model devoted
solely to the measure of fix and piloting accuracy could be accommodated In a desktop
computer. Although not all measures of effectiveness would be available in this model$ its
operation would be relatively fast and simple, thus allowing a large number of AN options
to be traded off using fix and piloting accuracy as a measure of effectiveness.

Experience and user experimentation will ultimately determine how the models are
used by the district offices and headquarters. Our goal in model development was to plan
for and accommodate a wide variety of users and interest groups.
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Section 3

DEFINITION AND VALIDATION OF AIl) TO NAVIGATION MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

Three measures of effectiveness have been selec.ted as output functions of the AN
models. These are:

a. fix and piloting accuracy,

b. navigating and steering accuracy, and

c. traffic capacity.

All three meet the requirements that they: be observable and measurable in the real world
or on ship simulators; are sensitive to changes in aids to navigation; and provide a relative
indication of safety and traffic effectiveness. This section defines each of these measures
of effectiveness and presents ddta which prove the output functions meet the stated
requiremnents.

3.1. FIX AND) PILOTING ACCURACY

Fix and piloting ,accotrCy is a measure of the ability of a inmster or inate in open sea
or a pilot im conffined water% to estimate his exact position. For a single fix it may b the
distance between the officer's estimnated position and the actual position. For I4rge
numbers of ,dnples taken at the same actual position* fix c:uracy can be represented as
a probability distribution. The distribution of probabilities about the actual ship isition
nay not necessarily be a zero mnean distribution (i.e., the inean of all estimated positions

may not be the actual position); the statistical distribution ol e, timated positions Is not
necessarily Gaussian.

A two-axis representation of fix and piloting actcuracy provides the simplest
reference system for expressing accuracy, O e axis is in the cross track; the other, In the
,,l-ng tra.:k direction. Ac-ircy may be represented as a tean displacenentt aUnd a
standard deviation along these res)ective axes. Positim accuracy can also be Indicated its
a ratio of position error divided by the distanc:e to the nearest h uiard along these axes.
Th's latter measure, empirically based, waS used to evaluate piloting accuracy observed at
sea. This ratio appears to provide an indication of relative salety.

A third method of representing piloting accuracy is to draw a -iap of theA
probabilities that describe the estimation of the ship to be at or near artual ship position.
This mnethod has the advantage of displaying the nonfinearitles and skewness of the
distribution which aet not readily apparent from an observation solely of means and
standard deviations. The AN performance models developed for tis effort produce fix
Accuracy data in either the mean and standard deviation format or In a two-dimensional
-nap showing the probability that estimated positions are other than the actual position. A
ratio of error divided by distace to the nearest hazard can also be calculated by the
models with minor smodification to our current peogrun. Examnples of the output of the fix
and piloting model are given In Section 3, Validation of AN Performane Models.
Ewunples of these measures observed at sea and on sisnula tom follow.
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Selecting fix accuracy as a measure of effectiveness was initially based on
hypothesized relationships and later verified by data collected on the CAORF simulator
and at sea. Data are now available from the MARAD and USCG restricted waterways
experiments at CAORF; these data provide a statistical representation of position
estimation by nine pilots placed at identical points in channels with various aids to
navigation. During a data collection trip from Providence, Rhode Island, to Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, we demonstrated that it was possible to measure the accuracy of a pilot's
estimated position while negotiating channels.

The majority of the estimated fix data collected at CAORF represents a pilot's
ability to estimate ship position with the ship stopped at a particular point in the channel.
We define this to be their "static" fixing ability. During one session, the ship was steered
at 6 knots through a channel with buoys. The pilots were asked to estimate their position
at specified distances along the channel without stopping the ship. In this case the pilots
had the advartage of estimating their current position knowing where they had been, their
speed, and their direction. We define this to be their "dynamic" fixing ability. Pilots had
to estimate their position using only visual information. Each pilot indicated his own
estimate on a chart by locating a model ship in the indicated chann. '. Similar data
collection techniques were used at sea to obtain a measure of the pilot's estimated
position. At sea, all position estimates were obviously dynamic.

The accuracy with which a pilot can translate his mental position estimate to a
marked position on a chart independent of the accuracy of the mental estimate is of some
interest. Although we have performed no definitive analysis on this question, there is
some indication of error magnitude contained in the data. Pilots were asked at the same
positions in the CAORF experimental channel to estimate both their actual distance from
the channel centerline in feet and to indicate their position on the chart. The standard
deviation of the distances estimated was 15.7 feet while measurements of the graphical
estimates produced a standard deviation of 29 feet. Although the difference In standard
deviations in this case was 13.3 feet, it should be noted that there is a probable error also
in converting from a mental position estimate to a numerical distance. These questions
are anticipated to be subjects of study in later CAORF experimental work.

Samples of data collected at CAORF are shown in FIGURES 3-1 through 3-4. There

are two important properties of these data:

a. Changing the AN configuration (adding buoys or changing placement) resulted in
a change in position estimation accuracy.

b. Position accuracy depended on the actual position of the ship relative to the
AN.

These data also point to a number of other interesting trends that focus on the fixing
process exercised by the pilots as described below.

Standard deviation data listed In FIGURE 3-1 show that adding ANs will, for certain
configurations, cause the "static" estimation error in cross and along track positions to be
reduced. Actual ship position for each of the configurations is identical. Standard
deviation data in FIGURE 3-2 show the same trend with the additional experimental
variable of estimating ownship's position at two locations. Static cross and along track
standard deviations in position estimation change as a function of both the ships actual
position and AN configuration. Close inspection of cross track standard deviations, In the
lower channels, shows a trend that may not have been expected. The cross track errors
for positions farther away from the mid-channel gate buoys appear to be smaller than
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those closer (e.g., 0 cross = 12 feet versus o cross = 29 feet in the center of the channel,
and a cross = II feet versus a cross = 17 feet at the edge of the channel).

This relationship may be explained when the buoy configurations are viewed as
ranges. The farther away a ship is from the buoy gates, the smaller the vertical visual
angle is between buoys. Coast Guard experience with ranges (reference 18) shows that the
smaller the vertical angle, the more sensitive pilots are to changes in the horizontal angle.
This important relationship between vertical and horizontal angles for ranges and all other
ANs viewed relative to one another was identified early in our study and programmed into
the AN routines. FIGURE 3-3 shows the limiting value of approaching gated buoys. The
cross track standard deviation of position grows to 56 feet as the ship's bridge is placed
between the buoys. Note that, in FIGURE 3-3, the along track error is reduced in size
when the ship is abeam or between ANs. Accurate knowledge of along track positions
seems to occur only when ANs are abeam.

Differences between static and dynamic fixing ability are shown in FIGURE 3-4.
Traveling left to right along a wandering path, pilots initially were less able to estimate
the ship's cross track position when exiting the previous turn and just having passed
through a pair of gated buoys. The initial standard deviation of the dynamic error at
Position A is 63 feet versus the standard deviation of the static error of 11 feez. At
Positions B, C, and D the standard deviations are nearly equal for the static and dynamic
conditions. The difference noted between static and dynamic positioning accuracy has
implications for our second set of measures of effectiveness which indicate how well a
pilot maneuvers a ship along a channel, given only dynamic fix information.

The standard deviations of error in estimated position shown in FIGURES 3-1
through 3-4 are only indirect measures of safety. However, these particular measures
provide considerable Insight in the placement of ANs and in the processes by which pilots
obtain an estimate of their position. Contlnved collection of data on such ship simulators
as CAORF will provide additional valuable data and measures of the effectiveness of ANs.

The accuracy of position estimation measurement on ship simulators cannot alone
provide a valid supporting data base for AN evaluation. Similar data must be collected at
sea to provide the proper context in which to Interpret simulator results. Previously we
evaluated open sea fix accuracy via use of a satellite navigator as a standard (reference
6). Such methods would not suit coastal and pilot waters where accuracies In feet are
sometimes required for ship control. What is required is a method of knowing ship position
exactly as well as a method of quantifying the pilot's estimated position. To prove the
feasibility of measuring a pilot's fix accuracy at sea and the value of fix accuracy as a
measure of effectiveness indicative of relative safety, we performed an at-sea data
collection aboard a 30,000-dwt commercial tanker.

A wide variety of AN systems was observed between Providence# Rhode Islandt and
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. During preselected channel legs, efforts were made to obtain
the pilot's estimated position and to locate the ship's exact position using visual surveying
techniques. The pilot indicated ship position either as a numeric indication or by locating
a scale model of the ship in the estimated position on an enlarged chart. Analysis of these
data indicates that, although the pilot's fix accuracy varied greatly in alternate AN
configurations# the relative safety of the ship remained constant as a function o( available
maneuvering room.

FIGURE 3-3 shows the absolute value of errors in ros-track position estimation.
Each datum point represents one position in the channel where the pilot was asked to
indicate his estimated position. At the same time data collectors obtained actual ship
position by visually triangulating on a series of targets.
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FIGURE 3-5. FIX ACCURACY VERSUS AN CONFIGURATION (ECLECTECH AT-
SEA DATA BASE)

The three channel configurations relate to actual channels as follows:

Channel Type A, Without Ranes, Few AN;

* Fixed lighthouses every 4 nautical miles
a Floating ANs every 2-1/2 nautical miles
* Example - Brandywine and Mlah Mauul Ranges, Delaware Bay

Channel Type B, Without RIaes. Numerous ANs

* Fixed beacons every r nautical miles
* Floating ANs every 1/2 to 3/4 nautical mile
* Example-Bullock. Point, Conimlcut Point, and Rumstick Neck

Reaches* Narraganett ay
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Channel Type C, With Ranges

* Range lights and day marks

* Floating AN every nautical mile
* Example - Reedy Island, Cherry Island, and Bellevue Ranges,

Delaware River

The range in fix accuracy between the various AN configurations is not surprising giventhe large distance between reliable (fixed) ANs in the three configurations. Note thatthese fix accuracies seem to provide an acceptable level of safety in these channels as afunction of maneuvering room available. Data in FIGURE 3-6 indicate values of the errorin fix estimation (feet) divided by the distance from the actual ship position to the nearest
grounding hazard (feet). These data indicate that the fix accuracy observed was always
equal to or less than one-quarter to one-half the distance to the nearest hazard. Thesedata provide an indirect measure of the safety provided by the ANs in the channelsobserved. The extent to which a ratio of one-half represents a threshold value for ANdesign is unknown. Further compilation of such data across other AN configurations
aboard different ships and under different weather conditions will aid in defining
empirically supportable standards for AN design.

DATA COLLECTED ABOARD
A 30,000 - DWT TANKER,

DAYTIME, CLEAR

<0 0.6 +

0.4- +
0

S0.3-

Z 0.2+

S 0.1 4

CHANNEL TYPE A CHANNEL TYPE 8 CHANNEL TYPE CWITHOUT RANGES WITHOUT RANGES WITH RANGESFEW AN's MANY AN's

FIGURE 3-6. FIX ACCURACY/HAZARD DISTANCE RATIO VERSUS AN CONFIGURA-
TIONS (ECLECTECH AT-SEA DATA BASE)
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Data in FIGURES 3-5 and 3-6 Were compared to the dynamic fix data compiled for
the restricted waterways experiment at CAORF. FIGURES 3-7 and 3-8 show fix accuracy
and hazard distance ratio data gathered at CAORF under similar conditions to those
encountered at sea. Fix accuracy and hazard distance ratios indicate the pilot's ability to
estimate where the particular spot on which he is standing is located relative to the
channel or nearby hazards given the available AN configuration. This ability is a function
of the position formation available to the pilot and the skill with which he uses it but is
essentially independent of the size of platform on which he is located. The difference in
size between the 80,000-dwt ship at CAORF and the 30,000-dwt tanker would not affect
the comparison of these performance measures. The similarity of at-sea data to CAORF
data is remarkable given that the data are compiled across 10 pilots and in several
different channels.

The clo.se fit of the CAORF data to the at-sea, channel Type B4 data confirms the
validity of using CAORF in gathering portions of the data required for the development
and validation of AN performance models.

600

0CAORF RESTRICTED

WATERWAY CHANNEL
WITH CUTOFF CORNERS

-400

<-

o~j 200=

0L

<Z
i!

V* CHANNEL TYPE 1
WITHOUT RANGES

MANY AN's

FIGJRE3 3-7. FIX ACCURACY VERSUS AN CONFIGURATION (CAORF RESTRICTED
WATERWAYS DATA)

The CAORF restricted waterways channel falls into the Type B category by virtue of
its 3/l-nautical mile buoy spacing and lack of ranges.
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FIGURE 3-8. FIX ACCURACY/HAZARD DISTANCE RATIO VERSUS AN CONFIG-
URATION (CAORF RESTRICTED WATERWAYS DATA)

Comparing fix accuracy data collected at sea to CAORF data supports the
partnership relationship between these two data sources. Fix data gathered at sea were
necessarily limited to the use of one pilot on each voyage in a wide variety of channels.
At CAORF, groups of many pilots can be evaluated at the same time in identical channels
yielding a more prolific source of data for extrapolation In the AN model.

The multiple sources of fix data have yielded a number of different data formats for
representing the fix accuracy measure of effectiveness (eg., standard deviation of error,
absolute error of fix, hazard distance ratio). The variety of data formats provides
flexibility to meet the requirements of different end users. Our approach In gathering and
analyzing fix and piloting accuracy data was to use the best and most easily unWrstood
formats suitable to the data on hand. As future data are collected, additonal formats wM
be devised to ndicate performance of ANs relative to the measure of effectiveness of fix
and pilJoting accuracy.
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3.2 NAVIGATING AND STEERING ACCURACY

Navigating and steering accuracy is a measure of a master's, mate's or pilot's ability
to steer particular vessels, in specified geographic areas, given a specific set of ANs.
Navigating and steering accuracy for a single passage along a channel may be represented
as the variation in track line along the channel. This measure may be transformed into a
distribution of swept width, summed along the entire channel. Analysis of many ships'
passages in a particular channel can be represented by distributions of swept width. The
probability that swept width would ever cross a grounding hazard provides a good
indication of the probability of grounding. The variability of the tails of the swept width
distribution (i.e., those portions of the distributions which describe the probability that a
portion of the ship will extend to port or starboard of the desired track's width) indicates
the relative controllability of the ship in a particular channel. As such, these data may
represent one measure of the relative safety of navigating the channel.

Many data bases are available to demonstrate that navigating and steering accuracy
data are measurable both at sea and on ship simulators and that these data are sensitive to
changes in AN configurations. At-sea data are available from both a British research
study and the at-sea data bases compiled at Eclectech Associates. Data from the CAORF
restricted waterways experiment have also recently been made available. Examples of
these data are discussed below.

At-sea data collected by the National Physical Laboratory in England (reference 19)
demonstrated the feasibility of documenting ship's tracks in piloting waters and of
studying various piloting and steering phenomena in such waters. Data In FIGURE 3-9
illustrate typical computer-generated track reconstructions from this study. Positions
were determined by land-based visual surveying instruments heading was recorded aboard
the vessel. The advantage of entering this data in a computer provided the opportunity to
analyze the data in several ways.

Data in FIGURE 3-10 Illustrate measures of swept width recorded along the straight
portion of the channel. The maximum swept width of 70 meters permits a first order
evaluation of the safety of these ships in transiting the 210-meter wide channel. Relative
to safety, not only the maximum swept width is of Interest but also the variability of the
path. The maximum swept width was most probably (but not necessarily) caused by the
pilot purposefully changing the position of RHINE MARU (outbound) from the port half of
the channel to the starboard half or, alternately, on BREMEN EXPRESS (outbound)
allowing the ship to set slightly to port, then correcting the set halfway along the channel.
Also important in terms of safety are the oscillations in track and swept width of RHINE
MARU (inbound) as she turned into the channel leg (moving right to left In the diagram).
These data indicate the effectiveness of the available ANs in giving the pilot sufficient
Information to straighten the ship onto the track. The oscillations are indicative of the
pilot% total ability to determine his position and steer the ship via orders to, the
helmsman, who may also have contributed to the track variability while complying with

the orders. (It is unknown if course or rudder commands were given in this situation.) The
extremes of the oscillations in this exanple are shown to be 20 meters, 10 percent of the
channel's width of 210 meters.

3.12
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Swept width data recorded by the British were also analyzed by grouping inbound and
outbound tracks in the er channel. FIGURE 3-11 illustrates general differences in
tracks between i nd and outbound VLCCs. The difference in width between inbound
and outboun racks is probably caused by pilot strategies rather than variations in
position unlations by pilots. FIGURE 3-12 illustrates a breakdown of the inbound data
by t ilot in command. These data show that a single pilot (A) was able to maneuver
fo different ships under four different current conditions, along a path he seems to have
selected as optimum. These data illustrate that this area probably has sufficient ANs
since the differences in pilot A's tracks are only 60 meters relative to a channel width of
500 meters.

Ship maneuvering data related directly to available ANs was collected during our at-
sea data collection trip in Narragansett Bay and the Delaware River. Data in FIGURE 3-
13 show the cumulative swept width data versus various AN configurations. Channel
Types A, B, and C are identical to those described in Section 3.1. These curves represent
the percent of time that a particular section along the channel will be covered by any
portion of the hull. For example, the middle section of Channel Type B will be occupied
0.5 or 50 percent of the time the ship is transiting the channel. The rest of the time the
entire hull is either to port or starboard of this line. A section 150 feet in from the port
side of the chnnel will be occupied only 25 percent of the time. If any of these curves
extend over a grounding hazard, a potential for grounding would be indicated.

The variation In maximum swept widths and the steepness of the curves at either
side potentially indicate performance of the various AN configurations. The swept width
curves for Channel Type A (lig ithouses every 4 nautical miles and buoys every 2-1/2
nautical miles) illustrate the largest maximun swept width value. Additionally, the low
flat portion of the curve to the left may indicate a certain amount of wandering left
versus a check of the wandering indicated by the right-hand portion of the curve.

An Increase In the number of floating aids in Channel B (buoys every 1/2 nautical
mile) reduced the maximu swept width and steepenbd the sides of the curves. There is
still evidence of wander right and left In these data.

Adding range lights in Channel C reduc.d the maximu swept width even further,
allowing ownship to easily maintain a position slightly to starboard of the centerline. A
rapid fallotf of curve to the right and left is evident, illustrating only a small tendency to
wander.

The stepped form of the curves In FIGURE 3-13 Indicates the discrete nature of or
position information gathered every 2 to 3 minutes. Future data collection in these areas
should be automated (electronic survey systems such as auto tape) to provide position
sarples every 15 to 30 seconds. Computer analysis of such data would yield smoother
curves in the port and starboard side regions. Computer generated curves of cumulative
swept width are Illustrated in Section 4 as output curves of the AN performance raodel.

Preliminary data, which support cross track position and swept width as valid
measures of effectiveness, are also available from the CAORP restricted waterways
experiment. The upper curve in FIGURE 3-14 Illustrates the sweat width function for an
AN conf iguration similar to Chilwi Type B data collected at sea. The maximum swept
width value of 255 feet compares favorably with the sea value of 27) feet. Note,
however, that the CAORP channel is 00 feet narrower than that encountered at sea; yet
the maximum swept widths remained nearly the same. One potential conclusion drawn
from this relationship is that a 253- to 273-ft cross chanel distance Is required for

3.13
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maneuvering given floating aids in confined channels. This distance is not necessarily the
minimum, because at-sea data indicated only 187 feet were necessary in the channel
marked with ranges. Supporting data, collected at CAORF, shown in the lower curve of
FIGURE 3-14 (Channel Type D, electronic navigator) indicate that, given numeric values
of cross channel position (feet left or right) and velocity (feet per minute left or right),
the maximum swept width was held to 205 feet. This comparison of maximum swept
widths has not been tested to determine whether there exist significant differences
between the means of the distributions from which the samples were taken. The amount
of change of maximum swept width between Channel Type B (255 to 275 feet) and Channel
Types C and D (187 to 205 feet) would suggest that a significant difference may be found
when sufficient data are available. In contrast the change between Channel Type C (187
feet) and Channel Type D (205 feet) suggests that no significant difference may be found.

The effectiveness of using swept width information for evaluation of electronic
positioning information has similarly been demonstrated by an advanced display study
currently being conducted on a ship's display simulator at Eclectech Associates. Data in
FIGURE 3-15 illustrate the differences that result from using a normal radar display
versus an advanced radar display which indicates the location of all ANs and also
superimposes on the radar display a synthetic picture of channel boundary lines and
centerlines. The channel negotiated by subject pilots was, in this case, the Kill Van Kull
between The Narrows and Newark Bay. The bar graph in the upper corner of this figure
indicates that the mean distance to the channel centerline calculated along the track was
less for the advanced display. Swept width cumulative functions are currently being
compiled for these data.

A final application of swept width as a measure of AN effectiveness is the
evaluation of traffic passing situations. Preliminary data released for the restricted
waterways experiment indicate that improving ANs will change the cumulative swept
width functions calculated at the time of CPA (closest point of approach). Data curves In
FIGURE 3-16 Illustrate the effect of placing more ANs in Channel Type B versus Channel
Type A. The mean swept width position is farther from the traffic ship; the minimum
CPA Is larger (145 feet versus 95 feet); and the maximum swept width is smaller (170 feet
versus 190 feet). Conclusions which might be drawn from these data are that given
adequate ANs (Channel Type B), the pilots could more reliably maneuver ownship closer to
the right channel boundary in an effort to widen the distance between the two ships. This
change in behavior impacts both ship safety and traffic facilitation. Swept width data will
aid in selecting safe areas for passing and thus aid traffic flow in channel systems.

An overview of all the data pertaining to piloting and steering accuracy Indicates
that this measure of effectiveness is sensitive to both changes in short range ANs (buoys,
lighthouses, ranges, etc) and changes in long range aids (such radio aids as LORAN-Ct mini
LORAN-C, Decca, etc). This measure also provided an Indication of the complete
interrelation of traf fic safety and traffic facilitation.

It Is an Important aspect of this measure that we and others have demonstrated the
feasiblilty of meaorWg and quantifyng pilaOtg and steering accuracy both at sea and In
ship SImulators.

The particular format of data presentation has been shown by examples to range
from pictorial charts and band widths to cumulative density functions. The latter,
probabilistic measures are most suitable for indication of relative safety afforded ownship
and also traffic ships.

An added consideration across the CAORF9 at-sea, and EA pilot data bases is the
issue of ship size. The at-sea data were collected on a 30t000-dwt ship while both
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simulator data bases were collected using an 80,000-dwt ship. The fact that similar trends
resulted may indicate less importance of the variable of ship size in the final AN model.
We estimate that the final results will apply to fairly large groupings of tonnage and ship
characteristics. This variable is easily examined in Phase II; these preliminary results
indicate that this testing at sea and on CAORF may not be as extensive as originally
thought.

3.3 TRAFFIC CAPACITY

Traffic capacity is a measure of the ability of a particular channel or set of channels
to handIle a specified mix of vessels arriving at random or dependent time intervals. The
principal indicator of traffic capacity is delay time per ship type in transiting a particular
channel or a set of channels (e.g., sea buoy to berth). This measure can easily be related
to costs for delay and thus serve as an economic tradeoff factor. Delays in transiting
time in a harbor present potential economic losses to commercial vessels using the harbor
waterways. Real costs associated with delays are proportional to the per hour cost of
operating the vessel (reference 20). The daily operating costs incurred by particular
vessels and their potential maneuvering (or transiting) speeds are listed in TABLE 3-1. A
delay of one hour in transiting the harbor will cost a ship operator 1/24 of the costs listed
in TABLE 3-1. Annual costs are calculated by multiplying this value times the number of
trips made into the harbor each year and the probability that the delay will be incurred
each trip. Total costs to the shipping industry (foreign and U.S.) are calculated by
projecting savings across the annual port traffic volume.

TABLE 3-1. PER DIEM COSTS OF OPERATING COMMERCIAL VESSELS AND
MANEUVERING SPEEDS

COST PER* MANEUVERING
VESSEL TYPE DAY ($) SPEED

80,000- to 1 0,000-dwt tankers 24,650 10 KNOTS

,,00- to 80,000-dwt tankers 20,380 10 KNOTS

12,000. to 30,000-dwt tankers 19,230 12 KNOTS

container ships 31,10 18 KNOTS

feeder container ship 18,%60 16 KNOTS

general cargo C-6 24,420 12 KNOTS

bulk carriers 20,540 12 KNOTS

tug and tow 8,000 8 KNOTS

fishing trawlers 1,980 6 KNOTS

#Figure for 1977 calculated from 1975 values. U.S. Maritime Administration, Office
of Domestic Shipping, Division of Ship Management.
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Faster ships might incur greater transiting delays because they may be required to
slow in poorly marked areas or they may not be able to overtake and pass slower vessels in
certain channels. Note in TABLE 3-1 that costs for operating faster ships are generally
greater than for slower vessels. The inability of a particular turn or channel to allow two-
way traffic may delay all vessels using that channel. Restricting all traffic flow for
arrival and departure of a liquid natural gas (LNG) carrier will delay all vessels.

Data supporting traffic delay as a measure of AN effectiveness are lacking for
major ports in the world today. Compilation of such data is just commencing at the Port
of Rotterdam (reference 21) and the Port of New York (reference 22). The practicality of
measuring and relating vessel delays, vessel type, and AN configurations in channels was
demonstrated by a vessel traffic survey of New York Harbor. FIGURE 3-17 is a composite
picture of vessel locations plotted from radar every 1/2-hour, for a 24-hour period, for the
lower bay of New York Harbor. Vessel positions relative to channel boundaries are
indicated by designation of lighted buoy locations.

The analysis of radar image photographs taken every minute at New York Harbor
yielded a 24-hour distribution in traffic type. Vessel types (ship, tug and tow, and dredge)
were identified by classifying radar return images; unfortunately, ship identity, carrier
type, and maneuvering speed were not collected with this data. The data in FIGURE 3-18
indicate that ship traffic peaked in the morning (0600 hours) and in the afternoon (1400 to
1600 hours) and that ships made up most of the vessels moving in the channels.

A sample distribution of vessel speeds in lower New York Harbor was generated by
measuring distances traveled between radar pictures and calculating speeds for the vessels
present. Data in FIGURE 3-19 represents a frequency density function of speeds in New
York's lower bay. A further subdivision of this speed data by channel would be required to
identify potential slowing due to alternate AN configurations or insufficient ANs for safe
passing.

Future collection In selected channels could best be gathered through timed
photography of both radar Information and a display of collision avoidance true motion
vectors. Commercially available collision avoidance radar displays (lotron and IBM)
automatically track up to 40 vessels, designating each vessel with a vector whose length is
proportional to the vessel's speed and whose direction is true course of the vessel.
Analysis of sequential photographs of collision avoidance displays would Immediately show
changes in speed for particular channels and traffic congestion. VHF communications or
port data would be used to determine vessel identity, size, and speed capability.

Traffic delay as a measure of effectiveness of ANs In the United States will apply
mainly to such congested ports as the Houston Ship Channel or the Port of Baltimore.
Many major ports such as the Port of New York are so widespread geographically that
congestion seldom occurs. Application of the measure in seemingly uncongested ports can
be limited to specific key channels that occasionally back up (e.g., Kill Van Kull in New
York).

The ultimate use of traffic delay time as a measure of economic cost to commercial
traffic can be pursued at the discretion of Coast Guard Headquarters. Reductions In
delays to shipping will return savings immediately to the ship operators using the port.
The dollar return to regional economles will be through a long term decrease in freight
rate and potential increased atVtctioh of new shipping to the port area as a function of
increased efficiency (Ie., reduced delays).
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Section 4

DESIGN AND USE OF AID TO NAVIGATION PERFORMANCE MODEL

4.1 DlESIGN APPROACH TO MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Our approach to the design of an AN performance model is to represent the
navigator's and helmsman's behavior, traffic behavior, ship's equipment, and ship responses
as observed at sea. To effectively do so we developed (designed and demonstrated) three
stand-alone computer models: a fix model, a navigating and steering model, and a traffic
capacity model, which provide output data corresponding to the three measures of
effectiveness discussed in Section 3.

FIGURE 4-1 illustrates that the models can function either independently or in
unison to evaluate AN performance. Thus, the effects of changing AN configurations can
be studied in terms of one measure of effectiveness or from a composite, interactive
approach. The connecting links between models are not computer links; they are meant to
imply the iterative use of the models in analyzing and refining an AN configuration for a
specific area. A fourth model, shown in FIGURE 4-1 by dashed lines, represerjt.s4. '.
further Iteration of AN evaluation. This model would determine the es9wmw i.return to
the port for reduced traffic delays and increased safety. FeibtlTY of the economic
model was only investigated in this effort; developmentha~rtnstarted.

All three models in FIGURE 4-1 .a been developed and made operational.
Operation of both the fix model and . wrvigatng and steering model has been evaluated
for clear weather against 90 and at-sea data bases. Section 5 of this report
describes validation of e models. The traffic capacity model has been made
operational at an eentary level to prove Its feasibility. The model output data
compare favora o at-sea and ship simulator data. We have a high degree of conf idwce
that, when y validatedt the models can be used to evaluate most AN performance
questl

The AN performance models developed by EA simulate the real world. As stated
- above, navigating, steering, and ship processes that have been observed or are known to

exist at sea have been represented In the models. The models simulate or represent, in
fast time, the evolution of actual processes occurring in real time at sea. Variations in
these processes attributed to equipment differences, perceptual differences, and
behavioral variations are entered In the models as probabilistic distributions of response.
(See subsection 4.2 below). At any point In simulated time where a variety of possible
behaviors or responses exists, the models randomly (or dependently for certain behaviors
and processes) select a sample response from a predefined distribution of responses.
Given this sample, the problem cLntinues to update to the next point in time where
another selection of behaviors or responses is possible. The models again randomly (or
dependently) select a sample. This procedure continues until the simulated run is
completed. (Random selection from defined distributions is the principal characteristic of
a Monte Carlo model.)

Each fast time run of a model simulates the navip" on of a ship once throug the
spocif ied geographic area. Navigating the shir many times through the area is simulated
by repeating the iast time runs, starting with randomly selected initial conditons and with
each run randomly selecting samples from the predefined distributions. The resultant
position fixes and track plots of each fast time run wW differ by virtue of the random
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selection from the distributions. The measures of effectiveness of the ANs are calculated
by averaging the results of many fast time runs, as if many ships had been observed at sea.
Data are represented as probabilistic variables by making many fast time runs and
statistically combining the results.

The actual speed of the calculations for the fast time simulation of ship navigation
is dependent on many factors such as the specific computer type, the complexity of the
scenario, the desired decision-action logic, and the quantity of output requested. The
model as programmed and run on a DEC System PDP 11-40 digital computer has been
performed at 3 to 5 times faster than real time. That is 60 minutes of real time
navigation has been simulated in 12 to 20 minutes. This fast time simulation has no effect
on the physical processes being simulated, since all time dependent calculations are
performed as though they occur at the real time interval. Fast time simulation means the
computer can work through the calculations governing the real occurrence at a faster rate
than the occurrence can take place in the real world.

The capability to simulate navigation in a wide variety of geographic areas with
diverse ANs comes from thlemodels' generalized modular design. A detailed review and
analysis of both the navigotor's behavior and AN use indicated that many processes and
AN and RA characteristic5 we-e common, but that frequency of tasks, navigation
accuracy required, and types of equipment used varied as a function of geographic area.
(See Appendix B.) An important requirement was to assemble general purpose programs
that could simulate navigating, steering, ship's equipment and ship's responses in a wide
variety of geographic areas (scenarios) with diverse ANs and RAs, given alternate logic
instructions, coefficients, and distributions. All three AN models have been structured to
allow this flexibility.

Section 4.2 discusses the mean and distribution relationships used by the models and
their sources. It also identifies which distributions or relationships require further data
collection. Section 4.3 thee describes the types of data that can be input to the models.
These are AN configurations, AN design characteristics, scheduled traffic flowt and
geographic area limitations. Section 4.4 discusses how the models operateg presents the
output capabilities of a!l three models, and provides examples of output data for the three
models. (For a full technical description of the models' design and operationt see
Appendix A.)

4.2 EQUIPMENT ERROR, PERCEPTUAL DIFFERENCES, AND BEHAVIORAL
RESPONSE

Variable distributions and mean relationships programmed in the model fall into
three categories: equipment, perception, and behavior. The distributions about the mean
may be Gaussian, log Rayleigh, or defined only as histogram points4 These distributions
may represent variations about a zero error mean or about a displaced mean.

4.2.1 Equipment Error

Equipment error distributions are presently limited to five equipmentsz

o Gyro or compass

o Radar range and bearing

o Position receivers (LORAN-C)

4-3 I
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o Radio direction finder (RDF)

* Speed log (if available on ship)

Errors that may result from use of these equipments are attributable to both their
mechanical or electrical error plus the navigator's errors in reading the instrumentation
and roundoff errors. TABLE 4-1 lists typical errors which may exist between equipment
on alternate ships plus the contribution of the navigator. All errors are assumed to be
zero mean with Gaussian distributions. Note in this table that the human contributions
can be substantial both in terms of interpretation and roundoff. Also note that the gyro
error affects many other equipments.

The modeling of equipment and human errors must be handled cautiously in the
Monte Carlo model. Equipment errors are usually randomly selected for each run at the
beginning of the run and held constant during the run. Human interpretation and roundoff
errors are randomly selected from their respective distributions for each observation. If
desired, the model can allow the gyro error to change as a function of time and bearing.

4.2.2 Human Perceptual Error

Human perceptual errors are used in the models when an AN is being detected or
when the navigator is estimating his position from visual information alone. Four types of
perceptual means and distributions are required for various aid types and weather
conditions:

o Visual detection

a Detection on radar PPI

o Visual bearing estimation

o Visual range estimating

TABLE 4-2 lists the required conditions for which the mean value relationships exist
and are provided In the model. TABLE 4-3 lists the variable distributions about the mean
values. Both tables Indicate the mean functions and distributions that remain undefined
and that must be determined In the future at sea and on ship simulators. We wish to stress
that we have demonstrated that this type of data can be collected at sea and in simulators
and that, In the time and cost framework of Phase III the additional data collection Is
highly feasible.

Some empirically based data are now available for defining the mean visual and
radar detection ranges. The basic relationships that apply and their sources are indicated
in TABLE 4-2. However# there are two single exceptions to the defined relationships: (1)
multicolored buoys and (2) flash tube lights. The contrast relationsip of black-and-white
sea buoys has not yet been established to allow a mean daytime detection range to be
determined. At-sea experience and recent photographs taken at sea show that these
particular buoys are extremely difficult to detect at long ranges (2 to 4 miles) if any sea Is
running. A!though these buoys form only a small number of total buoys In U.S. waters,
their critical contribution to harbor approach places them above many others in
Importance.

Detection and localization of flash tube tights are also not well defined. Although
studies have indicated that flash tube ANs may be perceived as having higher Intensity,
the ability to estimate the ald's range and beoring seem to be Impaired. These
relationships must be explored in the near future If more of these aids are to be deployed.
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TABLE 4-1

EQUIPMENT ERRORS

HUMAN AN
EQUIPMENT INTERPRETATION MODEL
ERROR ERROR ERROR

STD DEV STD DEV STD DEV

GYRO (HEADING) 1  +0,75 deg 1 deg roundoff +0.75 deg
1 deg roundoff

GYRO (PELORUS) 2  +0,75 deg +0.8 deg & *+1,06 deg
1 deg rouid oft 1 deg rourdoff

RADAR (RANGE)3  + 0.02 NM + 0.014 NM & +0.024 NM
to 1% scale 0.01 NM roundoff to (1% scale + 0.14)

'0.01 NM roundoff:

RADAR (BEARING) 3  + 1 deg plus + 0.6 deg *+1.39 deg
gyro error '.5 deo roundoff 0.5 deg roundoff

LORAN-C4  1 0.25 NM + 0.25 NM
geographic dependent geographic dependent

OMEGA5  +i.0 NM (day) + 1.0 NM (day)
+2,0 NM (night) +2.0 NM (night)

RDF6  + 5 dog 1 deg roundoff "+5.05 dec
plus gyro error 1 deg roundoff

SPEED LOG 7+ 1% 0.1 knot roumnoff +1% full Rate
full scale 0,1 knot roundof f
(deup water) (deep wat. 1

1. Sperry Mk 227 average sea conditli injcrea". to +1.5 deg with speed and latitude comft

2, Human etor function from MARAD exporimurmt at CAORF
3, Sporty Mk 16A, hun;e, error function from MARAD expeiment at CAORF
4. Raytheon LORAN C recewr
5. Raytheon OMEGA receiver
6. Raytheon RAY-OP -20 +50 hadcons, +40 marine, +30 broadcas.
7. Slerry, SRD 301,

*Increase of gyro compass has no speed or latitude ntimpnsaton, gyro *rrw 1.6

"Total %td dv culcolated as the square root of the sum of tle Contributing std deviatilus squared
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Visual estimating of bearing and range relationships have recently been obtained
during MARAD-sponsored research at CAORF. These data, vital for model operations,
show the potential impact CAORF can have on the AN modeling program. Preliminary
data from these experiments indicated in FIGURES 4-2 through 4-5 show the high degree
of impact these data have in providing values for the modeling process. Both the bearing
estimation and range estimation display mean biases. Data in FIGURE 4-2 indicate that
pilots estimate that small angles relative to the bow are greater than the actual values
while angles between 40 and 85 degrees are estimated to be less than actual values. Mean
distance estimates in FIGURE 4-4 always appear to be greater than actual distances.
However, a theoretical fit to these data does not appear appropriate. The failure to fit
experimental values highlights the importance of gathering data fnr these functions either
at sea or on simulators. Additional data on range estimating ability can be gathered
during simulator experiments in Phase II.

The standard deviations of bearing estimation appear to be well behaved. The
deviation for small angles (I to 3 degrees) is equal to the value of the angle itself. The
standard deviation grows to over 10 degrees at 85-degrees relative bearing.

The standard deviations for range estimation grow rapidly with an increase in range.
Experimental data in this case differ widely from theoretical projections. Additional data
points in this distribution can-be gathered in Phase 11 to further define this function.

Bearing and range estimation data in FIGURES 4-2 through 4-4 represent
performance for daytime conditions. Similar data will be compiled either at sea or on
CAORF under nighttime conditions to complete model development. These data should
also be collected for flash tube lights if the Coast Guard anticipates a wide distribution of
this type of buoy.

One note of caution is to be applied to FIGURE 4-3 in reference to standard
deviation of bearing estimation. These data represent observations of a single buoy. The
determination of bearing errors of two or more buoys with similar true bearing involves a
rather complex correlation of errors attributed to each buoy. Thus, bearing errors in
multi-aid situations may not necessarily be selected directly from FIGURE 4-3.
Correlation of bearing errors is discussed in Appendix A.

4.2.3 Behavioral Variations

The final set of distribution functions required for the model represents variable
behavioral responses. These responses are attributable to both pilot and helmsman
behavior. They Includes

* Maneuver completion time

* Course corrections in channels

* Error threshold for maneuver

Maneuver completion time Is the time required for the helmsman to steady the ship
onto a new heading for a given course change. FIGURE 4-6 shows the distribution of
maneuver completion for a 2-degree course change. These data were measured on a
30,000-dwt tanker at sea. As might be expected, most turns are completed rapidly (30 to
40 seconds). Few turns are completed faster than this. Over a third of the turns are
completed slower than the norm (I.e., take more than 40 seconds to complete).
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Data in FIGURE 4-7 for the same ship indicate that the average completion time
rises more or less linearly with the magnitude of the course change. Curves in FIGURES
4-7 and 4-8 will be expected to move laterally without changing shape for vessels less
maneuverable. These data are easily obtained at sea or on a ship's simuletor.

The distribution of control behavior in channels indicates a more highly stereotyped
behavior. Data in FIGURE 4-8 indicate that course and track control changes are
achieved primarily by 1-, 2-, or 3-degree course changes. The predominant change is 2
degrees. Instances could be found where two course changes of 2 degrees were ordered in
succession, if correction of the error situation was not satisfactory.

The final behavioral distribution used is that cross channel position or velocity when
cotrective orders are given. FIGURE 4-9 shows the relative frequency of corrective
course orders as a function of estimated cross track position. Two strategies are clear in
these data. The 3/4-cross track position appears to be the line that the pilot does not wish
to cross. He initiates corrective orders left when he reaches or is about to cross this line.
Many orders are also given when ship is midchannel. Steer right orders are given to
prevent crossing to the left side of the channel, to compensate for current and wind, and
to move the ship right or left in the channel to aid in making the next turn. The data in
FIGURE 4-9 are necessarily limited by the short time dedicated to collecting the data at
sea. There were relatively few corrective course orders given while transting the
channels. Review of the restricted waterways experimental plan at CAORF Indicates that
data similar to FIGURE 4-9 will soon be available from that experiment. The larger data
pool available in the experiment should aid in defining the width of the distributions in
FIGURE 4-9.

4.3 DATA INPUTS

4. .1 AN and RA Characteristics

ANs and RAs have eight general characteristics that contribute to defining an AN
configuratio and that potentially affect, or provide information to, the navigation
process. These characteristics (discussed in Appendix B) are inputted to the fix and
navigating and steering models when describing the ANs or RAs for a particular
geographic area. These characteristics are:

* Visual detection range (daymark or light) - daytime, nighttime, limited visibility,
and sea state

* Radar detection range - Ideal weather and in sea state

* Elevation of aid above mean water level

* Charted position of aid
* Potential error in floating aid position

* Potential error in RA position signals at receiver output

* Aid identification

F Flash characteristics (strobe versus incandescent)

(Identification characteristics (color, size, flash code, and shape) are not inputted into the
model, since It Is assumed that ANs ,WI be properly identified by *.he navigtorJ
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4.3.2 Navigation Processes

The fix and navigating and steering models simulate seven general navigating and
steering processes. These processes contain the majority of the behavioral variations,
perceptual variations, and equipment error functions for the models. Each process can be
modified via input routines for specific geographic areas. (See Appendix B.) These
processes are:

a. Detect ANs and estimate bearing and range using radar, pelkrus, and visual
perception.

b. Estimate, in the following terms, ship's positicn and ship's state from AN

estimated ranges and bearings, RA positions, and dead reckoning position:

* Along track position

" Cross track position

" Certainty of fix

" Ship's speed along and cross track

" Current effects

" Wind effects

* CPA to hazards

c. Make decisions and select actions in the following terms:

* Position, turn rate, and course made good acceptable?

9 Fix certainty acceptable?

* AN configuration optimum for fix?

* CPA to hazards acceptable?

* Has specified aid been reached ?

* Has a specified along track position been reached?

d. Initiate actions in the following terms:

* Determine and order new course, rudder angle, or rpm to achieve goals

* Increase or decrease fix frequency

# Take fix immediately

* Take fix to specified aid

* Use specif c equipment or method for fix

* Monito" oreers

e. Steer ship to maintain course

* Order rudder to initiate desired turn ate

* Order rudder to stop turn rate on course

# Complete course change in stated time

~~!-



" Comply with rudder order

" Correct for wind and propeller-induced yaw momer-t

f. Maintain dead reckoning track

g. Simulate ship hydrodynamics

* Respond to helm orders

* Respond to engine orders

* Update position in geographic coordinate

* Simulate many vessels.

4.3.3 Traffic Capaci.y

Traffic interactions and delays in channels are modeled only in the traffic capacity
model. This model simulates, in fast time, many vessels moving simultaneously at various
speeds through a specified waterway system. The variable distributions in the model are
port arrival, berth departure times, and vessel maneuvering speeds. All vessels follow a
general set of rules while moving along specified paths. These rules are:

a. Each vessel slows in turns if required.

b. A vessel may overtake and pass slower vessels only in specified channel sections
and only if the maneuver can be completed in that section.

c. Two-way traffic is permitted only in certain channel sections.

d. Each vessel maintains a safe interval behind the vessel in front (based on each
ship's stopping capability).

e. A vessel cannot enter the channel system until there Is sufficient room.

4.4 OPERATION OF MODELS AND OUTPUT CAPABILITIES

All three AN performance models - fix accuracy, navigating and steering, and
traffic capacity, provide the capability of representing the measures of effectiveness in a

nmber of formats and as trends in a number of measured variables. For Instance, the
navigating and steering model can output probabilistic plots ot swept width data, rudder
activity, fix variance, cross track velocity, course made good, etc. All of these measures
can provide insight Into the navigation accuracy achieved with one configuration of ANs
versus another.

4.4.1 Fix Model

The fix model was assembled as a stand-alone model fur the purpose of rapidly
evaluating the order of magnitude of fix accoracy obtainable for AN configurations. The
variable distribution of equipment errors, Interpretatlons roundoff, and perceptual errors
In estimating position are simulated In this model. Variability of detection range is not
simulated in this model. All aids are considered detected as they cross their mean
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threshold range for detection (day, night, or limited visibility). Fix accuracy can be
evaluated using particular equipments, combinations of equipments, visual perception
alone, or visual perception plus equipment data.

The fix data may represent a static or dynamic fix accuracy. A static fix represents
the accuracy achievable if the vessel were placed at a positon with no history of previous
motion. A dynamic fix represents the accuracy achievable whe.i tie navigator adds DR
information to his position estimate. FIGURE 4-10 shows the relationship of the various
fix estimating routines as fix data are combined to determine static and dynamic fixes.

The determination of position using bearings, ranges, and positional data from
equipment is a process that involves: selecting observation samples from equipment error
distributions, applying interpretation and roundoff errors, then crossing ranges and
bearings, and selecting the maximum probable position or least risk position as the
estimated position. These processes are well known and represent most fix tasks
performed at sea, in coastwise waterways, and in port approaches. However, estimating
position in restricted waters using visual information alone is a little known process. Our
approach has been to obtain opinions of how this is done from pilots, review fix accuracy
data observed at CAORF, and synthesize a method of visually perceiving a position from
observed bearings and ranges to ANs.

Basically, we model visual fixing techniques identical to those used with equipment
data. Estimated bearings and ranges to ANs are crossed; the maximum probable positfor.
or least risk position Is selected as the estimated position. The model provide;s mean error
and distributions of error functions for both visual estimation of bearings and ranges to
ANs. However, selecting observed bearings and ranges from these functions only initiates
the perception model process. All observed AN bearings (actual bearing plus mean plus
error sample selected) are scanned to see if any lie close to each other n bearing. If this
is so, the bearing errors of these particular aids are correlated (i.e., made neariy equal) so
that the relative angle between them Is approximately correct. This correlation prevents
the random observation of one AN to the right of another aid when it is actually left.
Thus, our pilot seldom misinterfrets if one aid lies left or right of another. This Is a good
assumption for professional pilots, but may not apply to the recreational boater or to
vessels with low heights of eye. 7he correlation function may be appropriately degraded
in these cases.

The correlation of bearing errors also ensures that the pilot sees two aids nearly in
line when they in fact line up In bearing. This ensures that the pilot is given an accurate
line of position when he crosses the line or maneuvers on a range. The corvelation of
bearing errors also depends on the relative distances of the aids from the observer. This
function causes ANs viewed from a high bridge position to take on the sensitivity in
bearing equivalent to range lights as described In reference 18. PICURP 4-1I1 shows that
vertical angles, which play an important part in range sensitivity, aisc play an important
role in view of ANs on the water. Our initial correlation function provides a continuous
gradation of correlated AN errors from the in-line condition to independent observations
when ANs are more than 10 degrees apart In bearing.

Estimated position from visual perception Is determined by crossini the observed
bearings to ANs whose bearing errors have been correlated for relative dstanve and
bearings. Appendix A describes the above process in more detail.

A particular advantage of the visual fix process outlined above is that poition can
be estimated from a totally random geometry of buoys. Although ANs are not actually
placed at random, geometries of aids become very complex In and about turns so that a fix
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model that addresses only unique placements of ANs would not generally apply to at-sea
problems.

During the design and development of the fix model, three versions of the fix model
were assembled and made operational. Each of these models addresses unique questions
regarding fix accuracy. They are:

a. Fix Accuracy Model, Static. This determines the probability that a pilot will
estimate his position to be other than his actual position. This model answers the
question: given a set of aids, what is the accuracy with which a pilot can determine his
position? The output represents a static fix only.

b. Piloting Model, Static. This determines the maximum probable or least risk
position of the ship. The model answers the question: given a set of observations, what is
my position? The model also determines the pilot's confidence in his estimated position.
This modal is used in the navigating and steering model as a subroutine to determine
estimated position before deciding on and initiating actions. Output data provide insight
in the fixing process used by the pilot.

c. Piloting Model, Dynamic. This is identical to b above, except that a DR fix is
considered when selecting the maximum probable position. Output data provided insight
into the possible effects of DR on the navigation process.

The fundamental differences in these models is the interpretation of the results.
Model a. represents the average behavior of a large group of pilots placed in the same
position; models b and c represent a single fix determination by the pilot given his
"observed" set of data (bearings, ranges, etc).

The output data from fix models at b, and c are fundamentally the same. Three data
formats are available: mean plus standard deviation in cross and along track position two-
dimensional map of the probabilities of position; and continuous indication of cross track
error or along track error as a function of distance along the track. FIGURE 4-12
illustrates a typical output data sheet for fix model a. In this particular case, the fix
represents the accuracy of estimated position for visual perception of three floating ANs.
This sheet illustrates the mean and standard deviation of possible estimated positions and
a two-dimensional map of the probability of estimated positions. The standard deviations
of along and cross track estimated positions are calculated as 14.3 yards and 27.9 yards,
the square root of the variances (lower right-hand corner of FIGURE 4-12). These values
were calculated from the data which appear In the grid map above. The key drawing
Indicates the location of the grid and 'rue dimensions relative to the bridge of th ship.
For this case, each block of the grid Is 10 by 10 yards. Data values in the grid represent
the probability of estimating the ship's position to be somewhere in the block. Isobars of
0.01, 0.02, and 0.03 probability have been drawn to emphasize that the resultant fix is not
symmetrical to the cross and along track axes. Appendix A discusses the derivation of the
two-dimensional map of probabilities and rationale behind the method.

The third format for presenting fix accuracy data is to represent the standard
deviation of cross or along track error as a function of distance along a track. FIGURE 4-
13 shows the position of a track relative to eight ANs. FIGURE 4-14 shows the cross
track standard deviation for fix accuracies calculated along the track. Data have been
calculated for three levels of visibilitys 1/4, 1, and 4 nautical miles.

The value and flexibility of this third format have been demonstrated by
programming the fix model In a desktop calculator that generated the curves In hard copy. I
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Several buoy spacings and patterns (e.g., staggered versus gated) were. evaluated inminutes using this approach. This anticipated use may be of value at the district -~Off icelevel where large computing facilities are less convenient. Further exercise of the fixmodel will ultimately establish its use and proper interpretation of the output measure of
effectiveness.

4.4.2 Navigating and Steering Model

The navigating and steering model simulates the entire navigation process andoutputs measures of effectiveness as to how accurately the vessel is navigated and steeredalong a defined track. The model structure is comprehensive in that it allows the study ofplacement of fixed and floating aids, accuracy re~quirements f or RAs, required detectionranges, AN reiability, and the alterrate effects of using lateral or cardinal systems. Themodel structure allows navigation behavior, AN use, and ship response to be simulated in,mastwise and piloting waters, port approaches, harbors, channels, and civers. Thehydrodynamnic part oi the model allows evaluation of a range of vessels from recreationalcraft to VLCCs (500,000 dwt). Finally the model output data, as generated Ly thecurrently developed portions of the model, compare well to at-sea and sh~p simulator dataon a one-for-one basis at various points in the navigating and steering process (e.g.,detection, fix, helmsman behavior).

Seven general subroutines In the navigating and steering model arel

* AN detection and perception
* Fix estimation
* Navigator's decisions
* Navigators actionm
e Hlelmnsman steering process
* Dead reckoning process
* Ship's hydrodynamic response.

Given proper Input coefficients and Input logic, each subroutine can be made to simulatethea behaviors reqtuiired for simulating various ANs, their use~ In diverie geographlc arieas,and different vessel sizes. Output data are available from all subroutines; however, theprincipal model output is the navigational accuracy measure of eftect~veness. Thismeasure derives from the resultant ships path over the defined track or channl.

The general strikcture of tne mnodeil Is shown In FIGURE 4-1S. When At+ areselected, a fix Is estimated. Oecisions based on the fix- result In actionts. The helmsmancomplies with any orders; the ship responds. The process is repeated-.

The variable time step block in the model controls the various processes to allow.detection$. fix, decisions, and actions to occur over several. minutes while the helmsmanand ownship's dynamics update every 3 seconds. The bold feedback lines. originating fromthe action block indicate that the lo#ic in this block can conrol art# modify the operationof most other blocks. For example.. an action statement can ask to hav e a f ix taken onlywhen a specitic AN Is abeam and every 60 minutes thereat ter. or actlon itattments ca4n.order the helmsman to change course when the decision Is inade tt a turopoint Mas beenreached. The program control exercised by unkque combinatlows of decisions and actionstatements Oie.j lolic) provides, the bWie flexibility of thw model for modeling navigation.
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in many areas with diverse ANs. The diagram in FIGURE 4-16 shows that action and
decision statements are inputted to the master program for each type of scenario run.
Thus, the navigator's behavior could be customized for each specific set of ANs and RAs
and each vessel type under consideration. The intermediate block "syntax translator"
allows the model user to define decision and action statements in English language
context. These statements are then automatically translated into the required logic codes
required by the model.

Model subroutines indicated in FIGURE 4-15 contain all equipment, perception, and
behavior error distributions discussed in Section k Basic operation of the model is as
follows:

a. Detection. ANs are detected according to radar, daytime, night, or limited
visibility mean thresholds and detection distributions. Each aid is either detected or not
detected. Ranges and bearing to aids detected are estimated by random selection fiom
radar error and visual perception error distributions. Action statements control detection
frequency and the decision to use radar or visual techniques.

b. Fix Estimation. Visual perception ranges and bearings are correlated as a
function of relative ranges, bearings, and the observer's height of eye. Estimated position
is determined by choosing the maximum probable position or minimum risk position of the
combination of all "observed" visual bearing and ranges, radar bearings and ranges, RDF
bearings, LORAN positions, and OR position. This subroutine Is the dynamic piloting ix
model discussed in the previous section. Action statements control the Information to be
used in the fix and the fix frequency. The fix can be determined fron bearing information
alone, range information alone, radar data only, pelorus bearing and radar range, etc.
However, DR position is entered in every fix. Action statements can also increase or
decrease the pilot's "confidence" -in a particular source of information (e.g., RDF) by
artificially changing confidence level.

c. Decisions. Decision statements can test a number of ship and AN conditions
against preseleted criteria and then direct the program to specific actionts. Conditions
available for test can be ship's estimated position ancd velocities, heading, confidence, In
fix, relative bearing to a specific AN, range to a specific AN, etc. Actions can be
indicated when any one, a group, or a unique combination of decision criteria Is met.
Decision opemations in the model are controlled by Action statements to the extent that
AN action Instructions may define that only a particular series of decisios be tested.
Variable response to cross track position Is considered in this subroutine, randomly
sampling from distributions describing the extremes at which corrective orders are
In tiated.

d. Actions. Action statements can direct the operation of detectiont fix, decision,
variable X-ne stp, and helmsman routine. Action statement4 can test shiptS paraimeters
(e.g., position, velocity) and "order" new heading&, rpm, fix frequocieso detection
equipments, etc. It ship progress is "deided" to be satisfactory, no action is taken.
Action statements are the control criteria for both the navigating process and ship
control.

e. Variable Time Step. This functional block in the model controls the timing of the
various subroutines o that a number of processes can be simulated as occurring
simultaneously. The block also provides the ability to Ohange fix frequencies and control
timed events. Typical timing routines controlled are ship dynamics (update every 3
seconds), helmsman control of rudder and testing for proper ship response (10 to 20
seconds variable interval), and fix frequency (3 seconds to 60 minutes variable Interval).
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f. Helmsman. The helmsman steers the ship in response to heading orders given bythe action statement. This rather complex routine is designed to apply a rudder in thesame manner as a helmsman at sea or a pilot giving rudder orders in both straight legs andturns (reference 23). Given an orde#d course change, the helmsman selects an initialrudder angle to obtain the desired timre to complete the turn and turn rate. This selectionis obtained by simulating the mental actions of the helmsman (computer fast time) as heiudges the ship's response to various rudders and then selects an optimum angle. Thehelmsman applies this rudder. If after a projected time, the turn rate is not as desired,more or less rudder is applied. Once the turn rate is achieved, the rudder is returnedamidships, with the ship's momentum maintaining the turn rate. When the heading errorbecomes small enough, an optimum backing rudder is selected to stop the turn rate ascourse error reaches zero. Two areas of variable response are provided in this model; thefirst is the distribution of total time required to complete the maneuver; the second isroundoff error. Our model selects maneuver completion time, based on at-sea data, foreach heading change. Applied rudder angles are rounded off to the nearest 5 degrees.

g. Ship Dynamics. Ship dynamics are represented in the computer model by a fullset of hydrodynamic equations. These equations are identical to those used by MARAD atCAORF. Coefficients for many ships are available for these equations (Stevens Institute).Additionally, shallow water effects, bank suction, cushion, and wind and current areavailable for these equations if required. The inputs to these equations are rudder order(helm) and engine orders (rpm). Models of the steering engine and steam plant responseproduce appropriate thrust and turn moments for the ship model.

The output available from the various subroutines can be automatically plotted on aCalcomp plotter or printed out as listings on a line printer. Future development of theseroutines will allow automatic statistical testing for differences between AN
configurations.

The simplest output format is a time-based plot of various parameters for a singletransit of the vessel along the defined track. FIGURES 4-17 through 420 are typical timeplots of one transit along a 3-mile channel, with gated buoys placed every 1-1/2 nauticalmiles. In this case, the pilot must determine the proper heading to compensate for a crosstrack current of unknown magnitude to establish a course made good along his intendedtrack (90 degrees). To obtain the proper heading the decision-action statement modulesrepresenting the pilot behavior carry out the following strategy. The pilot makes a seriesof cross track position fix estimations as the ship travels along the channel. Each crosstrack fix estimation is checked for proper cross track position relative to the desiredposition and checked for cross track position relative to the previous fl; to determine theamount and direction of the ship's cross track velocity. The pilot then orders anappropriate heading to direct the ship toward the desired track and course. Errors in fixestimation, however, present exact determination of the proper heading.

For the pilot strategy represented, the cause of the cross track velocity is notimportant. The cause may be from fa.tors external to the ship such as wind, current,bank effects, etc, or internal such as propeller forces or Initial heading. Theeffects mayalso change gradually or suddenly. The pilot's strategy Is to counteract his perception ofthe effect by monitoring and correcting the cross track position and velocity of the ship.

FIGURE 4-17 shows the ship's initial heading and the time response as the pilotattempts to obtain the heading that will compensate exactly for the current. These dataare from the ship's dynamics subroutines. FIGURE 4-18 shows the heading orders, derivedfrom action subroutines. FIGURE 4-19 shows rudder response output by the helmsmansubroutine. FIGURE 4-20 shows the variance of the pilot's confidence In the fix output by
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the fix routines. This is the variance in the distribution of cross track positions described
where the ship might also be, given the set of observations made by the pilot. Fixing in
this case was totally by visual perception.

The time plots can be made on a macro scale of every 15 to 60 seconds for the plots
indicated above, or on a micro scale of every 3 seconds for the study of particular
responses. FIGURES 4-21 and 4-22 show the heading response generated by ordering a 20-
degree heading change (92 to 112 degrees) and the helmsman's rudder orders. Two
responses have been plotted to show the ability of the helmsman's subroutine to complite
the maneuver at different time rates: 130 and 170 seconds. The rudder angle plots
clearly indicate the helmsman's steering process: apply a rudder to start turn, order
amidships, and apply a backing rudder as the ship settles on course.

This model can also output special map-like plots. FIGURE 4-23 shows four tracks
of the ship's center of gravity along a 3-nautical mile channel, with gated buoys located
every 3/4 of a nautical mile. Fixes were made using visual perception only. Again the
pilot was required to seek a heading that would compensate for a cross current of unknown
value.

The output data of the model may also be represented as statistical distributions and
density functions, combining data from many simulated transits. This type format is the
most appropriate method for presenting the measures of effectiveness of navigation
accuracy. FIGURE 4-24 shows the cumulative swept width function of the channel for all
the track plots in FIGURE 4-23. This curve was generated by summing in class intervals
samples of the swept width recorded every 15 seconds, during all four runs, and then
dividing by the total number of samples. The data values Indicate th- percent of time
that an along track section of the channel is occupied by some portion of the hull.
Cumulative probability data may also be plotted as output data. FIGURE 4-25 shows both
the probability density function and the cumulative probability function for the cross
track position of the ship's center of gravity (same runs as for FIGURE 4-24). The
advantage of the cumulative probability plot is that it is easy to identify where the one
and three standard deviations data fall as a function of probability values: 68 percent, 95
percentt and 99 percent. Additionally, given many runs, the small cumulative probabilities
of a part of the ship lying outside the channel can be read off the plot. Probability density
and distribution functions can be calculated and plotted for any of the variables in the
model: fix variancet heading error, cross track velocity, turn rate, rudder angle, etc.
Experience In studying at-sea and ship simulator data will ultimately indicate which
variables beyond swent width may also provide good measures of effectiveness.

Application of the navigating and steering model to hypothetical problems, at-sea
data, and in replication of CAORF data, indicates that the model has promise and that the
feasibility of providing output measures of effectiveness which are sensitive to changes in
AN configurations is quite acceptable. The demonstration and validation of this model are
discussed In Section 5.

4.4.3 Traffic Capacity Model

The traffic model is basically a model of a single channel. That is, it has
arrival/departure points at each end of the channel through which traffic can arrive and
depart. It can designate other arrival/departure points along either side of the channel
which simulate side channels intersecting the modeled channel, or docks and anchorages
where ships may stop. It can also locate traffic impediments at points along the channel
which may be curves, regions of speed reduction due to wake restriction, narrow areas, or
bridges. The representation of a channel within the model is shown in FIGURE 4-26.
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Many of the harbors of interest are basically single-channel harbors with feeder
channels entering frcm the sides. The Delaware River to Philadelphia is a typical
example. In more geographically complex harbors such as New York, the model may be
used to study combinations of channels which form a particular route such as the route
from Ambrose Channel through The Narrows, Kill Van Kull, and Newark Bay to the Port of
Newark.

In the model, ships arrive at one of the arrival points at the ends or along the sides
of the channel, travel along the channel to departure points, and leave the channel. i
entering and traversing the channel, these ships are subject to the performance
characteristics they possess and to the traffic policies established for the channel. These
policies may be directly related to ANs, channel width, ship size, ship type, Rules of the
Road, other traffic, and environmental conditions such as tide and visibility.

Ship arrivals are controlled by the model at each arrival point. The arrivals are
timed by establishing a distribution of arrival times by ship type for each arrival point.
These distributions have been assumed for this initial model to be Poisson with the mean
arrival rate established by harbor authority or pilot origination records. The Poisson
assumption was made to reflect independent random ship arrivals. Dependencies such as
required tide conditions for channel transit are handled by channel use policies. These
may require arrivals to be held at an arrival point in a queue until proper passage can be
made. This includes ships waiting at channel entrances for flood tides, and ships which'
adjust their sea speed to arrive at the channel entrance at the desired time. The deday
because of speed reduction is as real as if the ships were queued at the entrance.

Each ship is tagged with a ship type based on the percentage distribution of arrivals
of ship types at that arrival point. Once the ship is typed, it is provided randomly chosen
specific characteristics from percentage distributions of characteristics for that ship type
In the harbor (e.g., speed, deadweight tonnage). It is then assigned a channel departure
point. Departure points are selected by a random choice from the percentage
distributions of departure points for ships of that type from that arrival point.

Ships traversing the channel after arriving at the arrival point and besig assigned
characteristics are subject to channel policies during their transit. These policies may
include one- or two-way traffic on individual legs and turns, fore-and-aft separation
guidelines for ships of certain types, clear channel distance necessary for ships entering
from side ar "ival areas, and zones where overtaking is possible. As each ship traverses the
channel, it must hold up, slow down, or stop according to decisions and actions based on its
characteristics and the channel policies.

Tlough the fast time simulation capabilities of the computer, hundreds of channel
transits representing many days or months of actual channel use may bI studied. As each
ship transits the channel, it will contribute to and be affected by the traffic. FIGURE 4-
27 is a basic flow chart of the traffic model operation. Each ship Is created as it enters
an arrival point, makes a series of decision/actions to traverse the channel, adding its data
to the statistical base, and then disappears through its design at departure point.

To determine the effect on the ship, certain data are collected and "tagged" to the
ship as it transits. These data are then combined first with that of other ships of the same
type making the same transit (specific arrival to specific departure points) and second
with all other ships making that transit. Data which are tagged to the ship include total
delay time, ratio of speed made good to desired speed, percent time at reduced speed, and
average transit time.
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Additional data were collected which reflect the traffic capacity of the channel,
such as queue length and delay times at curves, and at arrival points. Model results
provide an evaluation of the channel efficiency in handling the required traffic. Changes
in arrival rates at the various arrival points can be used to evaluate changing traffic
patterns or increasing and decreasing traffic loads. Changes in ship speeds, ship size, and
type and channel use policies may be evaluated with respect to channel efficiency and ship
transits experienced. Specific examples of these evaluation studies would be to determine
the effect on shipping of the elimination of other traffic during transit of an LNG ship,
the effect of fewer but larger ships, the effect of a more precise navigating capability in
low visibility, and the effects of improved ANs in allowing meeting situations in turns
rather than one-way traffic only.

To demonstrate the operation of the model, a channel example was run which
consists of straight legs and one turn. Two-way traffic was permitted in the straight
legs. Traffic was limited to one way in the turn. Fast vessels were not allowed to
overtake slower vessels. Ships were introduced at either end of the channel at an average
arrival rate of 1.5 per hour. Vessel maneuvering speeds were selected randomly from a
Poisson distribution. The minimum vessel speed was 6 knots, the maximum 14 knots.

Output data may be presented in several formats: live CRT display, computer
listing, or data plots. During problem solution in fast time, a CRT display can be viewed
which illustrates all the ships presently in the channel and their progress. This option
allows subjective evaluation of the limiting portions of complex channels. FIGURE 4-28
illustrates the representation of the sample channel with several ships in the system. The
cross lines midway along the channel indicate the location of the turn. One ship is
presently in the turn proceeding to the left. Another ship at the left has "slowed" to await
clearing of the turn.

Summary data is automatically listed at the completion of each run. Data for the
sample run are illustrated in FIGURE 4-29. The list includes each ship's identification
number, Its assigned maneuvering speed, and the wait time encountered in the channel.
Positive speed values Indicate vessels entered from the left end of the channel. Negative
speeds indicate ships entered from the right. Data values at the bottom of FIGURE 4-29
Indicate the average waiting time per ship was 5.9 minutes. The average transit time was
79.2 minutes.

The third output format for the traffic is a plot of delay versus vessel speed. These
data for the sample run are indicated in FIGURE 4-30. Review of these data Indicate the
faster vessels encountered higher delays than the slower vessels.

Application of the traffic model to AN evaluation is Illustrated in Section 5.
Conversion of these delay data to economic losses to ship operators may be calculated
utilizing per diem ship costs listed in TABLE 3-1. Generally, cost of ship delays becomes
significant only If average transit time Is affected In the order of an hour or twot passing
through the entire harbor sea buoy to berth. Increasing traffic operations In limited
visibility through judicial provision of ANs and RAs may have the greatest effect on
annual traffic delays. This effect would be measured by the traffic capacity model.
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Section 5

DEMONSTRATION AND VALIDATION OF AID TO NAVIGATION
PERFORMANCE MODELS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The ultimate success of the AN performance models will depend on:

a. their sensitivity to AN configuration changes,

b. their flexibility for use in studying ANs in various geographic locations, and

c. their ability to match, and interpolate and extrapolate between and beyond,
observed data.

During Phase I we attempted to show that the output measures of effectiveness are
sensitive to changes in AN configurations. We also attempted to show that data output
from the model matches the data values and trends observed in the at-sea and CAORF
data bases to AN order of magnitude. We demonstrated the flexibility of modeling
navigation in various geographic areas using different navigation techniques (radar versus
visual) to take fixes at different intervals or on ANs of opportunity. We are confident we
will be able to tune the models to optimum performance as more at-sea and simulator
datz become available.

5.2 SENSITIVITY OF AN PERFORMANCE MODELS TO CHANGES IN AN CONFIGURA-
TIONS

Several hypothetical but realistic problems were studied by the AN performance
models. The purpose of these studies was to demonstrate that the major outputs of the
models would vary as a function of changing AN configurations and navigating conditions.

5.2.1 Sensitivity of Fix Accuracy Model

The expedient method of evaluating ANs Is to apply the fix model to determine the
standard deviation in fixes along predescribed track lines. FIGURE 5-1 shows two
selected track lines along a sample channel 533 yards wide with gated buoys spaced every
3/4 of a nautical mile. Tracks are selected at mid-channel and quarter-channel because
the majority of correction maneuvers are made along these lines.

The standard deviations (in yards) of the cross track visual fixes along each track line
are shown in FIGURE 5-2. As expected, the standard deviation changes as a function of
the buoy spacing, but surprisingly not as a function of the track-line position. The
standard deviation grows slightly toward Infinity at the end of the channel, because no
buoys are in sight beyond and the program prevents the pilot from seeing aft. By
comparison, FIGURE 5-3 shows similar track lines for a channel 533 yards wide but with a
bu .y spacing of 1-1/2 nautical miles. The standard deviation of the cross-track visual fix
grows slightly as a function of Increasing buoy spacing. (See FIGURE 5-4.)

Comparison of FIGURES 5-2 and 5-4 shows that, in clear visibility, fix accuracy Is
hardly affected by buoy spacing. However, this relationship is not true for limited
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visibility. The fix accuracy data run for the two AN configurations in 1/2-nautical mile
visibility is shown in FIGURES 5-5 and 5-6. The spaces in these curves indicate regions
where no buoys are visible ahead to allow estimating own ship's position. Data indicate
the obvious: position information is less often available in limited visibility with increased
buoy spacing; the accuracy of the usual fixes is identical in the two configurations, when
the gated buoys are in sight.

The examples shown in FIGURES 5-1 through 5-6 were limited to the evaluation of
visual fixes to floating aids. An exhaustive study of this particular channel would require
evaluation of fix accuracy with radar and fix accuracies to fixed objectives. The relative
safety of these channels will be determined by the navigating and steering model, which
appropriately weighs the reliability of fixes taken on floating ANs against the reliability
of fixes taken on fixed ANs. The navigating and steering model will determine how safely
the ship is steered across the "blind" 5pots in limited visibility.

Data in FIGURES 5-2, 5-4, 5-5, and 5-6 illustrate that the output measures of fix
accuracy are, in fact, sensitive to AN configurations. Evaluation of visual or electronic
(e.g., radar) fix accuracies for any particular set of ANs or RAs provides a rapid method
for trading off alternate AN and RA configurations. Only the navigating and steering
model can determine the extent to which fix accuracy relates to safety for all vessels
using the channels. The fix model alone is valuable in making macro tradeoffs between
alternate AN configurations. When alternate AN or RA configurations provide identical
fix accuracy, then cost or reliability variables can be applied to select the best
configuration for continued evaluation in the navigating and Steering model.

5.2.2 Sensitivity of Navigating and Steering Model

The relative safety ol a particular AN configuration can be determined by running the
navigating and steering model for alternate AN configurations. FIGURE 5-7 illustrates
track plots for four Monte Carlo caseiruns through the channels illustrated in FIGURES 5-
1 and 5-3. Channel width Is 533 yards; buoy spacing is 3/4 nautical mile and 1-1/2 nautical
miles, respectively. The number of runs was limited to four for clarity of plotting.
FIGURE 5-8 illustrates the resultant swept width plots accumulated over all Monte Carlo
cases. These data Indicate that the maximum swept widths wer-e nearly identical for clear
visibility. The visual fix accuracy data In FIGURES 5-2 and 5-4 show that there were no
significant differences in accuracy to cause difference in the swept widths. However#
under limited visibility, the relative safety might not be as high. This was tested by
changing the visibility threshold in the model. FIGURE 5-9 illustrates track plots for the
same channels with only 1/2-nautical mile visibility. The swept width curves in FIGURE
5-10 indicate that the ship wanders much farther cross track, given a buoy spacing of I-
1/2 nautical miles. In several cases, the ship leaves the channel on the starboard side with
1-1/2 nautical mile buoy spacing. Additionallyt the ship Inadvertently crosses the
centerline into oncoming traffic lanes. The threat of grounding and collision in limited
visibility thus appears to be higher for more widely spaced buoys.

The ultimate selection of 314-nautical mile or 1-1/2-nautical mile buoy spacing will

depend on further investigation of navigating the channel:

a. with multiple sensors (radar),

b. at night, and -

c. under extreme wind and current conditions.
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The output measure of swept width has proven sensitive to the AN configuration in
combination with weather conditions.

5.2.3 Sensitivity of Traffic Capacity Model

Harbor traffic capacity can be affected by changes in ANs. For example, a reduced
probability exists that faster ships will be delayed by slower vessels if vessel passing areas
can be extended. This hypothesis was tested in a sample case study where a no-passing
zone in a channel (e.g., a turn or narrow portion of channel) was better marked with ANs
to aid in passing in the zone.

FIGURE 5-11 illustrates a 10,000-yard channel with a 1000-yard restriction where
two-way traffic is not permitted. Individual vessel delays for an arrival rate of 0.1 vessels
per minute are plotted in FIGURE 5-12. The high delay rates of the higher speed vessels
are a function of their delay in waiting for the restriction to clear. In comparison, data in
FIGURE 5-13 illustrate vessel delay times if the 1000-yard restriction is removed to
permit two-way traffic along the entire channel. A reduction in delay time for the faster
vessels is apparent in these data. The residual delay time in FIGURE 5-13 was caused by a
restriction that no vessel was permitted to overtake and pass another vessel.

Traffic delay, as a measure of effectiveness, is sensitive to change in traffic flow
caused by changing ANs. However, in order of magnitude, channel design (i.e., width,
depth, turn radius) probably controls channel capacity more than AN considerations. ANs
will contribute to port traffic capacity to the extent that ANs give passing ships position
infomration and thus aid and encourage safe passing. AN change will have a greater
impact in reduced visibility conditions.

5.3 DEMONSTRATED FLEXIBILITY OF THE AN PERFORMANCE MODELS

A stated requirement for AN performance models specified that they oe used easily
across a broad range of navigational problems, including changes in geographic areas, in
ANs used, in navigation techniques (electronic versus visual fixing), and in fix frequen:y.
The flexibility was demonstrated by modeling two separate locations In U.S. waters and
one scenario from CAORF. All differ In navigational processts and maneuvering criteria
used.

The lollowing scenarios were selected: coastal passage along the Florida Keys, a
1000-ft channel in the Delaware Bay, and 500-ft channel in the CAORF restricted
waterways experiment. Two of these scenarios use radar for fixingl one uses only visual
perception for fixing. Fix frequency varies between scenarios from once every 60 seconds
and once every 3 minutes to occasions when only ANs are abeam. The track-line band
varies from +1/4 miles to +75 feet depending on the scenario.

In each of these areas, navigation processes are the norm at sea. This has been
documented in the at-sea data bases at Eclectech Associates, Any other areas could have
been selected for demonstration Including areas not covered in our data bases. At the
present time, our data bases are sufficiently comprehensive to project how ANs and RAs
will be used In all east coast U.S. waters.
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5.3.1 Sample Scenario Evaluation: Florida Keys

A sample coastwise passage between Carysfort Reef and Tennessee Reef was
simulated in the model. Ownship was headed southbound maintaining a track 2 nautical
miles -1/4 nautical mile off the line of ANs marking the shoal areas. FIGURE 5-14 shows
this geographic area and the ship's intended track line. The navigation behavior in this
area shows that navigation fixes were taken only when abeam of principal reefs with
beacons. A computer listing of our data base in FIGURE 5-15 indicates the mate's typical
behavior in this area. These data show that beam radar fixes were taken at Pacific and
Molasses Shoals. A course change was made following the beam fix at Molasses Shoals.

The model scenario does not attempt to replicate the at-sea voyage. However, basic
behavior is replicated. Radar range and bearing fixes are taken whenever a fixed reef
structure is abeam. When Molasses Shoals is detected abeam, a course order is given. If
the ship is considered to be more than 1/4-mile off track, a corrective heading is ordered.
Heading changes are ordered only after the position has been determined by a beam fix.

Track curves for three Monte Carlo runs in this scenario are illustrated in FIGURE 5-
16. The navigation process as defined in the model and the spacing of the ANs have
apparently allowed safe navigation in this area. Full evaluation of this scenario would
include additional replications of these runs and runs In adverse wind and current
conditions. Vessels of various speeds should also be tested to determine if ships can
approach shoal areas when they make a large error in their dead reckoning.

5.3.2 S e Scenario Evaluation: Miah Maull Range Channel, Delaware Bay

This scenario evaluation was conducted !n the lower Delaware Bay channel. (See
FIGURE 5-17.) The Miah Maull range section of the channel was selected as a
representative channel in this area. Channel width Is 1000 feet. Available aids include
Mlah Maull shoal light, an abandoned light tower, cross ledge light, and a series of buoys
spaced approximately 3 nautical miles apart.

The primary fix method used along Miah Maull range Is radar ranges abeam to the
fixed towers and beacons. Between these, the distance from the shps projected path to
the aids is estimated by aligning the radar cursor to ships heading flash. Fixes are
generally taken only when abeam or at 3. to 5-minute Intervals.

The navigational behavior observed at sea was simulated in the model by performing
bearing and range fixes every 3 minutes. Although this does not exactly replicate the
process the pilot uses, it does provide the model with the proper order of magnitude for
fix errors. Data in FIGURE 5-18 show the track plots derived for this scenario.
Generally, they agree favorably with at-sea data. FIGURE 5-19 shows the cumulative
swept width for the four track plots. FIGURE 3.20 compares a single Monte Carlo run
with the single run along Miah Maull Channel recorded at sea. Maximum swept widths
compare within 20 yards. However, the at-sea data indicate that the ship at sea had been
allowed to set to the starboard channel boundary because there was no. duutou of
Irounding along that side of the channel.

Complete evaluation of ANs in Mlah Maull Channel would Involve additional runs with
alternate sized vessels and extreme conditions of wind and current. Night operation would
have differed little from day since the main navigational aid was radar.
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5.3.3 Sample Scenario Evaluation: CAORF Restricted Waterways

The final sample scenario evaluated was a portion of the restricted waterways
channel as designed for the recent MARAD and USCG sponsored studies at CAORF.
FIGURE 5-21 shows the AN configuration and the 2-nm channel section evaluated. The
channel is 500 feet wide, marked only with gated buoys near the corners and at the mid-
legs. Pilots were required to navigate by visual fixing techniques alone (no pelorus).

Navigation in this scenario was modeled by allowing the pilot to take visual fixes
every 60 seconds. The track plots in FIGURE 5-22 illustrate the success of navigating the
second leg of the channel in the daytime with no wind or current. Cumulative swept width
data from these model runs agree favorably with data derived from the track plots of
CAORF runs released by the Coast Guard. Data curves in FIGURE 5-23 compare the
swept width curves of the CAORF data with the model data. The maximum values and
shapes agree with an error of only 10 yards. This is believed to be well within the normal
variance of the two sets of data. Further analysis of the CAORF data tapes will allow an
accurate comparison between model and CAORF data.

5.4 MODEL VALIDATION

True validation of the models requires that they reasonably match the real world and
are able to interpolate between and extrapolate beyond the existing data bases. All
preceding examples in this section have demonstrated that the AN performance models
may be valid tools for the study of ANs by the Coast Guard. The models are sensitive to
changes in AN configurations; they have the flexibility to evaluate a broad range of
navigational processes requiring the use of both ANs and RAs.

At this time, there are few data bases In the world which document the performance
of ANs at sea. A major recommendation of our report is that a comprehensive at-sea and
simulator data collection program be initiated in Phase II of this program (see Section 6).
These efforts will provide the foundation for model use and for future improvements In
ANs and RAs. One of the data bases available, however, is that presently being compiled
at CAORF In the restricted waterways experiment. This data base has provided the initial
opportunity to validate our models.

5.4.1 Validation of Visual Perception Fixing Routines

The most difficult task of the AN models will. be to provide an accurate model of the
fix accuracy obtained using only visual perception. Quantification and modeling of errors
in electronic fix methods, and interpolation and plotting errors, is an order of magnitude
less difficult than quantifying and modeling the complex process of estimating own ship%
position by looking at a number of ANs. Generally speakingt electronic fix Information
(radar, pelorus, LORAN, etc) consists of just two or three lines of position, the errors of
which can be quantified (TABLE 4-1, Section 4). The potential error of these fixes is
calculated by a number of maximum probability techniques (see Appendix A). On the
other hand, visual fixing may involve mentally crossing many lies of po'sition dependent
on visual estimatio(n of bearings and ranges to aids, The question becomes how to best
reoresent the process to ensure validation.

To guarantee validity, our visual fix routines were based on empirically derived
relationships for range fights. Generally speaking, we calculate a fix solution from
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visually estimated bearings and ranges. The key to the accuracy of this process is
correlation of bearing errors for those aids observed at nearly the same relative bearing.
This correlation process (i.e., reducing the bearing for certain aids close in relative
bearing) depends on the vertical and horizontal angle between aids.

After review of fix data recently released from CAORF, it appears that our approach
is a valid one. The standard deviation of position estimation errors measured at CAORF
and predicted by our model fix estimation routines are of the same order of magnitude
value and demonstrate similar trends for distance from ANs.

Data in FIGURE 5-24 compare the CAORF static fix data to static fix data from our
model. Four positions were evaluated along the channel with cutoff corners and mid-leg
buoys. The error distribution for visual estimation of bearings was used in the model. The
standard deviations for cross track position estimation were calculated with and without
the correlation of bearing errors.

Those calculated with correlated bearing errors use observed bearings which have
been adjusted to account for the relationships between vertical and horizontal angles to
all buoys. Those calculated without correlated bearing errors use observed bearings taken
straight from the observation error distributions. Data calculated with correlated errors
provide an order of magnitude fit to the data measured at CAORF. The standard
deviation reduced when the ship is further back from the mid-leg gates, position A versus
position B (CAORF I1 feet versus 29 feet and model correlated 7 feet versus 38 feet).
Such a relationship is described by the range light equations. Data calculated with
uncorrelated errors follow none of the trends of the CAORF data and differ Ir, some cases
by many orders of magnitude (position A CAORF 11 feet versus model uncorrelated 113
feet).

Further validation of the model's visual perception routines can be seen in FIGURE 5-
25. Here, the mid-leg gate buoys have been removed. Data in the table indicate that the
model operating with correlation achieves an excellent match of CAORF data for points A
and B. The model without correlation falls to match the trend of the data and is incorrect
by several multiples. The lower value for the position errors at point A is explained by the
fact that buoys 6 and 7 become nearly in line at this position.

One additional test was performed to validate the visual fix routines. Nine random
position fixes were drawn from the model's fix estimation routines for a point which had
been used at CAORF. FIGURE 5-26 shows a comparison of the absolute values of errors
in cross track position estimation. The CAORF data, representing independent static
fixes by nine pilots, compares favorably to those output by the model.

Total validation of the visual fixing routines require that more at-sea and CAORF
data be compiled across many AN configurations and environmental conditions. However,
comparison of data In FIGURES 3-24 through 5-26 Indicates that the model now provides a
valid representation of a limited example. The agreement of these data provides
validation for our approach of using bearir4 error distributions measures at CAORF for
the main error driving functit , then correlating bearing errors between certain aids as
they achieve unique or advantageous alignment.,
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FIGURE 5-24. VALIDATION OF VISUAL FIX ESTIMATION, CAORF RESTRICTED
WATERWAYS CHANNEL, CUTOFF CORNER WITH MID-LEG BUOYS
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POSITIONS
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3000 FT 7600 FT
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FIGURE 5-25. VALIDATION OF VISUAL FIX ESTIMATION, CAORF RESTRICTED
WATERWAYS CHANNE4 CUTOFF CORNER WITHOUT MID-LEG
BUOYS
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5.4.2 Validation of Entire Navigating and Steering Model

The swept width data output by the navigating and steering models provides the major
measure of effectiveness related to safety. It is important that data provide a valid
representation of similar data available in at-sea or simulator data bases. In the examples
described in Section 5.2, we illustrated that the swept width data output by the model is
of nearly the same value as data observed at sea (Miah Maull Channel, FIGURE 5-20) and
on the CAORF ship simulator (restricted waterways channel cutoff corners with mid-leg
buoys, FIGURE 5-23).

The matches between model data and at-sea data are particularly significant because
of:

a. Differences in channel width (Miah Maull -- 1000 feet; CAORF -- 500 feet),

b. The fix information source (radar versus visual perception), and

c. The difference in fix frequency (3 minutes versus I minute). Across this range of
differences, the model generated swept width track plots approximately equal to the data
bases.

Total validation of the navigating and steering model will require compilation of at-
sea and simulator data with a broad range of ANs, channel designs, and weather
conditions. A more detailed analysis of the current CAORF data should provide
opportunity in the near future to test the models ability to predict the experimental
results currently under analysis.

The close match of swept width data indicates that the structure and functioning of
our navigating and steering model are valid. These matches validate our selected
approach of model observable mean processes and sampling from observed distributions
about the means in a Monte Carlo model. The decision and action structure of the model
proved to be a valid model control feature for modeling responses across a broad range of
variables and navigational behaviors.

5.5 OVERVIE-W OF MODEL CAPABILITIES AND ACHIEVED GOALS

Six requirements were initially established for the AN performance models (see
Section 2). These were to:

a. Base model development on observable behavior and measurable performance
recorded at sea and on ship simulators.

b. Provide output measures of effectiveness sensitive to changes In AN variables.

c. Provide output measures of effectiveness that adequately indicate relative
safety and traffic facilitation.

d. Include validation of the model and its output mneasures of effectiveness as an
Implicit part of the model development process.

e. Design a model capable of evaluating performance of a broad range of ANs in
diverse geographic regions.
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f. Design a model simple enough for use in AN selection and placement at the
district office level, yet sophisticated enough to be used as a valuable research tool at
USCG branches in Coast Guard Headquarters.

We met each of these requirements in the development of demonstration models in this
study.

The AN performance models use mean process relationships and error distributions
measured directly at sea. These include equipment error functions, perceptual
differences, and behavioral differences. The processes represented in the model replicate,
to the greatest extent possible, processes observed and measured at sea or on ship
simulators.

The measures of effectiveness output by the AN performance models have been
observed and measured at sea. These measures have proven to be sensitive to changes in
AN configurations both at sea (Section 3) and as output variables of the AN performance
models (Section 5.2).

The output measures of effectiveness presently appear to adequately represent
relatively safety and traffic facilitation. Experience in their use and interpretation will
provide guidelines for their future use (Section 5.2).

Compilation of at-sea and ship simulator data provides the key for future model
development and validation. Data bases provide the distributions of behavior and
perception used by the model; they provide measures of effectiveness for the real world
against which to validate and tune model outputs (Section 5.4). The AN performance
models developed in this study are guaranteed to be as accurate as available data which
describe AN performance at sea today, because they are based on the navigational driving
functions observed at sea.

The great flexibility of the models In representing diverse navigation behaviors and
use of alternate aids has been derived from the ability to easily cha.te the pilot% decision
and action criteria between problems. The extent of the simulation range of the modei
currently operating was demonstrated by simulating coastwise navigation and navigation
In two dissimilar channels (Section 5.2). The model can simtlate use of al major AN, and
RAs presently under the jurisdiction of the Coast Guard.

Model simplicity has been achieved by synthesizing three smaller models, each
dedicated to one measure of effectiveness. This simplifies applications of the models to
research problems and reduces computer time required for the derivation of order of
magnitude answers at an applied level. Completion of the input syntax translation
routines will extend operational capablity to many groups in headquarters and district
off[ices.
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Section 6

PLAN FOR COMPLETION, VALIDATION, AND APPLICATION OF THE
AID TO NAVIGATION PERFORMANCE MODELS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

As stated in our original proposal, development of AN performance models in Phase I
has proceeded beyond the scope of the USCG task statements. This progress, which was
based on our prior knowledge, data files, and modeling technology allows us to project
completed development, validation, and application of the model within 4 years from the
start of the Phase I effort.

Our goal would be to complete three major tasks in this time period resulting in:

e Establishment of AN and RA requirements

e Evaluation and improvement of an existing harbor

* Establishment of AN performance models on a working basis at Coast Guard
Headquarters and district offices.

FIGURE 6-1 gives an overall plan for completing these tasks. The work to be done in
each phase is represented by task blocks; the three major tasks will be worked in parallel
over the next 3-1/2 years. The following paragraphs give a general breakdown of the work
to be completed in each phase.

6.2 PHASE lit AN PERFORMANCE MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION

During the 18-month Phase II effort, model development and validation will be
completed. Major at-sea data collection and additional data collection at CAORF are
planned to provide a data base for validation and practical insight into how AN
requirements should be established in the future. Following at-sea and CAORF data
collection, a preliminary effort will be undertaken to establish AN and RA requirements
using both the model and available data.. A second at-sea data collection effort will be
co.ducted during Phase II. This effort will focus on documenting navigation behavior in a
selected harbor which the Coast Guard wishes to improve. The work to be completed In
each of these task areas. is discussed below. Task numbers correspond to those in FIGURE6-i.

62.1. ,Task 2.1. Complete Model leveLopMnt and Validate

Both the fix and piloting modil and the navigating and steering model are now in an
advanced sta" of development. All major subroutines have been propammed and
operated in the muodels. Completing these models requires development of the syntax
translator for the action and decision statements and refinements of the subroutines. The
traffic modet, developed to only a low level of sophistication in Phase I, will require
further development of the subroutines. The syntax translator used for the navigating and
steering model Is planned for use In the traffic model.

All model itubroutines will be refined and validated as data become available from the
CAORF studies and the at-sea data base. Validation will consist of the ability to
statistically match CAORF, at-sea# and model data.

6-.
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All models will be documented in their final form for delivery to the Coast Guard.

6.2.2 Task 2.2. Conduct CAORF-Restricted Waterways IV Experiment

We recommend that the Coast Guard pursue one additional experimental effort in
support of AN performance model development. The purpose of this experiment would be
to test nighttime and limited visibility navigational performance. Data available from
USCG restricted waterways experiment IIIB are expected to adequately cover daytime
navigation. Also proposed is a comprehensive experiment for testing piloting fix
accuracy. This experiment costs less than dynamic runs and will provide valuable
validation data for the fix models. Daytime, night, and limited visibility fix accuracy
should be exhaustively tested.

6.2.3 Task 2.3. Collect Data at Sea

We recommend compilation of a comprehensive and accurate data base to document
navigation performance relative to available ANs and RAs. We demonstrated the
feasibility of this process during this effort. (See Apppendix B). Data should be collected
for a cross section of ship types, AN configurations, environmental conditions, and
harbors. This effort would include riding and documenting performance aboard 20 to 30
ships in harbor areas. Ship's position would be accurately recorded on autotape systems.
At least five trips should be made in the St. Mary's River for evaluating mini LORAN-C as
an accurate short-range RA.

6.2.4 Task 2.4. Conduct Preliminary investitation of AN and RA Requirements

Following initial at-sea and simulator data collection, a preliminary investigation will
be made to determine how to best establish AN and RA requirements. The ultimate
product of this effort In Phase II will be documentation of minimum requirements to be
distributed to dstrict offices. These requirements will provide guidelines for evaluating
AN placement and configuration on a practical basis to obtain an acceptable level of
safety.

Investigation of AN and RA requirements will be partly pragmatics partly theoretical.
At-sea data and workshops held with district office personnel will define the practical
requirements and concerns of the navigator and the district office. AN performance
models will be used to test the sensitivity of the measures of effectiveness to stated
requirements. The output of this task will be Identification and possible ranking of AN
and RA requirements. However, minimum requirements will not be quantified In Phase 1i.

6.2.) T 4 . onduct At-Sea £vaumaon of-a Select ed

In Phase I, it will be possible to determine the baseline performance of ANs in an
existIng harbor. Phases Ill and IV will project Improvements for the harbor, change the
ANs, and document that performance actually Improved. Data can be collected aboard
ships In the harbort in part, during Task 2.3. *Additoa data collection n this task will be
the douitentation and quantification of traffic movement In the harbor year round.
Ideally, a harbor will be selected where chNues to ANs will improve both safety and
traffic Capacity.
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6.3. PHASE III: ESTABLISHMENT OF AN AND RA REQUIREMENTS AND HARBOR
EVALUATION

The practical application of the AN performance models will commence during the
proposed Phase III effort. Three basic tasks will be completed. The AN performance
models will be established on computer facilities at Coast Guard Headquarters; minimum
AN and RA requirements will be established for transmittal to Coast Guard district
offices; and improved AN configurations will be selected for the subject harbor. A fourth
task in this phase is the evaluation of AN improvements for the selected harbor at
CAORF.

Work will be conducted in four task areas. These follow.

6.3.1. Task 3.1. Establish AN Performance Models at Coast Guard Headquarters

The main effort in this task will be to establish the AN performance models on
computer facilities accessible to Coast Guard Headquarters. Instruction booklets and
preprogrammed input matrices will allow evaluation of ANs and RAs in coastal and pilot
waters, harbor approaches, harbor waters, channels, and rivers. Workshops and
demonstrations will be conducted for branches within the Coast Guard (such as Short-
Range ANs, Long-Range RAs, R&D, Ports and Waterways, and Engineering) who may
have an interest in operating the model.

6.3.2. Task 3.2. Establish Minimum AN and RA Requirements

The AN performance model will be used to test the sensitivity of AN design and
placement variables in an effort to quantify minimum requirements as a function of type
of AN or RA used, vessel types using AN or RA, and maneuvering room available for the
vessel. The purpose of this effort is to compile a handbook of recommended minimum
requirements. This handbook would ultimately be Issued to district offices for use with
the AN performance models that will ultimately be made accessible to then.

6.3.3. Task 3.3. Evaluate Harbor with AN Performance Model and Project Improvements

The baseline performance data of the subject harbor will be reviewed and evaluated

In this task. A set of AN changes will be determined to potentially Improve safety or
traffic capacity in the harbor. The AN performance models will be used to evaluate and
select an optimum approach ' orn candidate solutions. Special efforts will be made to
ensure that the harbor's pilot4 and Coast Guard district 9fflcees are a vital part of the
tradeoff process. Successful Implementation of changes Will depenld on the support of
these two groups.

6.3.4. Task 3.4. Verify Improvements to Selected Harbor on CAORF

The AN improvements selected in the task above will be evaluated on CAORF.
Particular emphasis will be placed not only on determining the effective Improvement in
safety, but also In assessing the potential risk caused by changing present AN
configurations. Stat, pilots licensed for the harbor, federal pilots, and other major users
(i.e., tug and tow operators) will be used as subjects. If required, a training or re-
orientation program can be investigated sim'lar In context to the Valdez training presently
conducted at COARF.
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6.14. PHASE IV: ESTABLISHMENT OF AN PERFORMANCE MODELS AT DISTRICT
LEVEL. AND VALIDATION OF HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS

During the 12-month Phase IV effort, AN performance models will be established at
various district Offices. Additionally, performance of new AN configurations in the
subject harbor will be documented and verified to be as projected by the models. Harbor
evaluation data will be used to update the AN performance model as required. Work will
be conducted in three task areas.

6.4.1. Task 4.1. Update Model and Use Techniques Required

The evaluation of AN improvements on CAORF and in the actual harbor (after
chan ging ANs) will provide further insight into the use of the AN performance model to
improve AN configurations. At completion of harbor re-evaluation, guidelines will be
established as recommendations for model use. Modifications to subroutines will be made
as indicated by the data.

6.4.2. Task 4.2. Change AN and Verify Improvements in Harbor

AN configurations in the selected harbor will be changed according to findings from
the model and CAORF harbor evaluation. Navigating performance will be initially
evaluated immediately following the changes and again 6 to 9 months later to assess the
short-term and long-term impact of changing ANs.

6.4.3. Task 4.3. Establish AN Performance Models at Coast Guard District Offices

The tinal task of the AN performance modAlng program will be to establish use of
the models at the district level. This may Invo.ve use of desktop minicomputer
technology, computer terminals, or installation or use of on-site computer systems.
Establishing these systems at an operational level includes handbooks, recommended
operating procedures, and demonstrations. Model operation and Interpretation of results
wi l be keyed to the minimum AN and RA requirements handbook developed In Phase Ill.
Application of the system to real problemb at the district level will be demonstrated in
this task.

6.5 USCG WORKSHOPS

Successful deployment of the AN performance model depends or, close cooperation
and Input from the models users In the Coast Guard, AN end users, pilots, and the marine
industry. Therefore, a series of workshop/seminars are s.heduled every 6 months starting
at the beginning ot Phase II. Initial meetings will be devoted to obtaining feedback from
the Coast Guard on potential appllcatioti problems for the model. The opportunity exists
at the. beginning of Phase 11 to redirect model development In those areas not yet
finalized. Input ard output routines are easily changed at any point In time to suit
particular users.

Integrated participation of the Coast Guard and the marine industry Is Important to
the analysis of AN and RA requirements. Basic concurrence on the capabilities of the
Coast Guard as supplier of the aid% and on the needs of the marine Industry as user of the
aids Is needed.
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As work proceeds into Phases III and IV, the nature of the meetings will change.
Certain sessions may be related solely to evaluating and changing the selected harbor;
other sessions may be related to the use of the models at the district office level.

Efficient conduct of these workshops, precise definition of the goals of the sessions,
and careful selection of participants will ensure that the required 'guidance is provided for
AN performance model development.

6.6 RISK ASSOCIATED WITH CONDUCTING PHASE II, III, AND IV WORK

The risk associated with completing model development and validating the model in
Phases II, I1, and IV is extremely low. Extensive progress in model development made
during Phase I ensures rapid completion of thi, AN performance model. Our existing
modeling and marine human factors expertise will, be directly applied to development of
the AN performance models. The success of the models In generating reliable measures of
effectiveness is equally well assured, because the models have already demonstrated their
sensitivity to AN design changes and have been validated against preliminary data from
CAORF and at sea. (See Section 5.) The sensitivity of the measures of effectiveness to
AN configuration was demonstrated on the at-sea and CAORF data (Section 3).

The risk associated with collecting AN performance data both at sea and on CAORF
is equally low. Our at-sea data collection trips in Narragansett Bay, Delaware Bay, and
the Delaware River demonstrated without doubt that it is possible to evaluate AN
performance while at sea. The use of more accurate ship positioning techniques such as
autotape track recorders will serve to further enhance these data. Data collection at
CAORF appears equally successful from preliminary results released by the Coast Guard.
The dynamic runs through various AN configuratiens appear to vary significantly as a
function of AN placement. Additionally, the ability to place a large number of pilots
statically in the same place In a channel provides a unique opportunity to measure the
statistical variations in visual perception position fixing. Pursuit of both at-sea and
CAORF data collection efforts Is urged above all other tasks. These data alone will
provide quantified measurements of AN performance, presently lacking in the world
literature.

Successful establishment of the AN performance models for use at Coast Guard
Headquarters and district offices is equally assured. Navy tactical models, on which the
AN performance models were patterned, have been used by the Navy for over 10 years.
The syntax translator feature of the Navy modJs and the ability to change the model's
program through decision and action statements have ptoven In the Navy to be the keys to
the vlabili'y of the models in the long run. Operators of these models were able to run
even the most complex problems after only two days' training. Simpler problems can be
rur with virtually no training theough Interrogation of Input format on Interactive
dhtplays. If it is decided not to Issue the main navigating and steering model to the
dstrl:t offices, una- ler versions ot the fix and traffic models can be programmed in
easy-to-use desk top computers. This was dmonstrated during the Phase I effort.
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Appendix A

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF MODELS

A.1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF APPENDIX A

This appendix describes the models developed to examine the utility of aids to
navigation (ANs) as these impact marine transportation. This investigation is focused on
restricted waterways, alternate AN types, and AN configurations aiding navigation within
those waterways, the local environmental factors, the ship's pilot and his skills and
policies, the ship's helmsman and the ship. During the course of this first phase of the AN
program, one model has been developed which accommodates all these major elements of
the marine system. In addition, three related, supporting models were developed in order
to gain insight into the relative qualities of AN configurations without including pilot
decision-making in the process. The following paragraphs summarize these end products.

A.1.1 Navigating and Steering Program

This is the major output of the modeling effort., The navigating and steering
program is constructed to completely model a ship traversing the waterway in the
presence of various ANs. It has sufficient flexibility to allow the analyst to create a
model for the specific configurations and types of ANst as well as other influential factors
such as piloting policy, ship type, helmsman response, and the human decision-making
process. This model is created by appropriate input English language phrases to the
supplied program. The navigating and steering program is of the Monte Carlo type.
Multiple traverses of the waterway are simulated and the stutistics of such Important
measures as ship track distribution can be obtained through appropriate commands to the
program.

A. 1.2 Fix Model.

The objective of the fix model is to determine the tightness of fix available from
ANs. The variance In each direction of the product of the a priori distribution of
observations represents the amount of information available to the pilot.

A.1.3 Static Pilotinx Model

The objective of the static piloting model is to determine the distribution of fix
confidence which would occur from a series of single observations of the AN
configuration. The maxirnmn a posteriori probability (MAP) estimate indicates observa-
tion bias error; variance around the MAP estimate provides a measure of pilot confidence
in fix accuracy.

A.1.4 Dynamic PlotIna MoJel

The objective of the dynamic piloting model is to determine the distribution of fix
confidence which would occur from observation and dead reckoning while a ship follows a
prescribed track. The results are the same as found by the static piloting models except
that the net bias and the net confidence Include dead reckoning (DR) factors and
observation perseverance.
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A..5 Overview of the Scope of Appendix A

The following sections include a discussion of modeling considerations (Section A.2),
a review of modeling alternatives and type selection (Section A.3), and an introduction to
the selected model structure (Section A.4). The remaining sections expand upon
component parts of the basic model. Section A.5 explains in detail the characteristics and
assumptions of our fix estimation techniques. This section has been written for both the
individual not recently familiar with statistical modeling and those who are more current
in the field. Our bridging of this gap will require some patience on the part of the reader.
Section A.6 describes the characteristics of the language created especially for this
application. The process for inputting pilot decisions, characteristics of the navigation of
specific channels, AN configurations, etc in an English-like language is presented at a
functional level. Section A.7 presents a functional flow and information of the navigating
and steering model for the reader interested in a more detailed review. Section A.8
summarizes the model process and describes the size of the present demonstration
computer program and it's computer requirements, and then projects the final program's
size and characteristics.

The reader should also be aware that several of the salient points contained in this
appendix have been presented In the main body of the report. This appendix represents
complete presentation of the model as presently developed and the underlying rationale.

The structure of the navigating and steering program is f ully developed herein;
however, the various submodels are In different stages of completion, although working
models for each function exist within the demonstration computer program.

Detailed mathematical derivations have been omitted for clarity In presentation of
the overall model concept. In accordance with this philosophy of macro-view, rather than
micro-view, focus is placed on the reasons for and implementation of the unique features
of this Monte Carlo model. These unique features are the procedure for determining fix
from the observations of the aids to navigation, the flexible structure for Implementing
decision logic and action iogic in the model tusng English language phrases, and the overall
model adaptability in handling other types of navigation aids. The model structure as
developed is not only useful for evaluating ANs and other navigation aids, but also is a
valuable tool for evaluating the impact of piloting policy and requirements for additional
pilot training to more safely and efficiently handle ships In a specific waterway.

A.2 MODELING CONSIDERATIONS

A.2.1 Utility Measures

The underlying requirement for this modeling effort which focuses on ANs is to
provide a means for evaluating utilityt value, or benefit measures for alternate AN
configurations as they influence the performance of marine systems. Given this basic
requirement, it is necessary to define the measure of utility, value, or benefit to be
employed and the model then simply expands upon this basic measure. The selection of
one or more measures of utility will be fundamental to the evaluation process. It is clear
that the modeling process must generate the parameters which will be used In the selected
evaluation measure. However, the modeling process does not need to await the final
definition and approval of a utility function. Existing marine transportation systems can
be modeled. The model must, however, be sensitive to those navigation Issues and factors
that b,ar on marine system performance.
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Since utility measures (e.g., environmental impact versus profit motive impact) can
differ as a matter of viewpoint and can change over time, the modeling effort is not keyed
to any specific measures in this early phase of the effort. For this reason, a modeling
policy has been selected which avoids keying to any preconceived measure, but rather is
sensitive to parameters and factors known to influence marine system navigation and
operation. These parameters will be identified and further defined as the description of
the modeling development process proceeds.

A.2.2 The Navigation Problem

Approximately 70 percent oi all marine casualties for large seagoing ships take
place in harbors and harbor entrances. An additional 20 percent occur in coastal zones on
a world-wide basis. These are the areas served by various navigation aids located to assist
mariners in efficiently and safely bringing the ship to the desired port. The heavy
congestion and small error tolerances in harbor regions require the use of experienced
licensed pilots.

The United States Coast Guard problem in these areas has many facets. As a public
servant, the Coast Guard is sympathetic to requirements for harbor efficiency and assists
in improvement of cargo flow to the extent that such improvement is not in conflict with
its principal responsibility of ship safety. Navigation accuracy is influenced by location
and types of ANs placed in the waterway, the landmass surrounding the waterway and its
usefulness in the navigation process, and the incorporation of newer technology In radio
aids, transmitter locations, and receiver requirements on ships using the waterway. Ship
safety is influenced by both navigation accuracy and piloting policy. It is clear that there
Is a tradeoff or interaction between the character of an AN configuration and piloting
policy. A high Information content, high quality AN configuration may provide marginal
value if it is not matched by appropriate adjustments in piloting policy/practice.
Conversely, modifications in piloting policy could yield high value from lower information
content, lower quality AN configurations. In the development of a marine system model
that highlights AN impact, both measurement of the c'uality of information available from
an AN system and the pilot's behavior In response to the AN system configuration must be
considered.

A.2.3 General Approach

The dictionary supplies two definitions for the word model which apply In the
current contexts (1) "a description or analogy used to help visualize something that cannot
be directly observedI; and (2) "a system of postulates, data, and inferences presented as a
mathematical description of an entity or state of affairs".

Most elements of a model for navigation performance are not directly observable;
only the results of these procedures are observable. For example, a pilot can be asked to
Indicate where he thinks he is located, but not to describe the process by which he
combined the observed positions of the visible ANs with what he remembers to obtain this
location.

The process for designing a model for navigation performance becomes a multiple
step procedures

a. Decide what to emulate with the model. In this case, the overall path of a ship
of specific handling characteristics with a human pilot and helmsman in navigating a
prescribed waterway was selected (the second definition of "model").
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b. Determine the major functions that must be simulated to create this model. In
this case, dead reckoning, detection, fix, decision, action, helmsman, and ship position
update were considered necessary functions to obtaining the pilot and ship response to the
available ANs.

c. Model each of these major functions. It is at this level that knowledge of the
human thought process is combined with the questions which need to be solved to
determine the pattern (structure) of the functional submodels.

d. Combine these submodels and tune the combined algorithm by at-sea and CAORF
data to create a model which closely replicates the actual observed data.

A model that stops here does not have great utility. All that has been demonstrated
is the capability to duplicate already known performance. The value of a model is
extrapolation or transference to other problems. This is why the human decision making
process is behind the algorithms which involve decision, and actual ship dynamics
equations are behind the algorithm which creates ship response to helmsman orders.
Experience has shown that when a model is built around the processes as they actually
occur at tiea and the coefficients determined by in-situ measurementst the greatest
probability of valid results is obtained for extrapolated conditions.

A.2.4 Special Considerations

All too often a modeler, in a drive to display his modeling competence, displays
insufficient sensitivity to the process which he has been charged with modeling. Given
this tendency, one or more segments of the process are singled out which appear to be
significant, tangible, and manageable from an analytical viewpoint. Such subanalysis can
give preliminary insights; however, the apparent analytical manageability Is often based
on assumed process behavior. There is a substantial graveyard for such models which died
when these assumptions failed to meet the test in the actual process. The marine system
navigation process offers just such temptation. The information quality offered by a
particular AN configuration tempts the analyst because it meets his criteria, including
manageability. The fact is, human participation in the process Is unpleasant from the
modeler's viewpoint. Some of the modeling complications of human participation in the
navigation process are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The human being is characterized by discrete decision and actions. A servo-
controlled feedback rudder controller may give orders In fractional degrees and utilize a
smooth algorithm to actually attain the ordered heading, but a real helmsman will steer
the rudder in three or four discrete steps with finite step changes.

The actual navigation procedure Is performed in a serial fashion. A single
observation of an AN is made. This observation Is combined with previous Information to
give a new fix. Based on this new fix, a decision is made as to whether the ship steering
should be corrected. The appropriate order is given. The helmsman responds to the
heading order by giving a pattern of rudder orders based on previous experience and the
heading and speed information available. The ship responds to the rudder orders according
to its own characteristics. Each of these processes depends on the previous and takes
time,

The human demonstrates perseverance. This is the tendency to stick to a previous
decision even when current data indicates a new decision Is required. This is a key process
which can be overridden at critical decision points thr6uh sufficiently strong redundant
information externally supplied. Perseverance is directly related to AN Information
requirements at turns and near dangerous shoals, etc.
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The human process is non-Gaussian. Detection probability is more closely described
by a power process (Rayleigh distribution). Estimated range has a Gaussian distribution in
angle subtended to the eye, which results in an extremely skewed probability density in
range. These are just some examples of the non-Gaussian processes which occur
throughout the model.

Finally, the human relies on stored information. Previous knowledge both
accumulates confidence in the decision which is made and provides a foundation for
distrust of current observations if not consistent. The dynamic interaction between
forgetting (or incorrectly remembering) previous information and using this previous
information to influence the confidence in current observations is a fundamental part of
the model.

The navigation process is characterized by some events which take place on a time
schedule, and other events which take place on a conditional basis. The model should be
constructed on a variable time basis to permit entry into the appropriate submodel
whenever required and to skip submodels when their functions are not required. Examples
of variably timed events include frequency ol fix, ship control functions, and decision/ac-
tion logic.

In summary, this modeling effort will seek to support a wide variety of utility
measuresl it will be organized to investigate the Interaction between piloting practice and
AN quality; and It will avoid early commitment to assumptions which may be analytically
expedient on one hand, but risk fallure to validate on the other.

A.3 MODEL TYPE SELECTION

Three major types of mathematical models coult have been selected for this
applications Mean Value, Probabilistic, and Monte Carlo. Each has distinct
characteristics; selection of model type must considc: *,ese characterst(:s In the light of
the problem being solved. The navigating and steering model for detailed evaluation of
navigation performance Is of the Monte Carlo type; the fix and piloting accuracy models
are of the probabilistic type. This section examines the reasons behind these selections.

A.3.1 IDescription of Types

The major characteristics of each of the model types will be described, emphasizing
features which directly relate to their utility In solving the navigation performance
problem.

a. Mean Value. The mean value model type iaia fart running speed as its major
advantage. For very large problems which require many variationi, it may be the most
economical way of determining sensitivity to the Individual independent parameters. In
this type# each parameter Is characterized by a single number, the same number each time
the model is run. This selected number, In most cases, Is the mean of the distribution of
values which would realistically occur , although other single numbers such as largest mode
or median may sometimes be selected where they seem more appropriate. Sensitivity
analysis Is performed by varying each parameter Individually and observing the Impact of
this variation on the final result.

Substantial problems exist in using the mean value model type for the navigation

performance analysis. Other operations besides addition (and subtraction) take place
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within the model. Even though the mean of the sum of two random variables equals the
sum of the means of each variable, the mean of the product is not the product of the
means if the variables are not completely independent. Therefore, some of the
calculations performed in the model could give the wrong answer. The human behavior of
the pilot and helmsman is not based on the mean result, but on the specific value currently
being observed. The resultant decisions are discrete in character. Therefore, certain
specific combinations of observations and actions which may, in real life, result in the ship
running aground can never be observed out of a mean value model. This is a direct result
of the fact that these functions are actually performed in a serial fashion. The results of
one function are the direct inputs to the next.

b. Probabilistic. The probablistic model type is somewhat slower running than the
mean value type; however, in analytic forms it produces answers considerably faster than
the Monte Carlo type. In this type of model, the output of each function is a probability
field. This output is the conditional probability of output y occurring given that x was
input, multiplied by the probability that x actually was the initial condition, and summing
the results over all possible Input values. That is, the output of each function is
characterized by the probability that each specific combination of possible input
cotiditions occurs. The probabilistic type model does satisfy the objections raised for the
mean value type of model. The resulting probability space from each function is a correct
combination of the input probabilities; and thus, possible cases where drastic results could
occur are predicted.

However, the major advantage of faster running time than the Monte Carlo type of
model disappears when the probabilities must be handled as discrete multidimensional
spaces (the exhaustive approach) rather than continuojs analytic functions. This
technique is required for the navigating and steering model because the human pilot and
helmsman make discrete decisions based on probabilities which are not Gaussian In output
parameter space.

The probabilistic type model is not easily related to the physical parameters of the
system It models. Incorporating Input changes may require extensive probabilistic
calculations to determine how to modify the model. Many of the operations which are
performed are serial; that Is, dependent on the previou.; output. Therefore, the
probabilities are not Independent and the impact of correlation must continually be
assessed. Finally, since many functions have multiple output variables# the probability
space describing the output of that function must cover every possible combinatlon of
these outputs, a process requiring a great deal of computer time and memory.
Approximations are possible to reduce the Impact of one or more of these problems;
however, the approximations must be chosen so as not to materially inflojence the final
result.

c. Monte Carlo. The Monte Carlo model Is conceived on the principle of
accumulating statistics of actual events. To find out how often ships do not successfully
negotiate a specific turn In a channel, the analyst will look at the tracks for a large
number of ships and determine what fraction of them were not successful. The Monte
Carlo model mathematically uses the same direct technique. Each function which actu-
ally occurs Is individually modeled and these function models are combined in a computer
progrtri which simulates one ship on one pass through the channel. In this sense it Is the
same as collective data at sea on one passage through a channel as we have available 4)
our at-sea data bases. Many such passes are simulated and the accumulated statistics
are determined. The rincipal advantages of the Monte Carlo model type are flexibility,
capability of handling both dependent and independent operations, and ease in verificalton
and tuning to empirical data.
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The principal disadvantage of the Monte Carlo model is running time on the
computer. The running time problem is not nearly as significant today as it was several
years ago. Computers are faster, less expensive, and physically smaller. Desktop
minicomputers can rapidly handle problems which were a grind for the monsters of several
years ago.

The Monte Carlo model is the slowest of the model types examined, but it also is the
most direct. The number of assumptions are minimized because the individual functional
blocks duplicate the actual processes which occur down to specific rudder orders and ship
response.

d. Summary of Model Types. TABLE A-I compares some of the major features of
each model type described above. Each type of model has applications to which it is best
suited and may incorporate submodels of a different type internal to the overall model.
For example, the simp)est detection model for visual observation of an aid to navigation is
of the definite range law or "cookie cutter" type. In this model, if the range to the AN is
smaller than the visible range and it is simultaneously less than the horizon range, the AN
is detected. This is a mean value type of model. A more complex (and more realistic)
detection model calculates the probability of detection for the single AN at that range in
the prescribed visibility, the probabilistic model type. To use this in a Monte Carlo type
model, a "properly weighted coin is tossed" (a random number selected out of the
distribution) and the detection yes-no question is answered for this pass through the
channel at this time.

A.3.2 Selection of Model Types

It was decided that the overall model for navigation performance required the
capabilities Inherent in the Monte Carlo type, but that the submodels which perform each
function within the model could be of more efficient construction. A more detailed
explanation of the reasons behind the decisiois follows.

a. Navitatinit and Steerin Model. The principal requirement for the model is that
it measures the perfrmance of ships In the presence of different configurations of
external ANs and other navigation aids carried by the ship. in support of this requirement#
It was determined that hivian perception of the situation plays a key role and the piloting
policies (decisions and actions) are dependent on the perceived ituations. Although any of
the model types, when properly designed, could be used in this role, the direct approach ot
the Monte Carlo type has the greatest appeal for reasons of:

1. flexibility,
2. empirIcAl data matching capability,
3. minimal prograinmer support in use, and
4. handling non-Gaussian distributions.

The disadvantage of slow running time is overcome in two ways. First, modern computers
are getting faster. Second, a navigation information (fix accuracy) model is also being
supplied which can be used to pr-select candidate AN confilgurations. This filtering
process has been found to be a valuable asset in reducing the nu"rr of conf igurations
which are to be analyzed In detail without sacrificing the detailed aIW .

As an example, suppose that fotr possible configurations were being examined
/ (0 P V (). Implementation and maintenance costs were such that a was the least

expensive, followed by p and V. with b as the most expensive. Running the fix
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accuracy model first may find that 6 was the most accurate, P was next, followed by V
-and a. Therefore, there is no need to provide detailed analysis on configuration Y , since
it is more expensive and provides less information than . In addition, if it is determined
that the fix accuracies supplied by 0 and b are both better than the pilot can
realistically use, it would not be necessary to analyze 6. Therefore, in this example, only
configurations C and 0 need to be analyzed in detail. TABLE A-2 demonstrates this
example case.

b. Detection Submodel. There are two model types internal to the detection
submodels. A mean value model is used when definite range law detection is postulated.
A probabilistic model type is used for the more general case. The selection of the
appropriate model is a user choice prior to performing the analysis. The criteria which
are to be used are summarized below:

(1) Definite Range L&w Detections. The principal advantage of this model is
efficiency in running. in cases where the visibility is greater than the horizon range, the
wfinite range law algorithm applied to the horizon range is appropriate. When there are a
large number of ANs within the horizon range, the definite range law algorithm can be
applied with a shorter detection range because the fix Information contributed by the
close aboard ANs dominates the total fix. If the user is not sure whether either of the
above cases applies, the more general probabilistic detection submodel can be used with a
small increase in running time.

The definite range law detection submodel (also called "cookie cutter" detections)
tests for detections (yes or no) based on a comparison of the actual range to the AN and
the detection range. If the actual range is less than both the detection range and the
horizon range, the algorithm specifies that a detection har- taken place (yes). Otherwise, a
di. tection has not occurred (no).

(2) Probabilistic Detections. The probabilistic detection submodel Is the
more general detection mode. Its use is recommended whenever a clear-cut decision to
us the definite range law detection model does not exist. The use of the probabilistic
model is extremely Important in cases of limited visibility (tog# rain, etc) where only a
snall cumber of ANs may be visible at any one instant (Including noe visible at some

,points).

In the probabilistic model, the Intensity of the source (e.#., the light on a lighted
aid), the background level, the reflectivity for daytime non-lighted aids, the absorption
and spreading losses from the aid to the ship, and-the resolution capability of the detector
(e-g., the eye for unaided visual detections) are combined to obtain the mean signal-to-
rtolse ratio excess above detection threshold. The iogarithm of this excess Is the median
of a log-Rayleigh detection distribution. A single sample is taken front the detection
distribution. If t.ls sample is nelgative, a detection has not taken place, Otherwise, the
aid Is detected. There is also a hysteresis effect (alertment factor) which reduces the
probability of losing contact on the AN once a detection has been nade.

The principal output of the. detection model is just a Wyesw or "to" answer to tle
question as to whether a detection has occurred In the current time step on each of the
ANs In the channel.

c. Fix Submodel. The fix sutxnodel is separately described in Section AJ of this
Appendix. In gneraterms, It Is of the probablistic type where the resulting probability
space Is the pilot confidence that each point Is the actual ship location. The maximum
lielhood estimate of ship location is the point of highest pilot confidence. The
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subsequent decisions and actions which the pilot makes are based on his estimated ship
location and on how confident he is in that estimate.

d. Fix Accuracy Model. The fix accuracy model is the "back of the envelope"
calculation procedure for examining which configurations of aids to navigation should be
investigated in detail and which offer no benefit over configurations already being
examined. This model contains a definite range law detection submodel, the fix submodel,
and dead reckoning between fixes according to the dead reckoning submodel (to be
described later). The fix accuracy model is of the probabilistic type construction and has
two operating modes: static and dynamic. The static outputs are the fix probability space
in terms of information supplied by the aids and the standard deviation of fixes which
would occur due to actual observation of the aids. The dynamic mode uses the dead
reckoning algorithm, assumes the ship exactly follows a specified track, and that all
observations are error free. Its output is the pilot's confidence in fix based on both the
current fix and the dead reckoning information. Both of these models are constructed to
address the question of how much information is available from the AN configuration;
they do not address the second part of the question which is what happens to the ship
track as a result of this information.

e. Decisions/Actions/-lelmsman. These are the human elements of the navigation
performance model. They are Input through the language syntax translator to the
navigating/steering program to create the model. This process is described in Section A.6,
which covers the decision/action language.

These functions contain a mix of the mean value type model and the probabilistic
type model. Given the outputs from the fix and the knowledge of the harbor, the pilot
makes decisions as to whether corrective orders are needed based on comparison to either
a pre-specified parameter threshold value or a number drawn from a specified decision
probability distribution. He then takes actions by giving the appropriate orders, if
required. The helmsman steers the ship based on the pilot orders, his steering equipment
readings, and visual references which are again drawing from the appropriate probability
distribution.

i. Dead Reckonin. The dead reckoning submodel is probabilistic In constructioni
however, the algorithm for creating the probabilistics is dependent on human (pilot)
decision making and is controlled by the decision/action commands. The algorithm starts
with the pilot confidence spa,..c which comes from the fix model. Taking each of the
points where the ship could actually be located, the result of dead reckoning that point is.
calculated allowing for pilot confidence in course and ground speed (which are derived
from heading, water speed, and the perceived effects of wind and current). This Is
multiplied by the pilots confidence that each point was where the ship actually was
located, aid summed together. The result Is a probability spar.e which describes the
pilot% confidence of being at each location In that space after dead reckoning is
performed. This probability space is the initial condition upon whIch the new fix will be
mapped.

The decision and attion commands affect this aigorthwn in dhe following fashion. A
pilot who is flexible and allows all available Information to affect his decisions uses the
algorithms as described. Another pilot who makes a firm 4ecision that "this is where I
am" following a fix will modify his confidence space to specify that single pint. Then the
frR algorithm (used as described above) Is a mapping of this single point through the speed
and course confidence into a much more tightly clustered probability space upon which he
builds hi3 fix. Most pilots will behave between these extremes; thus, a weighted algorithm
combining these procedures Is required, The :actual w~y in which the confidence space
following fi Is modified is directly controlled by Oe appropriate action command.
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A.3.3 Model Type2 Summary

Most of the individual subrnodels which are part of the navigating and steering model
are probabilistic in construction. This reflects the fact that the human operator makes
the observations and then applies judgment to determine what these observations tell him.
Thus, the selection of the perceived fix point reflects the application of judgment. Then,
the pilot behaves in a serial fashion, making discrete decisions and taking specific actions
based on the present situation. Using this perceived fix, he decides whether a change in
ship heading or speed is required and orders the required change. As the ship is responding
to the helmsmnan's order.S (in response to the pilot's orders), the pilot continues to make
observations from this niew ship position and apply further corrective urders.

In examining this pirocess, it was considered necessary to create a model which
duplicated the single ship track, allowing, for the discrete command-, which actually occur
as a result of the ship location, turning rate, and channel characteristics. It was not felt
that a probabilistic model could be construjcted which adequately handles the impact of
the human being in the overall navigation process. The Monte Carlo type construction
selected for the model reflects the impact of, pcllcy (decision making) in a direct way
because the ship is taken all the way up the chpnnel. Then the model is reset to new
initial conditions and the ship is taken all thE- way up the channel again1. After multiple
runs up the channel, statistics on ship navigation can be determined and the impact of the
configuration of aids to navigation assessed. This approach is similar to coliecting
m~ultiple data collections at sea under various conditions.

Flexibility is another advantage of the Monte Carlo type iodel. Different decision
strategies can be examined, as well as the Impact of weather and traffic, simply by
rhan-ing input parameters. A probabilistic mrodel is not flexible In this samve way. For a
probabilistic model, the probabi1'ty that each result woud occur from the decision
stratm-gy, trafi c pattern~. etc, wotild have to be analyzed and the results programmed by
completely rewriting the model.

A.4 MODEL STRUCTURE

The s&iected structure for the navigation performance model Involves the creation
of a program which governs the Larlalysls (the navvr.,tlng and steering program) arnd a
language thirough which, the model cai be created by the user vo slimulate thle specifie
prot''e; to be examined. Flexibility and user orientation wr e lmnsi h
determnination of this structure. It has already been mentioned that the selection uf the
Monte Carlo type governing program was made partly because Its functitrs directly
parallel aetual operational ti uctlons. Therefore, the programn has the poten.ial fo a high
fval of flexibility at the user level. It Is the purpose of the selected structure to dcvelop
this potential. That Is# the model structure was selected to give the user a way of easily
saying, "This Is what I wiant to dio - dupficate-iit/ to the compoter.

There are two principal reasons why tis type of user-cffntered flexibility was
considered to be essential. Firstv due to the Impact. of piloting policy on te eventual ship
track, dificrent levels of pilot skills have to be handled. As a sidc beneffit the selected
prograinfinput language structure also hus value In policy development and evaluatio-n for
plot training applications. Secin4, every waterway Is different. nfitferent width, depth#

-- traff ic type and densit -y. surrounding land mass, shoals, rel., and other' dangers
characterize each waterwayi -The requirement for type and lacemnent 4f ANs and the
utility of electronic systemrs trust be Individually Walored to the water w~y under
Investigation. The five test. scenarlosi &icumsd in Appendix 5# were selected because
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they are actual East Coast waterways from which data can be gathered for model
verification. Also, the scenarios have radically different mixes of ANs and other
navigation aids in addition to having different requirements for single transit navigation
time and accuracy.

FIGURE A-I shows the structure of the navigation performance model. Note the
distinct character of the navigating and steering program in that it is not logically a
complete model ready for data. The inputs include actions and decisions which complete
the logic to make a model. The remainder of this section focuses on the model flexibility
which is a direct result of this structure.

The decision and action modules model the pilot's thought processes and behavior.
To allow the greatest operator-centered flexibility in this area, the human decisions are
controlled by inputs in an English-like language. All the pre-programmed modules do is
interpret the logic which the user has written. Thus, the user has complete control over
the type of pilot he wants to model, in terms of the pilot's usage of equipment, confidence
in sensors and fixes, maneuvering behavior, etc. fie also has complete freedom to model
any type of piloting philosophy he desires.

The C-nglish-like language is made up of a vocabulary of key words or phrases that
the program recognizes, and a syntax or set of rules for combining these words into
"sentences" that the program can understand. An example sentence would be:

IF TIME < 5 MINUTES, (THEN) SLOW TO 1/2

The logic translator interprets the input set of "sentences" which describe the pilot's logic
and behavior, and changes them Itto the form appropriate to drive the decision and action
modules in the piogram. Although the human logic may be just as easily progrminmed
directly Into the decision and actlo, modules, the advaitages to keeping the logic as an
Input can be summarized in the key words; flexibility and user comprehension. The
English language sentence structure of the logic Input allows the user to fully understand
an entire set of commands and how they interact. This direct visualization would not be
available If these commands were simply written in computer language. Once the user
understands what is In the decision and actilov logic and the sentence structure, changes
are easily made and directly hed the translator to become part of the model. This
features leads to armst unlimited flexility.

The value of thii framework type of progrwn structure has been extensively proven
in a tactical engagement program which has been delivered to tht , military. This program
has demonstrated the unique capability of adapting to new systems aid ideas to asse.'s
their impact and of being easily reconfigured when experimental results of at-sea
exercises produce different results than previously expected. The navigating and steering
Program was corstructed to have the same comprohensibility and adaptability by using
refinen ents on the techniques Incorpxated into the military engagement model'.

* We have purposely referred to the navigating and steerin program in this section, as
opposed to the navigating and steering model. This is tecause the program was
constructed as the open framework. or surrowding siructure for performing the Monte
Carlo analysis. It contala somen generalized ogica! modules (such as detectioN, dead
reckoning, fix$ and ship dynamics) nd siome empty s$1u into which logic is inserted (sh
as the decision and 4¢tion modules). The input module interacts with te oerator arA the
hlaut library to ovt' all of the data needed to define the scenario ind all ol the logic
neded to f- the emnpty slots. Thus# the Rmodel" Is *the description of the sp&ific
scoario, and does not exist until the Iinut and progra are combined.
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A.5 FIX TECHNIQUES

The procedures by which the pilot estimates position by combining the observed
bearings and ranges to each AN with the dead reckoning and electronic fix information is
the core of the model. The pilot uses this positional estimate and his confidence in this
estimate for making his steering decisions which set the path of the ship. In any one
observation, the pilot may gain a bearing to one or more ANs of different types; he may or
may not have an associated range estimate. Therefore, the fix technique was selected to
handle the following conditions:

a. Visual observation of a bearing to an aid;

b. Multiple observations of bearings and/or bearings and ranges which may not be
consistent in fix location;

c. Shoals, submerged wrecks, etc, which would modify the risk the pilot takes if
his positional estimate is incorrect; and

d. Ship equipment and electronic aids (radio, radar, pelorus, etc).

As has been previously described, the fix model is of the probabilistic type. It uses DR
information (from previous fixes and perceived course and speed), the present
observations, and the cost of error to obtain a risk function according to a Bayes
estimation algorithm. The position estimate on which the pilot acts is based on a
minimum risk criterion.

A.5.1 Prior and Posterior Probabilities

Two related but fundamentally different probabilities are used in the fix algorithm.
The prior (a priori) probability is the probability that X is observed, given that XA Is the
actual value for X. This Is sometimes described as the parameter space from which the
observation Is taken. The posterior (a posteriori) probability Is the probability that X1 was

the actual value, given that Xo was observed. This is alternately described as the

observation space from which the estimate is made. Even though, in many cases, both of
these probabilities would be described by the same function (built around XA for the a
priori and X 0 for the a posteriori cases), they are conceptually different.

For example, a simple bearing estimation algorithm would be constructed about a
Gaussian distribution on observed bearing. In this case, the a priori and the a posteriori
probability distributions would be Identical, except that the A posteriori would be centered
on the observed value and the a priori would be centered on the actual value for bearing.

As another example, the daytime visual range estimation algorithm which is Included
in the model is built about a Gaussian distribution in retinal angle subtended by the AN
heiglht. FIGURE A-2 shows the a priori distribution of estimated range for a pilot eye
height of 43 feet and an AN which Is 9 feet high at a range of 250 yards. The sigma on
observed retinal angle is l0 minutes of arc. (These numbers are example values which will
be dependent on the ship, the AN, and more detailed verification from the at-sea data
base.) Mathematically, this distribution has its median at the actual value; I.e.,. 30
percent of the observations will be less than the actual value and J0 percent will be more.
However, the skew of the probability density Indicates that when a smaller than actual
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range is observed it is likely to be fairly close to the actual range. When a larger than
actual range is observed, it may be considerably farther away from the actual. The
average of many observations of range take from this distribution (the mean) is larger
than the actual range (the mode). This confirms the tendency of an observer to
overestimate the average range as indicated in the at-sea data.

In the model, a single value is selected from this distribution in each time step.
When the observations are independent (perseverance is insignificant), this selected
number is the observed range. The next step is to find the a posteriori probability. That
is, given that R was the observed range, what is the probability that any specific range

(Ri) was the actual range (RA). The estimation criteria, which will be described later, are

structured around this a posteriori probability density. The technique to calculate this
probability is conceptually simple. A range Ri is assumed to have been the actual range,

and the probability per unit range that Ro would have been observed is calculated. A

different range Ri is then assumed and the associated probability of observing Ro is

calculated. After calculating the probabilities over the entire possible set of range
values, a normalization constant is determined which makes the area under the probability
density curve equal one. The normalized probability density as a function of postulated
actual range is the desired a posteriori function.

The a posteriori probability density for three possible values of observed range is
shown in FIGURE A-3. The a priori probability density (described in FIGURE A-2) Is also
shown. Two important observations on the shape of the a posteriori probability can be
made:

a. The peak probability occurs at the observed range.

b. The a priori and a posterlori probability densities have different shapes.

For this example, it has been verified that there is no specific observed range at
which the two probability densities would be identical. The Bayes mlnImn risk criterion
specifies that when the cost of an incorrect observation is independent of the magnitude
of the error, the best estimate of the parameter Is the Maximum A Posteriori Probability
(MAP) value, which is the value of range where the peak probability occurs. Therefore,
with a uniform cost function and only one observations the estimated range will be the
observed value. A more detailed explanation of the relationship between the MAP
estimate, the Maximum Likelihood Estimate, and the Bayes minimum risk estimate will be
given following t.e discussion of the procedure which is used to combine the data.

A.5.2 The Grid Method - Background

It was first determined that the fix model was to be of the probabiistic types the
output of which is the a posteriori probability that the ship Is located at each specific
position (XI, Y1). Since it was considered necessary to have the capability of handling

arbitrary shapes for the a posteriori probabilities without making predefined mathematical
approximationst a closed-form approach was not selected. The selected grid method could
be termed point-exhaustive, since it Involves examining each possible value of X, and YI

and determining the a posteriori probability that the ship Is actually located at any point
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in a grid. Art advantage of the point-exhaustive approach is that a realistic cost-of-error
function can be mapped across the a posteriori probabilities to allow use of the Bayes
minimum risk estimation approach. There are only certain symmetrical cost functions
which are easily handled with a closed-form mathematical technique.

The grid method contains two major assumptions. However, through proper
selection of the parameters of the grid, the effect of these approximations can be
minimized. The first assumption is that there is a finite size "don't care" region. The
second is that all applicable data is contained in the grid. Each of these will now be
discussed.

Assumption 1: There exists a finite sized "don't care" region. It is fairly obvious
that such a region exists. If the pilot is navigating a ship of 40-ft beam in a 1/4-mile wide
channel, his decisions will not be influenced by an unknown error in position of a few feet.
The size of this "don't care" region directly influences the required resolution for the grid
method. After a discussion of the grid method which follows, a more detailed explanation
of the required relationship between the "don't care" region and the grid resolution will be
given.

Assumption 2: All applicable data are contained in the grid. This is the "don't throw
out the baby with the bath water" restriction. If, in every time step, the a posteriori
probability space is analyzed over the entire waterway (from land on the port side to land
on the starboard side, and from harbur entrance to dock), then all conceivable locations to
which the pilot might estimate his current location, would have been analyzed. However,
the amount of computation required to support this analysis would be prohlbitive, since
computation time increases faster than the square of the roumber of resolution boxes
analyzed. The number of resolution boxes in the grid is determined from the overall size
of the a posteriori probability space being analyzed and the size of the "don't care" region.
The minimum requirement for the size of the a posteriori space to be analyzed is
determined from the requirement that the perceived fix Is always contained within It.
There is an additional requirement that enough additional data be Included to allow
analysis of the pilot confidence In the perceived fix, since this will also Influence his
decision. A more precise specification of the size o. the a posteriori region to be
analyzed will be given later.

A.5.3 The Grid Method - Description

The description given for the grid method will focus on a bearings only observation
of two ANs. Following the description of the fundamentals for this example, the
procedure for handling dead reckoning, one AN observation of bearing, more than two AN
observations of bearing, range observations, and other types of fixes will be described.

The starting place is the actual situation. FIGURE A-4 shows an actual situation
where a ship is approaching a gate and has only those two ANs In current observation. The
angles a I and 0 2 are the actual relative bearings to AN No. I and AN No. 2,

respectively. The pilot cannot determine the exa angles U land O 2' but instead he

imakes an observation on each AN. These observed bearings, 0 1 and 0. 2 are drawn from

the a priori distribution of observations given the actual angles O I and 0 2. The a priori

distribution describes how accurate a pilot's bearing observations actually are. This is
obtained from CAORF data and/or at-sea data. FIGURE A-3 shows how the pilot would
use the known actual positions of the ANs and the observed bearings to obtain a perceived
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intersection of observations. In the absence of any other information, this intersection
will be the perceived fix.

The next step in the procedure is to determine the a posteriori probability density
for each of the observed bearings. Since these two observations are independent, the
product of the a posteriori probabilities of each possible bearing combination is the a
posteriori probability of the fix. The bookkeeping procedure for handling these a
posteriori probabilities is the grid method.

A rectangular grid is established around the actual ship position containing several
square boxes. Each box is sized to the required grid resolution (in yards) and the overall
size of the grid (in yards) is sufficient to contain all significant information from the a
posteriori probabilities. Each box is characterized by its X, Y location and a single
number equal to the a posteriori probability that the pilot's nominal position on the ship is
located within the box. FIGURE A-6 shows the grid and the way the a posteriori
probabilities of these two observations would be placed across the grid. For example
purposes, the a posteriori probabilities are not shown as continuously differentiable
functions, although the model can handle both smooth and stepped probability densities. A
Pumber is assigned to each box in the grid which is the product of the a posteriori
pi'obability that observation No. I says the ship Is wihtin the box, and the a posteriori
probability that observation No. 2 says the ship is within the box. Following the
assignment of these numbers to each box, the grid is normalized. The number in each box
is multiplied by the appropriate constant to make the sum of the numbers in all boxes
equal one. These normalized numbers represent the a posteriori probability that the ship
is within each box. For the example given, FIGURE A-7 shows the a posteriori
probubilities which would be placed in the grid. It should be noticed that, since the
maximum of the a posteriori probability density for each observation occurs on the
observed bearing, the maximum of the a posterlorl probability of fix location occurs at the
Intersection of the observed bearings. That Is, in this example, the perceived fix will be
the intersection of the observed bearings, as was Indicated earlier.

a. Prior Knowledxe. This model Is constructed so as to allow one type of prior
knowledge -fore thefixIs taken. This Is the dead reckoning (with wind-current effects
correction) performed on the results of the previous fix. This dead reckoning output is
treated as a prior probabilistic specification on the grid. The a posteriori box values
resulting from each observaton are multiplied by the numbers already In the boxes from
dead reckoning to yield the net a posteriori distribution - which Includes both the
observation and the prior information. When the largest mode of the net a posteriori
probability density is takent the result Is termed the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE).
This Is where the pilot thinks the ship is located when he Incorporates all available
information - both prior knowledge and a posteriori knowledge based on current
observation.

a. Sin Se ibservations. Snce the grid already contains the prior knowledge from
dead reckoning, a sing bsrvation of a bearing only Is easily taken by the procedure
outlined above and the result of this single observation will be a probabilistic grid with an
Internal maximum. Without the prior knowledge, there would be no unique point which the
pilot could. judge as his present locationt since the a posteriori distribution on tie
observation specifies a bearing line only. This Is extremely Important, since reduced
visibility may result In only one AN being observed. Even when several ANs are visible#
only one may be observed at a time; that is, the pilot does not normally take a chart and
plot the triangulation fix, but sequentially Incorporates whzwt each AN tells him about his
Position. This procedure duplicates the sequential process.
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c. More Than Two ANs Observed. If three ANs were observed at the same tfne,
the most likely intersection of the observed bearings is three different locations, as is
indicated in FIGURE A-8. In this case, 'he usual procedure is to take a center of gravity
point between these three intersections. The weighting to determine the center of
gravity is related to the a posteriori variance of each observation. To be more precise,
this is the maximum likelihood fix, given that the a priori probability densities are
Gaussian. The grid method is more general, since it provides direct computation of the
maximum likelihood fix without any assumption on the shape of the a priori probability

'e nsities. The procedure is identical to that de.ncribed above. The a posteriori
distribution for each observation is multiplied on the grid and the peak value is selected
after all available information is included. In the case of Gaussian distributions, the result
is the same as the result obtained by the conventional algorithm; however, when the
distributions are not Gaussian, the grid method will still yield the maximum likelihood
estimate of the fix, whereas the conventional procedire may not.

d. Range Observations. Range observations are handled with the same procedure
previously described. The a posteriori distribution around the observed range is
determined and its effect is multiplied onto the grid.

e. Other Types of Fix. The previously described procedure completely covers ANs
which are observed from the ship, whether by radar, visual, with or without binoculars,
using a pelorus, or not. Other ANs can also be handled by the general grid method. The
procedure Is to determine the a posterlori probability density around the fix and to
multiply it onto the grid. Hyperbolic fixes (such as LORAN) and/or OMEGA are easily
accommodated in this fashion. FIGURE A-9 shows how some of these other types of fix
involve different geometries for grid inf ormation.

When all available informatloit Is multiplied onto the grid, the result is normalized
and the numbers In the boxes are the a pbsteriorl probability density of the pilot's position
on the ship being within each specific grid box. The various ways this a posteriori
probability can be used to estimate fix are described later. For examplet the location
where the grid has maximum probability is the maximun likelihood estimate.

A.5.4 Fix Obiectives

In the introduction to Section A.5 four primary objectives of the fix tichnique were
outlined, They are that the fix techniques be selected to handlet

a. Visual observation of :I bearing to an aidl

b. Multiple observations of bearings and/or bearings and ranges which may not be
consistent in fix locationi

c. Shoals, submerged wrecks, etc4 which would modify the risk the pilot takes if
his positional estimate is Ijcorr#.'ctI and

d. Ship equipnent and electronic aids (radar# radlo, pelorusp etc).

The first two were discussed in the previous %ection. The grid method for estimating the
net a pKosterlorl probability in each time step handles these cases. The use of a cost/risk
function to obtain the risk of Incorrect decision will be de&Jrlbed in the section on
estimation techniques using the grid. This procedure will lead to performting the Bayes.
-ni mum risk decision which directly handles the third objective.
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The grid method directly accomplishes the outlined objectives of the fix model and
simultaneously allows for the use of actual measured probability distributions, rather *han
forcing them to be of mathematical types which can be handled in closed form solu'lon.
The grid method takes longer to run on the computer than closed form analytical
procedures, but the point-exhaustive approach wliich it represents is the only procedure
which is expected to itidicate actual ship behavior.

A.5.5 Information in Grid - The Various Models

The discussion thus far has centered on the grid containing the net a posteriori
probability resulting from the combination of dead reckoning (prior information) and the
preserit observations. This description applies to the overall navigating and steering model
which is the primary output of the current effort. However, there are also other specific
models which are included as part of the AN evaluation system. Each of these models
serves to answer a specific question, and the use of all of these models provides
considerably more information than the use of a single model. The differences between
these models are twofold: first, what is contained in the grid; second, what are the fix
results and how are they used. Here we will specifically examine each model and address
these differences.

a. Fix Model. The objective of the fix model is to determine the tightness of fix
available from MOAN% This is a static problem which assumes the ship Is "placed" at a
specific location In the channel with no prior knowledge (dead reckoning). The grid Is then
filled with the a priori probability densities resulting from taking an observation of each
visible AN. The result which appears on the grid is the probability that each specific X, Y
location will be the Intersection of the observations; Ie. the probability that the pilot
would think he is there given no previous knowledge. The variance In each direction
represents a measure of the amount of inforriation which the specific AN type and
geometry supplies to the pilot. No a posteriori calculations are made In the fix model.

b. Static PilotinModel. The objective of the static piloting model is to
determinethe distribution of f Ix confidence which would occur from a single observation
of the AN configuration. This is also a static iroblem in which the ship is placed at
specific Iomations in the chanrel. However, lit this model, a ship track is specified and
several specific locations for analysis are located along this track. The grid is filled with
the a posteriori probability density assuming the observed value Is the actual value. The
position of the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) shows whether a difference In
para eter bias (a priori) and observation bias (a posteriori) exists; that is, whether or not
there Is a natural bias eror due to the pilot's esthnation process. In addition, the variance
of the results in the cross track and along track directions provides a measure of the
plltt's confidence In 11% accuracy.

c. Dynamic 5PotinL Model. The objective of the dynamic piloting model is to
determine the distribution of fix confidence. which would occur when the ship follows a
prescribed track. The human behavior of perseverancet dead reckoning# and forgetting are

Y included in the way they affect the a posteriori probabilities. The grid Is filled with the
ret a posteriori probability of fix at each locAtion assuming the observations on the ANs
are the actual values and that the dead reckoning uses actual ship water speed and course.

* The position of the MAP estimateishows whether a net bias error exists in the combined
observation and dead reckoning frocedires. 'The variance of the results In cross track and
along treck directions provides a neasure of the pilot's net confidence in dix accuracy.
The a postiriorl grid from the previous time *tep is inapped through the dead reckoning
agodthtn to give the prior knowledge which the pilot has% at the present tlzne step.
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d. Navigating and Steering Model. This is the primary model of this effort. A
major objective of the navigating and steering model is to determine the ship track
distribution which results from the AN configuration. This is a dynamic model in which
each observation of an AN is drawn from the a priori distribution (parameter space) and
the DR involves. inexact initial knowledge of wind and current effects and a learning
process to make these estimates better as further fixes are available (with instrument
errors on the heading information and inexact knowledge of the speed through the water
continuing throughout the problem). The previous net a posteriori grid is dead reckoned
and the results of this DR form the prior knowledge the pilot has before the present
observation. FIGURE A-lO shows, in simplified manner, how the DR fix grows with time.
The observations and the a posteriori probabilities around these observations are
multiplied onto the previous grid to yield the net a posteriori probability. This grid is then
manipulated by the cost function weighting to yield the risk grid upon which the pilot
performs the minimum risk decision as to fix location. The variance of the net a
posteriori grid around the fix is a measure of the pilot confidence in the fix. Using the
minimum risk decision point and the confidence, the pilot performs steering decisions
which are carried out by the helmsman to result in a ship track. Multiple traverses of the
channel are simulated and the ship track distribution Is obtained as a function of ship
location along the channel. The ship track distribution is a primary measure of the effect
of different AN configurations.

A.5.6 Estimates of Position

There are numerous techniques which can be used to estimate position based on DR
results and present observations. The grid method Is only a bookkeeping algorithm to
allow the selected technique to be performed. One technique Is to multiply the a priori
probabilities to obtain the probability that a specific point will be selected as a result of
the observations. This technique answers the wrong question. The question which the
pilot must answer by the estimation technique Is, "what Is my actual position given that
these observations were made"; not, "what is the probability of a given observed position
given that my actual position is known?'

The principal techniques focus on the question to be answered. They Involve
computing the a posteriori probability built around each observation and computing a fix
based on this probability. An earlier section of this report focused on the differences
between prior and posterior probabilitles and what they represent. Another section
described how the posterior probabilities are calculated for the grid. This section focuses
on how to use these posterior probabilities to calculate the estimated position of the ship
upon which the pilot makes his steering decisions.

The "as-if" behavior is the assumption applied to the pilot. He betaves as-if he
actually performed the complicated calculation described by the model. In general, that
is true. A human will exhibit the as-if behavior tending toward the optimum performance
even though he Is not going through the identical calculations. There is a slight
degradation due to actual human behavior (optimized computer-driven procedures make
slightly more efficient use of the available data); however, It has been determined that in
most cases the best model of human behavior Is to calculate the optimum and degrade it
rather than to attempt direct computation of suboptimal behavior. This is why supply-
demand computations in micro. eonomlcs are considered valid. The assumption behind
supply-demand Is that total market Information is known to the purchaser, which is not
true. However, the consumer behaves as if he has that Informaion with a small
degradation in the final result. It is this type of "as-if" behavior which Is attributed to the
pilot in this model. Therefore, the various optimized techniques for estimating present
own ship location will be presented and the selected one will be indicated.
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a. Maximum A Posteriori Probability (MAP) Estimate. The MAP estimate is the
position where the a posteriori probability of location is a maximum. It relies on the fact
that the a posteriori probability at each position represents the probability that that
position was the true value given the observations. In the absence of any other
information which would affect fix (i.e., all available information is already included in
the a posteriori probability), this procedure states that the pilot should estimate his
position at the location where it is most likely to be. As is generally applied, the MAP
estimate is built around the observations only and not on prior information. That is why
we have reserved the phrase, "net a posteriori probability," for the composite of DR and
observation, and the phrase, "a posteriori probability", for the observations only. The
MAP estimate, therefore, is based only on the observations, which is the result required
for the static piloting model.

b. Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE). The maximum likelihood estimate is the
maximum of the net a posteriori probability. As was just described, this is the place
where the ship is most likely to be, given both the observations and the DR (prior
knowledge). It can be seen that the MAP estimate and the MLE are identical when no
prior knowledge exists, and that the MLE is simply the MAP estimate applied to the net a
posteriori probability. This is the estimating procedure applied to the dynamic piloting
model.

c. Minimum Mean Square Error Estimate (MMSE). The minimum mean square
error estimate can be approached In two ways. First, it is the mean of the a posteriori
probability density. By this description, It can be shown to be that value which yields the
lowest variance in a posteriori probability around the estimate. Any other selected
location will have a greater variance around it. If the cost of an error in fix (the risk
associated with a fix error) Increases linearly with the square of the error, this would be
the estimate which minimizes the overall risk taken. Therfore, the second description of
the MMSE estimate Is the technique which minimizes the risk when the cost of error is
proportional to the square of error. This is simply the Bayesian minimum risk algorithm
applied to a specific cost function. The Bayesian minimum risk technique will be
described next. The disadvantage of selecting the MMSE estimate for a bimodal, a
posteriori probability density, can be described by a simple example. Suppose the pilot Is
navigating an area around a shoal or wreck. He can pass either to the right or to the left
and be safe. If there are buoys indicating both passages, but only one set is presently
observed due to weather conditions, the a posteriori distribution will have several modes
(peaks), depending on which set of buoys he assumes he sees. The obvious answer for his
dilemma is to assume one of the sets and to use the MLE for decision. If he uses the
MMSE, although the variance of error Is minimized, the probability of hitting the shoal or
wreck is maximized, since the MMSE selects a position between the modes. The flaw here
was that the cost of error function is not proportional to the square of error; therefore,
the pilot is not selecting his minimum risk solution by using the MMSE.

d. ayes Minimum Risk Estimate. When applied to the grid method, the Bayes
minimum risk estimate is straightforward to perform, although tedious to calculate.
There a cost function Is applied to each box under the assumption that a specific box (XI.

Y) is the actual location. The net a posteriori probability that the ship is in each box is

tmultiplied by the cost of being in that box when box (Xi, YI) is the actual location. This

"risk" is summed to the risk for all other boxes in the grid to get the total risk of assuming
that (N1, Y1) Is the actual ship location. This calculation Is performed for all boxes In the

grid, each time assigning a risk to being in each box assuming the new (Xi, Yi) is the ship

location. The Bayes criterion says to select the location which contains the minimum
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overall risk of error. As was already indicated, when the cost of error is proportional to
the square of the error, the MMSE will be the resultant Bayesian estimate. When all
errors have the same cost (the cost is independent of the magnitude of the error), the
Bayes minimum risk algorithm will yield the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE).
Therefore, it can be seen that the assumed cost (or risk) function directly influences the
selection of the estimate. When applied to the navigation problem, in the absence of
traffic, the cost of being closer to the edge of the channel will be more than the cost of
being nearer the center of the channel. Shoals and wrecks will have a very large cost
associated with them. The cost of along track error will not be significant until a
maneuver is required (along track error before a turn becomes cross track error during
and after the turn). Therefore, a different cost function will be assigned to each leg in
the model. The pilot selects his fix location to be the minimum risk solution for that leg
with the a posteriori probabilities which exist at that time. This is the procedure which is
applied to the navigating/steering model, since it is considered to best represent the
actual decision process which the pilot uses. It is a conservative position estimate in
terms of risk.

A.5.7 Fix Technique Summary

The procedure by which the pilot combines the observed ranges and bearings to each
observed AN with the information which comes from the DR and with the risk of being
wrong is the "fix" technique. The grid method is a point-exhaustive approach to calculate
the a posteriori probability of actual location using both the prior knowledge from dead
reckoning and the present observations. The size of a box in the grid is termed the grid
resolution. The "don't care" accuracy region is 1/3 to 1/5 the grid resolution because a
smoothing algorithm will be used on the final risk to determine the local minimum. It is
expected that this smoothing algorithm will have an accuracy of 1/10 the box size. The
number of boxes required can be determined by running the fix model at locations where
the static fix is expected to be worst and setting the number of boxes to three sigma as
determined at these locations. Since DR improves the fix accuracy$ the dynamic model
should contain the observation, as well as enough additional information to obtain the
sigma around the a posterlori probability (confidence) as desired. The boxes in the grid
are square with size equal to the grid resolution. The total grid Is rectangular with a
sufficient number of boxes In each direction to contain the along track and the across
track information.

The flR information is treated as prior knowledge of position and the associated
probabilities are assigned to each box in the grid. The present observations are mapped
onto the grid by taking the observed value and the a posteriori probability of actual value
around the observed value. This a posteriori probabilityl after being scaled for the
Influence of perseverance by taking the 1/0 root of the probability values (o is the
perseverance factor), is multiplied onto. the grid. The net a posteriori probability is the
grid Information following the combination of all present observations with the prior
knowledge and a posteriori distributions from other types of fixes. A cost function is
assigned to error in observation using the specific parameters of each leg and the traffic
present. The risk is calculated using a Bayesian technique and the minimum risk location
is selected by the pilot as his fix. The a posteriori probability grid is then used to
calculate the pilot confidence by computing the variance of data around the selected fix.
These parameters (the fix location, the risk at that fix location, and the pilot confidence
in the precision of that fix) are used In the decision-making algorithm which is next in the
model. The a posterlori probability grid is also combined with the perceived course and
ground speed (and the variance around these values) to obtain the new dead reckoning
input for the next observation.
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The described fix technique handles cases of limited visibility; multiple aids to
navigation even when their observations do not intersect at a single point; other types of
fixes whether internally created on the ship or externally supplied to the ship; and
decision-making in the presence of traffic, shoals, wrecks, and other factors which would
influence the pilot's estimato of risk.

A.6 DECISION/ACTION LANGUAGE

A.6.1 Introduction

The concept of inputting t logic structure (as opposed to hard data) is a unique
feature of the navigating and steering program. This feature gives the program almost
unlimited flexibility and applicability to model the widely divergent types of scenarios
that are part of any inclusive study of the role of ANs.

Different scenarios require different physical channels, different ship types,
different weather conditions, and different AN types and configurations. However, it is
also important to model different piloting philosophies, different levels of pilot skills and
confidence, and different ship-handling capabilities. Especially in the future, when new
fix methodologies are defined, new electronic aids are made available, and more elaborate
harbor control exists, it will be essential to be able to model the role of the pilot.
Because only through their effect on the pilot are advances in one area (ANs) made
apparent in other areas (ship safety, increased traffic flow).

The navigating and steering program uses English-like sentences to model the pilot's
decision-making logic and ship-handling orders. This English structure is an input to the
program and can be changed from run to run without the need for any change to the
program itself.

The distinction between the decision and action functions might seem unclear at
first, and seem to overlap because both Involve some decision makng, It is true that the
limits of these two functions are indeed indistinct and they do overlap in some cases.
Howeverl the philosophy of modularizlng the program by functions dictated that these two
areas be kept separate. The basic distinction between the decision and the action
functions Is that the decision function describes the pilot% broader operational policy
decisions, and the action function describes the pilot's ship-handling decisions. The
decision logic determines what the broad situation is from the information and estimates
available to the pilot. The action logic describes how the pilot actually carries out the
maneuver decided upon. A limited decision process is needed for these maneuvers.

A.6.2 Decisions,

a. Decson La A decision language had to be developed that would be
tailor-made for the AN application. That is, It had to be structured to handle the type of
logic required in the piloting proces!-. The language also had to be structured to make It
easy to describe simple decisions and yet have the scope and flexibility to handle the
complexity required for a sophisticated problem.

Such a language has been developed. The la uage consists of a vozabulary (key
words and phrases that are recogmnzed by the program) and a syntax (rules for structuring
these key words or phrases into sentences recoWgnzed by the progrm). These sentences
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are called commands and a group or a paragraph of these sentences is called a block of

commands.

An example of a command in the decision language is:

IF RANGE TO AID 3 < 500 YDS, START TURN: START LEG 2.

In this language, the syntax and many key phrases are presently defined. However, any
key phrases not defined at present, but needed to test certain conditions, can be easily
added as the need arises.

Moreover, the exact wording of the key phrases may be changed from run to run, as
long as the meaning of the phrases remains the same. For example, one user might feel
more at home with the expression:

DISTANCE TO BUOY 3

Than with the expression:

RANGE TO AID 3.

The syntax translator whictf is part of the input module interprets the English-like
decision commands and converts hem into a matrix of numbers. This matrix of numbers
is used by the decision module, which executes the commands by making the appropriate
tests on program variables (e.g., range to aid 3) and keeping track of the logic Cow (i.e.,
which command should be executed next).

Following is an example of a decision block which serves to illustrate some of the

featurcs:

(1) TEST FOR TURN:

(2) IF ABEAM AID 3, TURN; TEST FOR END.

(3) IF TIME 30 MINS, OR VISIBILITY < 1000 YDS, RADAR ON; TEST FOR
TURN.

(4) IF TIME 45. MINS, TURNw LOAD CHART I; TEST FOR END.

(0) OTHERWISE STRAIGHT CHANNEL.

(6) TEST FOR ENDs

(7) IF HEAD 202 DEGREMS, END TURN

This eaxaple Illustrates a way of continuing down a straight channel (line 6),
mneaawhile checking for when to start a turn. The turn should be-*tarted (action block
TURN) whenever aid 3 comes abeam (line 2). As soon as this condition Is met, the next
decision logic (block TEST FOR END) is started to check for conditions on which to end
the turn (lines6.7). It the ship has not come abeam of aid 3by 30 minutes or if the
visibility is less than 1000 yards, the action block RADAR ON should be started, and
continue decision block TEST FOR TURN to keep checking for aid 3 (line 3). If, for some 4
reason, the ship has not come abeam of aid 3 by 43 minutes, start action block TURN
anyway, record that fact in chart No. t, then start checking for end of turn (line ).
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This example illustrates several features of the decision language:

1. It uses word labels instead of numbers so that it is self-documenting. For
example, the word TURN in line 2 means execute action block with label TURN. This is
instead of DO ACTION 10. The phrase TEST FOR TURN in line 3 means start with
decision block labeled TEST FOR TURN at next time step. Each action or decision block
has a word label which is addressable.

2. The logic is sequential, based usuzlly on conditions or passing time. For
example, once aid 3 comes abeam, the pilot stops checking for it and goes on to other
considerations (TEST FOR END).

3. Several conditions may be checked for at once. For example, the pilot is
checking for aid 3 abeam or time = 30, or visibility < 1000, or time = .45. If any of these
conditions are met, an action is specified. If none are met, the action specified by the
OTHERWISE command (line 5) is executed - in this case "STRAIGHT CHANNEL".

4. Multiple conditions can be checked for. An action may be desired only IF A
AND B are both true, or IF A OR B is true. In line 31 the same action (RADAR ON) is
done and the same decision block indicated (TEST FOR TURN) if time = 30 minutes OR if
visibility < 1000 yards.

5. The fact that certain conditions have or have not occurred may be of
significance in analyzing the scenario or comparing different scenarios. Thus, the user has
the ability to specify for each run what statistics he wants collected and on what
conditions. The LOAD CHART/COUNTER/HISTOGRAM phrase (line 4) will collect the
data as specified In the input. This would most likely be In addition to the data
automatically collected for each run.

6. The action block that Is referenced most likely contains several commands that
are executed in order separated by lengths of time. So that the action sequence is not
Interrupted each time the same condition Is encountered In the decision logic, if the
decision command references the same action block that Is already being executed$ the
block will not be started over. Thus, every time the OTHERWISE STRAIGHT CHANNEL
decision command Is executed in a row after the first time, no new action command is
specified and execution continues within the STRAIGHT CHANNEL action block.

b. Decision Syntax. In the syntax Illustrated, items in parentheses are optional,
words in cip~ta1 d1 e-rse keywords to be used as is, words in quotes describe words or
phrases to be supplied by the user, and words in lower case letters without quotes describe
numerical quantities to be supplied by the user. The proper punctuation Is important and
should be used as shown.

The following rules or notes apply to the decision language syntax:

1. "Condition described" refers to one. of the test condition* which has been
previously defined in the vocabulary and Is thus recofilzed by the program. This phrase
may be any length, but must match -acly the phrase as listed in the vocabulary. If no
exact atch occurs# the clost match isusedbut a watni s sued requesting a
correction.

See the list of decision conditions in TABLE A-3.

2. AN No. refers to thenumber of a specific aid or a cass o aids (eg., buoys.
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3. "Units" must be a unit def ined in the vocabulary list so that it is recognized by

the prigram. If no units are specif iedt a def aul t set of units is used.

4. Any number of AND or OR phrases are allowed.

5. The AND and OR phrases are combined sequentially, instead of following the
Boolean rule of combining ANDs before ORs. That is,

IF XOR Y AM Z

is the same as IF ( (X OR Y) and Z).

6. The "action block laW- l" is arty user-written label of up to 18 letters. The label
on the action block must match this exactly. This label should be chosen to be descriptive
of the action involved.

7. The "decision block label" is any user-written label of up to 18 letters. If no
decision block label is given on a decision command, the default will be the name of the
deci4ion block presently being executed.

8. If no OTHERWISE command appears at the end of the decision block, or if an
OTHERWISE NO CHANGE commandJ appears, the action block presently being executed is
continued without interruption.

9. There may not be more than one OTHERWISE. command per decision block and
the OTHERWISE command must be the last command of the block.

10. Decision bloc6s may be typed in free format because blanks. and carriage-
returns are Ignored.

I I. No continuation character-sare needbd for continuing a command on the next
line.

12. No descriptions (labei-, units, condition) may cantain anything but letters.

13. The "action block labels may not stan with the lettom s IP OR, or NOT.

1P. INSIDE PORT BOUND
INSIDE STARBOARD 13OUND

OFF TR~ACK TO PORT
'OPPTRACK TO STARBOARD
WRANGE1 AID'.

ILARING AID
BEAM ADt)
SIG"T AM)

'YISIRIL:TY

* SASTA in
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" ALONG TRACK FIX CONFIDENCE

" ACROSS TRACK FIX CONFIDENCE

" ON RANGE

b. Example Showing Decision Logic in a straight Channel. This type of logic could
be used in a channel of any width because the decisions are based on the pilot's estimate
of the ratio of his distance across the channel to the channel width (i.e., 0 is the port side
of the channel, I is the starboard side, 0.5 in the centerline).

In this case, the pilot's plan was to adjust his course to the desired course when he is
inside band 1, and try to get the ship back on the track (which is 2/3 of the way across the
channel) when he is in bands 2 and 3. From band 3 he will order a more drastic correction
than from band 2.

R= 0. .3 . 6 9 1

R=CROSS TRACK RATIO

STRAIGHT CHANNEL:

IF CROSS TRACK RATIO > It STEER TO TRACK FR SB.

IF CROSS TRACK RATIO > .9 12, CORRECT SB ERROR
IF CROSS TRACK RATIO < .33, STEM. TO TRA'CK FR PORT.

IF CROSS TRACK RATIO < .5t CORRECT PORT ERROR
OTHE~RWISE ADJUST COURSE

examples of simple and complex commands (sentences) allowed with this syntax are:
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TEST FOR SHALLOW: IF RANGE TO AID 3<j1000 YARDS,

AND BEARING TO AID 3 270, AND BEARING TO

AID 3-90, SLOW DOWN, LOAD COUNTER 6;

TEST FOR EDGE.

IF DISTANCE FROM START OF LEG >1.5 MILES, TURN ON RADAR.

IF OFF TRACK > 100, CORRECT; TEST POSITION.

OTHERWISE STOP.

d. Decision Conditions. Presented below is an incomplete list of conditions which
may be tested by decision commands. The exact phrase used to describe the condition
may be changed according to the user's preferences. Additional conditions are easily
added to the program structure.

IF TIME

" TIME SINCE START LEG

" TIME IN BLOCK

" ESTIMATED LATITUDE

" ESTIMATED LONGITUDE

" ESTIMATED LEG

" ESTIMATED HEADING

" ESTIMATED COURSE

" ESIMATED SPEED OVER GROUND

" ESTIMATED SPEED OVER WATER

' ESTIMATED CROSS TRACK POSITION

A.6.3 Actions

a. Action Language. An action language had to be developed that was structured
to handle the logic used and the orders given In the navigating and steering process. The
language had to include some decision-making capability, but at the more straightforward
and concrete level used In ship-handling (as opposed to policy) decisions. The language
also had to Include orders for maneuvering and handling the ship, getting information from
various sensors (radar, RDF, pelorus), changing the confidence the pilot places In various
sensors and/or methods of fixing, etc. In short, the action language had to provide the
Interaction between the pilot and crew, pilot and ship, pilot and outside world.

As with the decision language, the action language had to be structured to make It
easy to handle straightforward problems and yet have the scope and flexiblity to handle
any level of complexity.

Such a language has been developed. As In the decision language, the action
language consists of a vocabulary (key words and key phrases that are recognized by the
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program) and a syntax (rules f or structuring these key words or phrases into sentences
recognized by the program). These sentences are called commands, and a group or
paragraph of these sentences is called a block of commands.

Two examples of commands in the action language are:

STEADY ON COURSE, 5 MINS.

UNLESS CROSS TRACK VELOCITY > 0 KNOTS; LEFT RUDDER.

In this language, the syntax and many key phrases are presently defined. However,
any key phrases not defined at present can be easily added as the need arises. The exact
wording of the key phrases that describethe orders may also be changed from run to run
as long as the meaning of the phrase rernains the same. For example, the user might feel
more at home with the expression UNLESS STARBOARD DRIFT than with the expression
UNLESS CROSS TRACK VELOCITY >0 KNTS.

The syntax translator which is part of the input module interprets the English-like
action commands and converts them into a matrix of numbers. This matrix of numbers is
used by the action module, which executes the commands by making the appropriate tests
on program variables (e.g., cross track velocity), initiating the orders (e.g., steady on
course), keeping track of the flow (i.e., which command should be executed next), and
monitoring the timing of each command (e.g., steady on course for 5 minutes).

Following is an example of an action block which serves to illustrate some of the

features.

(1) TRACK: STEADY ON COURSE, 5 MINS.

(2) UNLESS CROSS TRACK VELOCITY >.2 KNTS; LEFT RUDDER.

(3) UNLESS CROSS TRACK VELOCITY < .2 KNTS; NEXT

(4) RIGHT RUDDER 50, 2 MINS; CENTER.

(5) LEFT RUDDER: LEFT RUDDER 50, 2 MINS; CENTER.

(6) CENTER: CENTER RUDDER, I MIN; TRACK.

This perhaps unrealistic example Illustrates a pilot trying to keep on a prescribed course.
He has previously estimated the effect of wind and current and picked a heading which he
thinks will keep him on his desired course. In this action block, he is monitoring the ship's
actual progress along the track.

The pilot checks his estimated cross track velocity (obtained from fix) and if it is
greater than .2 knots in the starboard direction he decides to use a left rudder (line 2). If
it is greater than .2 knots in the port direction (line 3), he decides to use a right rudder. If
neither condition Is true, he remains steady on his present course for 5 minutes and then
executes the same action commands again to check cross track velocity.

Thus, if the present course is correct, the pilot remains on It, checking drift every
minutes. However, if the present course were not correct, or if wind or current changed,
the ship would soon have a cross track velocity in either direction greatee tha. .2 knots.
When that happens, either the command on line 4 or line 5 Is executed and a 5 rudder is
initiated for 2 minutes. In both cases, the command on line 6 is then executed which
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brings the rudder back to the center for I minute; the TRACK block is then started again.
Again the cross track velocity is checked and it is either within the .2 knot limits or the
rudder must be put on again.

Note that the example should have taken into account the possibility that a 50
rudder might be insufficient to compensate for current and thus never get the ship onto
the desired course. Greater rudder orders might be needed,

The features illustrated by the example are:

1. Work labels are used instead of numbers so that the logic is self-documenting.
For example, CENTER is used intead of ACTION 6.

2. The commands are of two types: orders (lines 1, 4, 5) and tests (lines 2, 3).

3. Any order command may have a label and thus be referenced by any other
action command. For example, lines 4 and 5 reference line 6 (CENTER) as the next
command to execute.

4. The label on the first command of a group is the block label as well as the
command label and may be referenced by a decision command.

5. The order commands may include a time duration. If no time is specified, zero
is assumed. (Some specific commands calculate their own duration, in which case no time
duration need be specified.) This time gives the wait time until the next action cummand
is executed.

6. The next action command to be executed is given after the semicolon. If none
Is indicated, the same command Is repeated. For example, line I Is repeated every 5
minutes. If the label after the semicolon Is NEXT (line 3), the next command in order Is
executed, saving the need to label It.

7. Each command is executed, and then the time duration occurs. Nothing is done
automatically at the end of the tle duration. For example, line 5 says put on a 5o left
rudder and wait 2 minutes. The 5 left rudder will remain on even after the 2 minutes
unless another command changes It. In this caset line 6 brings the rudder back to center.

8. All UNLESS (test) commands are checked In order until the first one that Is true
is found. The command listed In the UNLESS command Is then executed Immedlately.
Only if no UNLESS commands are true Is the "order" command preceding the UNLESS
commands executed. For example, line I Is executed only if lines 2 and 3 are buth found
false.

9. There Is no limit to the number of UNLESS commands which may follow an
"order". UNLESS commands may follow any "order".

10. Control passes from command to command as Indicated by the labels until a
condition occurs which causes the decision logic to choose a new policy or action. The
decision logic will then Indicate which action block to execute and the previous "next
command" and wait time will be Ignored.

The example above illustrated one end of the spectrt,,m of ways to use the action
language. It showed a case where the user wanted complete control over the orders for
maneuvering the ship (the pilot who does It all to the point of giving every last rudder



order). This type of control over the problem is necessary under some conditions, or for
some part of the entire scenario. However, it would be tedious to write out all the orders
and tests a pilot makes.

Therefore, the program can handle orders at various levels of details. The more the
program does, the less the user has to do. For example, the user can write action
commands to give rudder orders, he can write commands to give heading orders and have
the helmsman worry about the rudder, he can write commands to give course orders and
have the program worry about wind and current and conversion to heading, and the
helmsman worry about the rudder. Or the user can write a commend that calls a pre-
programmed subroutine that will make all the tests and orders necessary to get the ship
around a turn. For example, the command:

MAKE TURN (ENDHEAD 1500, RADIUS 0.5 MI); NEXT.

carries the shig through a complete turn described by the parameters in parentheses (end
on heading 150 , radius 0.5 mi.). In this case$ the wait time need not be specified, as the
MAKE TURN command will continue until the turn is complete; the next command will
then be executed.

b. Action Syntx In the syntax illustrated, items in brackets are optional, words
in capital letters are key words to be used as Is, words in quotes describe words or phrases
to be supplied by the user, and words in lower case letters without quotes describe
numerical quantities to be supplied by the user. The proper punctuation is important, and
should be used as shown.

The following rules or notes apply to the action language syntax:

1. "command description" refers to one of the command phrases which has been
previously defined in the vocabulary and Is thus recognized by the program. This phrase
may be any length, but must match exactly the phrase as listed In the vocabulary.

See the list of action command descriptions In TABLE A-4.

2. The parameters which may be Included in parentheses must be in the same order
and In the same units as the command description requires. This is primarily for
subroutine-type commands. Thus, If the MAKE TURN command expects 2 parameters,
end heading in degrees and radius in miles, the command may be written:

MAKE TURN (ENDHEAD 1300, RADIUS 0.5 MIL)

or MAKE TURN (150, 0.5)

3. The time duration units must be a unit defined in the vocabulary list.

#. The "next action label" gives the label of the action command to do next. If
there is no label specified, the same command is repeated after the wait time. If the
"next action label" is NEXT, the next sequential non-test command is executed. This
saves the need for labels on all commands.

5. UNLESS or test commands may not have a label and thus may never be
referenced. They are modifying commands only.

6. The "action command label" and "next action label" are any user-written labels
of up to 18 letters. The label must be written the same way each time (excluding blanks).
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7. No description (command description, units, label) may include anything but

letters.

8. No description (unit, label, command) may start with the letters UNLESS.

9. Action commands may be typed in free format because blanks and carriage
returns are ignored.

i10. No continuation characters are needed for continuing a command on the next
line.

Examples of several commands (sentences) allowed with this syntax are:

LEG 1: MAKE TURN TYPE 2 (ENDHEADING 15; RADIUS 0.2 MI)f 15 MINS; START
LEG 2.

UNLESS SPEED < 5 KNOTS; NEXT.

RESET PROBLEM.

c. Action Command Description. This section presents an incomplete list of
orders and tests used by action commands to illustrate their application. The exact
phrases used to describe the order or test may be changed according to user preference.
Additional orders and tests are easily added to the program structure.

Orders:

SET FIX FREQUENCY TO n MINS
LORAN FIX EVERY n MINS

RIGHT RUDDER x0

LEFT RUDDER x?
0COME TO HEADING x

LOAD HISTOGRAM/CHART/COUNTER n

RESET PROBLEM

TURN IRDA} ON/OFF

STEADY ON COURSE
RUDDER MIDSHIP
UPDATE SPEED ESTIMATE
COME TO PRESENT HEADING + x°

COME TO HEADING FOR COURSE x°
0CHANGE RUDDER 4x°

AHEAD FULL/S/
STEADY ON AID n
STEADY ON RANGE n

CHANGE THROTTLE + x
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SIGHT ASTERN
0LOOK IN DIRECTION x

CHANGE DR CONFIDENCE TO x
CHANGE LORANI

H RADAR CONFIDENCE TO x
E tc 4

AUTOPILOT ON/OFF

Test:

UNLESS OFF TRACK

UNLESS OFF TRACK SB

UNLESS OFF TRACK PORT

UNLESS OUTSIDE SB/PORT BOUNDARY

UNLESS COMPASS HEADING

UNLESS SPEED

UNLESS EST COURSE

UNLESS ALONG TRACK WIND/CURRENT EFFECT

UNLESS ACROSS TRACK WIND/CURRENT EFFECT

UNLESS RANGE ALIGNED

UNLESS RANGE LINE SB/PORT

UNLESS CROSS TRACK VELOCITY

UNLESS EST LATITUDE

UNLESS EST LONGITUDE

A.7 NAVIGATING AND STEERING MODEL - FUNCTIONAL FLOW AND DESCRIPTIVE
EXPLANATION

A.7.1 Introduction

Much has already been said about the decisions and criteria that shaped the
development and structure of this program, and about many of its features and
capabilities. Several of the program functions have also been described in detail. What Is
needed at this point is, first, to step back and view the program as a whole# and then to
examine the various pieces and see how they Interact and tie together.

FIGURE A-I1 Is a simplified function diagram of the entire navigating and steering
program. Each box gives a function that Is performed by the programl and the description
to the left of each box describes the function. The primary purpose of this diagram is to
distinguish between the realms of the main functions. The arrow that circles around to
the left indicates that the va-ious functions are repeated each time the simulated time is
advanced.

FIGURE A-12 is a more detailed diagram of the program. The arrows indicate
direction of the program flow. The boxes indicate functions. In this case, a function Is
not only a separate, real world process, but also a separate program plece, or module.
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The careful distinction between the various functions in the program is made so that
any module can be replaced by another module which performs the same function and the
rest of the program would not be affected. For example, a definite range law detection
module could be replaced by a probabilistic detection module and none of the rest of the
program would have to be changed.

Each function block in FIGURE A-12 will be described in a separate section that
follows, The functions contain the major logic of the program and the names agree with
the names on the flow diagram. Some functions hanole a variety of logic, and thus include
several subfunctions These subfunctions are described immediately following the function
description. Each function and subfunction section will include a description of the
function or subf unction, the input and output parameters used, and any details that may be
of interest.

A.7.2 List of Functions In Chronological Order as They Appear in the Navigating and

Steering Model

Function Subf unction Section

Input A.7.3

Run Initialization A.7.4

Case Initialization A.7.5

Dead Reckoning A.7.6

Retention A.7.7
Detection A.7.8

Observation A7 .9

Perseverance A.7. 10

Alignment A.7.11

State Estimation Fix) A.7.12

Electronic Fixing A.7.13

Fix Location from Observations A.7.14

Fix Confidence A.7.13

Wind and Current Estimate A.7.16
Decision A.7.17

Action A.7.I
Helmsman/Controller A.7.19

Update Time A.7.20

Update Position (ship dynamics) A.7.21

Instrument Readings A.7.22
Output Composite Statistics A.7.23

. "
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A.7.3 Input Function

Description: All input required by the program to fully model a given scenario is
ready from libraries and/or keyboard entries. The data, error functions,
distributions, and English-like tactical logic are interpreted and checked for
errors. All errors are flagged for the user to correct. The corrected data are
then stored in the representation needed for the actual simulation. The data may
also be saved in the library for future use.

Parameters: Input

Miscellaneous data (timing information, number of cases to run, type of
output desired, etc)

Starting conditions (initial ship position, heading, speed, and distribution on
them)

AN positions (chart location and distribution on actual location)

AN characteristics (type of aid, color, height, intensity, classification
number)

Track (description of each leg of track, including length, radius, heading,
desired speed, traffic density, frequency of updating fix, current, channel
width, etc)

Decision logic (set of decision commands to be used for this scenario)

Action logic (set of action commands to be used for this scenario)

Fix data (number of boxes In grid, box sizes, conditions under which bearing
observations become independent, algorithm for determining which buoys
to use in fix, algorithms for determining how often to take fixes under
various conditions, etc)

Ship type (height of pilot, height of radar mast, ship dynamics coefficients,
etc)

Instruments and pilot behavior (errors and correlation times on gyro compass
and speed log or rpm, distributions on pilot's responses, etc)

Sensor table (what sensors are aboard, algorithms for their usage, and pilot's
confidence in them)

Environment/weather data (visibility, wind, tide, wave height, background
luminous Intensity, radar clutter, acoustic loss, etc)

Statistics desired (output charts/hiStorains/plots desired, labels)

Detailst

The ikiput data are divided into sections according to functions (i.e., all ships
type data is in one secton, The input module accepts one section of data at a
time and will query the user for it. The user has severai choices. He may decide
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to examine one of several alternative sections on the disk library. These data are
in user format and include descriptive headings. The user may choose to edit or
change parts of these data and then accept it, or he may decide to accept it as is.
Or he may decide to enter entirely new data for this section from the keyboard by
typing in each niece of data called for by the description. If the user enters a new
section of data or edits one from the library, the input module will interpret and
check the data, ask for corrections, and then store the data in internal format for
use by the simulation program. The data section may also be stored on the library
both in user format (for later examination and editing) and in internal format (for
later direct use by. the program). If the user had chosen to use a section of data
from the library without any changes, the input module would simply use the data
already in internal format and thus avoid the interpretation and error checking
phases.

USERDIS LTIBRARYBAR
IFORMA

[KEYBOARD INV USER FORMATJ

IN P T M O U L 10 P O G R A MA T

IN INTERNAL/
•(COWUTER /

• FORMAT ./

The user formatted library file is designed to make use of the editing
capability of the particular computer used,

The input module includes two syntax translators which translate the English-
like decision and action syntax into computer instructions. See the sections on the
decision and action function for a description of the syntax.

A.1.4 unIftitiafintionFunction

f Initializes conditions and picks values from distrilutions for
vaibles hich will remain constant throughout all Monte Carlo cases. This sets
up the model or scenario.

Paraletes 1 g!_Lt

AN chart position and error distributions

Tide statistics

Wind and current statistics
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Propagation statistics

Equipment errror distributions

Ship dynamics coefficients

Output

Actual AN positions for this run

Actual ride, wind, current, visibility, etc

Equipment failures

Details:

Depending on the model or scenario, it may be desirable to change some of
the parameters listed above on a case by case basis instead of having them remain
constant throughout the run. This is accomplished simply by indicating in the
input which parameters are initialized once for the run and which are initialized
with a new random value for each case (see next section).

A.7.5 Case Initialization Function

Description: Initializes conditions for the start of each Monte Carlo case. Pick
values from distributions for variables which vary from case to case.

Parameters: Input

Ship's starting position, heading, speed, and distributions

Ship state statistics

output

Perceived ship state vector (ship's estimated position, heading, speed, wind
and current effect)

Initial actual ship state

Details:

Depending on the model or scenario, It may be desirable to change some of
the parameters listed In the previous section on a case by case basis, or to keep
some of the parameters listed above constant throughout the entire run. This Is
accomplished simply by Indicating In the Input which parameters are Initialized
once for the run and which are Initialized with a new random value for each case.

A.7.6 Dead Reckoning Function

Description As time passes, the pilot updates his estimate of where he Is, based
on his estimate of the, wind and current effect, and the compass and speed
Indicator readings. At the same time, his confidence In his estimated position Is
lessened.
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Parameters: Input

Perceived wind and current effects and sigmas

Gyro compass reading and perceived sigma

Speed indication reading and perceived sigma

Time since last fix

Actual course and ground speed

Probability grid (for estimated position)

Pilot's confidence in DR

Output

Updated probability grid (for estimated position)

Details:

The problem of estimating ship position and position uncertainty is modeled,
assuming independent Gaussian distributions on speed and course since the
previous position fix, and using a discrete grid representation of the 2-dimensional
position fix uncertainty.

True speed and course need not be the same as pilot's perceived speed and
course, nor need the variances be those the pilot estimates. This allows for
biases, as well as greater or lesser confidence on the part of the pilot.

From a starting position, it is necessary to determine the probability of
arriving within an elemental area about an end position. No assumptions are made
on the form of the estimated position uncertainty density function other than that
it should approach uniform as the distance from Xo, Y (true position at previous

00
time to) increases. The resulting DR grid gives the probability of arriving at each

cell in the grid at time t This probability is the sum over all cells about X0 Y0

of the probability of starting at that cell multiplied by the probability of moving
to the new cell.

A.7.7 Retention Subf unction

eition: Even with perfect dead reckoning, there is a decay In fix confidence
' Wth passing time, This algorithm wiil cause the grid to decay toward a uniform
distribution.

Parameters: IMut

Grid resulting from dead reckoning

Time of previous fix

Current time

Retention time constant
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output

Updated DR grid reflecting decay in confidence

Details:

Handled in conjunction with determining the probability of arriving within a
given cell at a given time from the given starting position.

A.7.8 Detection Function

Description: The pilot looks for each specific AN using one or more sensors
(visual, radar, etc). The detection threshold is a function of physical parameters
and human parameters.

Parameters: Input

Visibility (or propagation loss)
Background (or noise)

Other specific interferences

AN intensity or reflectivity (or apparent signal)

Sensor in use (or array gain)

Observation capability. (or recognition index)

Alertment gain (expectation)

Actual range, bearing to each aid

Output

Which ANs detected

Details:

Duntley's Nomogram for daytime detection by sun reflection and Allard's
equation for detection of lighted aids should account for all but interference and
alertment. Interferences need to be dealt with on a harbor and traffic specific
basis. Alertment gain depends on previous ose:-vations in this harbor transit and
current confidence in fix.

Separate algorithms are used for each type of detection to be modeled:
visual (lighted or unlighted)p radar, definite range law, etc.

A.7.9 Observation Subf unction

Descriptiont The pilot observes each individual AN and a number is obtkined for

the current value of observed range and bearing.

Parameters:

* Whether detection was made
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True ranges and bearings

Observation a priori distribution in absence of alignment and perseverance

Previous value of observed parameter

Perseverance correction and independence measure

Alignment correlations and independence measures

Output

Perceived sigmas on all range and bearing observations

Observed range to each AN

Observed bearing to each AN

Actual sigmas on all range and bearing observations

Details:

The observed range and bearing to each AN is determined by sampling values
from range and-'bearing error distribution functions (based on the actual range and
bearing). This is the a priori observation in the absence of perseverance and
alignment. The effects of perseverance and alignment (see next two sections) will
modify the a priori observations to give the actual range and bearing observations
used in fix and decision-making.

A.7.10 Perseverance Subf unction

Description: When a specific observation of a parameter is made, there is a

tendency for subsequent observations to be at or near the previous observation.

Parameters: Input

Time since last observation

Change in parameter value since last observation

Time perseverance

Parameter perseverance

Output

Correlation coefficient

Independent measure

Details:

The correlation coefticlent and the independence measure are calculated for
later use In observation and fix location.
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A.7.11 Alignment Subf unction

Description: When the relative bearings of two ANs become the same, the
alignment allows a much more accurate bearing judgment for fix purposes than
would result from both aids independently.

Parameters: Input

Height of pilot eye (sensor)

Height of AN (center of detectable area)

Geometrical bearing difference between ANs

Output

Correlation coefficients

Independence measures

Details:

The correlation coefficients and independence measures are calculated for
each AN as they relate to the next aid in the direction of increasing bearing and
decreasing bearing for later use in observation.

A.7.12 State Estimation (Fix) Function

Description; The pilot makes visual and radar fixes and combines these with his
reckoning estimates and electronic fixes to obtain his best estimates of

present position. A fix confidence is also calculated for decision-making purposes.
From present and previous position estimates, the pilot estimates wind and
current effect, courset and speed over ground.

Parameters: Input

Probability grid from dead reckoning

Observed visual range and bearing to each detected AN

Observed radar range and bearing to each detected AN

Observation statistical distributions (perceived)

Risk of error In position estimate

Actual ship and AN positions

output

Updated fix probability grid

Estimated position

Across track fix confidence

Along track fix confidence

Estimated wind and current effect and sigma
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Estimated course

Estimated speed over ground

Details: See subfunctions and Section A.5 (Fix Technique).

A.7.13 Electronic Fixing Subfunction

Description: A LORAN or other electronic fix would be made at frequencies set
by the pilot (input or action commands) depending on the scenario. This new fix
would be used in conjunction with dead reckoning and other fixes (e.g., visual) in
the estimate of position.

Parameters: Input

Frequency of electronic fixes

Probability grid (for estimated position)

Characteristics of particular electronic fix method and distributions

Pilot's confidence in each method

Output

Updated probability grid (for estimated position)

Details:

The probability of being In each box of the DR updated grid according to the
electronic fix Is determined from the characteristics of the method. These
numbers are then multiplied by the number (probability) already in the box from
DR updating and the results normalized and used as the new grid.

There is no restriction to the number of types of electronic fixes that may be
made (including shore-based traffic controller messages). They are all handled in
the same manner and are all combined to give the final estimated position.

The pilot may attach more importance to radar observations than LORAN, or
to visual observations than radar. This type of behavior Is modeled by "weighting"
the information received from each type of f ix according to pilots preference.

A.7.14 Fix Location from Observations Subf unction

Description The previous dead reckoning result, any electronic fixes, and the
current observations (visualt radar) are combined to yield a new best estimate of
present location.

Parameters t

Probability grid resulting from dead reckoning and electronic fixing

Observed values for range and bearing to each AN

Actual position of ANs and own ship
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Pilot self confidence

Independence measures from perseverance and alignment

A priori distribution as used in observation

Pilot's confidence in various types of observation (e.g., radar, floating aids)

Output

Ship's present estimated position

Details:

For each box in the grid, calculate the actual value of the parameter which
would be consistent with present ownshlp location being in the box. Then
determine the a posteriori probability that the box position was the actual
location, given the observations. Correct this result by the independence measure
for the observation. Multiply this result by the number that is already in the grid
box and repeat for all boxes and all observations. The grid is then normalized.
This is the likelihood function. The maximun likelihood estimate is the largest
mode of the likelihood function. (See Section IV on Fix Techniques.)

Note, even if no observations or electronic fixes are made, the best estimate
of present position is calculated from the grid as above. This gives the dead
reckoned position.

The pilot has certain confidence In his dead reckoning, In the- various
electronic aids, and in various types of observations (e.g., radar vs visual, fixed vs
floating aids). The resulting fix reflects his particular areas of confidence or
distrust because all types of information which go into making the fix (i.e., which
enter the grid) are "weighted" according tco the pilot's preferences.

A.7.1l Fix Confidence Subfunction

Descrigtiont The pilot's confidence in his estimated position is calculated in both
the along track and across track directions. An along-across track correlation
term is also calculated.

Parameters: Inut

Probability grid from fix

Desired track direction

Perceived fix location

o utput

Along track position variance

Across track position variance
Along-across track correlation term
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Details:

The variances are calculated based on the spread of probabilities in the grid
according to the direction of the desired track.

A.7.16 Wind and Current Estimate Subf unction

Description: From present and previous position estimates, the pilot estimates
the wind and current effect, and his course and speed over ground.

Parameters: Input

Probability grid

Previous position estimate

Time since last estimate

Gyro compass heading and sigma

Speed indication reading and sigma

Output

Estimated wind and current effect and estimated sigmas

Estimated course

Estimated speed over ground

A.7.17 Decision Function

DQcitiont This describes the pilot4 policy decisions. It models the d-cision-
making logic that is used in determining what action to take- under any of the
various conditions that inay arise.

Parajeters: Input

Decision commands translated into a matrix of numbers

Decision block to start with

Values for testlng: AN detection/classification status;

AN observed rnge and bearing;

Estimated ship position, heading, courset speed;

Confidence In fix;

Visibility;

Traffic density;

Time;

Time on leg;

Cross track position; etc
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output

Action block to do next

Statistics

Details:

All IF/AND/OR commands are tested in order starting with the block
specified until one is satisfied. This gives the action command block to execute
next (if there is a new action block) and the decision block to start with at the
next time step. If a new action block is specified, the time for a new action is set
to the present time. If not, the action command execution is not interrupted.

See section on Decision for a complete description of the decision language
(syntax and commands).

A.7.18 Action Function

Description: This describes the pilot's ship-handling decisions. It models the
decision-making logic that is used in determining how to carry out an action and
the orders necessary to ensure that the action is carried out.

Parameters: Input

Action commands translated into a matrix of numbers

Action command to start next

Tiine to start next action command

Values for testing: Edge of track limits;

Estimated position, speed, heading, course;

Time;

Estimated wind and current effect;

Desired course and speed for this leg;

Cross track velocity, etc

Time to start next action command

Action command to start next

Program values that have been changed: frequency of taking fixes, ordered
heading, ordered turn rate, ordered rudder angle, ordered throttle,
sensors turned on/off, order to reset problems, order to look astern,
confidence in dead reckoning, etc

Statistics

Detalls:

If it Is time to execute the next action command, the program starts with the
command specified and examines the commands in order until one is found where
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no UNLESSes are satisfied (true). That command is executed. If that command has no
time duration, the program executes the next appropriate command and the next, until
one is found with a time duration. That time duration represents the next time that any
action commands need to be executed (unless conditions change and the decision logic
indicates a new action block, in which case the new action will take precedence over the
present action and start immediately).

Output from the action commands may give ordered heading, ordered
throttle, specification for how often to take fixes, etc.

See section of actions for a complete description of the action language
(syntax and commands).

A.7.19 Helmsman/Controller Function

Description: This models the helmsman's or ship controller's determination of
proper rudder angle to give the ordered heading in the ordered time.

Parameters: Input

Ordered heading

Present compass heading

Ordered time for completion
Knowledge of the ship (ship dynamics coefficients)

Present rudder position

Present turn rate

output

Ordered rudder angle
Length of time for rudder order

Details:

Because the program is modular, the controller function may be done by a
human helmsman or by an autopilot. The autopilot may be turned on and off by
action commands. Also, the pilot may specify rudder orders himself in the action
commands (in which case the helmsman function is skipped), or he may order
headings. In that case, the helmsman or autopilot will calculate the proper rudder
angle to give the ordered heading In the time allowed or at the range indicated by
the action command. See FIGURES A-13 and A-14.

A.7.20 Update Time Function

Description: Determine the time step based on the fix frequency, planned
maneuvers, ranges to ANs, and ship dynamics integration time requirements.

Parameters: Input
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GOAL: ACHIEVE COURSE CHANGE IN MINIMUM (OR SPECIFIED)

TIME WITHOUT GENERATING EXCESSIVE TURN RATE

OR OVERSHOOT

PHASE I PICKS RUDDER TO

ACHIEVE DESIRED
TURN RATE & TURN

DURATION

PHASE II RETURNS RUDDER TO

MIDSHIPS TO CONTINUE

SWING

PHASE III APPLIES BACKING

RUDDER TO CHECK

SWING

PHASE IV MIDSHIPS ON COURSE

NO TURN RATE

REQUIREMENTS:

A. PREDICT RESULTS OF APPLICATION OF RUDDER.

B. ABILITY TO CORRECT FOR INITIAL MISJUDGMENT

C. VARIABILITY IN TIME TO ACHIEVE ORDERED

COURSE

FIGURE A-13. HELMSMANS STEERING PROCESS
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GIVEN NEW ORDERED COURSE

I. FIND A RUDDER ANGLE THAT WILL IdNIMIZE THE SUM

OF TURN COMPLETION TIME PLUS A MULTIPLE OF TURN
RATE

FAST TIME PROJECT EFFECTS OF ALTERNATE RUDDERS

SELECT BEST

APPLY RUDDER

II. WHEN THRESHOLD TURN RATE ACHIEVED, ORDER MIDSHIPS

IF TURN RATE NOT ACHIEVED AFTER PREDICTED, TIME.

RETURN TO I

IF TURN RATE DECAYS TOO RAPIDLY. RETURN TO I

Il. WHEN APPROACHING COURSE, DETERINNE BACKING RUDDER
TO JUST STOP SWING ON DESIRED COURSE

APPLY BACKING RUDDER

IV. WHEN ON COURSE WITH ZERO TURN RATE. RETURN TO

MIDSHIPS.

FIGURE A-14. HELM"SMAN SUBROUTINE
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Time till next fix

Time till next maneuver

Maximum time step allowed

Time till new rudder angle required

Time till must update ship because of integration time

Output

Time step (A T)

Details:

The program has a truly variable time step. Each function-is updated only as
often as is required for accurate modeling of the process. Not all functions are
updated at the same frequencies. For example, the ship state might be updated
every 3 seconds (because a short time step is necessary to get realistic ship tracks
from the ship dynamics equations), while the fix might be updated only every 60
seconds (because that is how often a pilot would or could actually assess new
information in the given situation).

The timing control is a nested-loop process, whereby the simulation time may
be advanced and an inner loop executed without executing any of the outer loops
at that point in time. However, at the time that any loop is executed, all loops
inside that loop must also be executed. The nested time loops are as shown in
FIGURE A-15.

The frequency of doing the dead reckoning, detection, fix, and decision
functions is controlled by action commands. The logic of both the actions
(maneuvers) and helmsman routines generates its own appropriate time step.
Thus, the time-stepping of various functions changes as the scenario progresses, In
response to changing conditions.

A.7.21 Update Position (Ship Dynamics) Function

Description: Update ship's position to present simulated time based on ship type,

wind and current.

Parameters: Input

/ T (time step)

Old heading

Old speed

Old throttle setting

Old turn rate

Old rudder angle

Old position

Ordered rudder angle

Ordered throttle
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Ship dynamics coefficients for ship type
Actual wind and current effect

Output

Present actual heading
Present actual speed over water

Present rudder angle

Present turn rate

Present position
Present actual course
Present actual speed over ground

Details:

A general ship dynamics algorithm is used, which will accept coefficients for
any ship type.

A.7.22 Instrument Readings Function

Description: This models the compass and speed indicator readings at any time.Both electronic integration time and human perseverance (retention of previous
readings) are considered.

Parameters: Input

Actual heading
Actual water speed
Actual gyro compass sigma
Actual speed indication sigma

AT (time since last observation of compass or speed indicator)
Speed/heading correlation time
Previous speed/heading errors

Output

Estimated (or compass) heading
Estimated (or speed meter) water speed
Estimated speed/heading sigma

DetailsI

The estimated (or gyro compass) heading and estimated (or speed indication)water speed are calculated In the same manner. A random error from theappropriate distribution Is added to the actual value to obtain the Instrumentreading. The present error is correlated with the previous error depending on the
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time between readings and the heading/speed change. See description of
subf unction perseverance.

A.7.23 Output Composite Statistics Function

Description: Output statistics for entire run (many Monte Carlo cases) as
instructed by input. Output may consist of printed, plotted, or stored graphs,
charts, tracks, logs of entry, etc.

Parameters: Input

Amount of detail desired on log of entry

Description of position plots (tracks) desired

Description of graphs, charts, histograms desired

Which output is to be printed, plotted, and/or saved on disk files for later use

Output

Print, plots, disk files

Details:

The sequential or "log of entry" output which describes each case on a time-
by-time basis is collected for printing and/or saving as the run executes.
Likewise, any values that must be saved or occurrences that must be noted are
kept track of as they happen during each case. The information that is to be
collected during each case and saved for later output is fully described by input,
and may change from run to run.

When the program ends (all cases are run), tl.- output module manipulates and
develops the various data Into the form specified by Input (plots, graphs, charts,
etc). It then prints, plots, displays, or saves this data.

A.8 GENERAL PROGRAM SUMMARY COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS, AND SIZE OF
THE PRESENT DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

The navigating and steering computer program Is a simulation tool designed for rapid
and detailed modeling of aid to navigation utility. While the program description has been
largely concerned with evaluation of floating, fixed, and electronic ANs, It has,
nevertheless, been carefully structured to have a much wider range of application.

To gain an appreciation of the navigating and steering program, It is helpful to
consider It as a language rather than a program model. The compiled program has been
designed to accept and process inputs describing the type and configuration of ANs under
consideration, the piloting policy, the human decision-making process, and characteristics
of the physical background. Thus, a simulation model is actually specified entirely
through input statements.

The navigating and steering program has Its own language and syntax to facilitate
model creation, making it possible for the analyst to write or change the model directly .
without the services of a programmer. Using this program, the analyst has the direct
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capability to write a model to address the specific situation to be examined and then to
evaluate the performance of the ANs which are contained within the waterway.

A.8.1 Navigating and Steering Program Computer Requirements

The present demonstration program represents a positive indication of the success of
our methodology and its substantial level of completeness illustrates the feasibility of
developing the complete program. The following characteristics illustrate these points.

a. The current program consists of 2400 lines of FORTRAN source code and
requires 55 pages of listing.

b. The main program resides in 28K of 16 bit words of core. Data files which
support the program easily reside on one 1.2M word capacity disk. These currently
represent 24K for the executable program and 16K for I input and 10 repetitions of output
files. These of course are flexible and easily accommodated on disk storage. The program
may be overlaid in any one of its three sections (input, simulation, and output), thereby
further reducing core requirements.

c. The current computer is a DEC PDP 11/40 graphic system. The FORTRAN
source code from this system has proved, in our experience, to be very portable to other
scientific machines. This, along with the large popularity of DEC machines, gives
confidence in the non-machine dependency of the program.

d. In addition to the main program the traffic model was developed as a separate
program. This consists of 500 lines of FORTRAN source code. This program requires 16K
of core and will therefore operate easily on the same machine as the main program.

Our projections of the future program when completed are as follows:

a. Program size is estimated to be approximately 40 percent of the eventual
program. This size Increase can be accommodated In a 32K machine through overlay
techniques and at a cost of Increasing run time. We anticipate that the final program will
require 64K core and the support of two mass storage devices (disk) each consisting of
1.2M words.

b. Program run time is expected to be fairly long, requiring sequential batch
mode processing in off prime time hours to reduce Initial costs of developing summary
output files.

Demonstrations at Eclectech Associates of the current program may be arranged, at
the USCG's convenience.

/
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INTRODUCTION

This appendix and Appendix D discuss the manner in which pilots and ships' officers
view aid to navigation (AN) information provided by various ANs and the manner in which
they actually use these ANs in navigating pilot and coastal waters. These data represent a
sampling of our methodology. As such we have attempted to take a position on the
questions "What does a mariner require?" and "What do aids provide?" The basic answer is
that this issue is very complex as a function of its multivariable nature and therefore the
questions require specificity. The following data illustrate the method we have adopted to
gain this degree of specifying geographic, user, and AN details from which an analysis can
be conducted. Essentially our method, as applied in Phase I, has been to review actual at-
sea or simulator data as is exemplified in this section and then model a specific set of
conditions. We have avoided producing general conclusions at this time; instead we have
concentrated on those areas where we have data. This, we hope will illustrate our
approach to Phase 1I.

B.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR USERS OF AIDS TO NAVIGATION

Navigational methods used by seagoing vessels depend on the proximity of the
vessels to hazards to navigation and on the type and accuracy of the fix desired. The
following paragraphs describe navigational methods in coastal and piloting waters using
short-range ANs, as observed at sea and recorded In data bases resident at Eclectech
Associates (references 26 and 27 and Appendix C).

On the open sea where navigable waters extend for hundreds of miles, fix accuracies
within a 10-mile radius of a vessel's actual position are at times acceptable, especially
when weather conditions hinder celestial and electronic navigation. Course changes are
made at intervals of I to 12 hours. Navigating In coastal and piloting waters demands
greater precision both in obtaining fixes and in course control. Course or rudder orders
may be given at a frequency of several per mInute up to several minutes or even hours
apart. To examine the various navigational methods that use short-range ANst we
developed five scenarios to compare and contrast navigation methods based on actual
data. These scenarios include:

* Scenario One, Coastwise Pilot Waters

* Scenario Two, Harbor Approach

* Scenario Threeo Outer Harbor Approach

* Scenario Four, Inner Harbor Channels

e Scenario Five$ River Systems

B.l.1 Scenario One -- Coastwise Pilot Waters

Scenario One includes coastwise pilot waters where dangers exist at distances
between 5 and 10 miles. FIGURE B-I shows a typical coastwise area along the Florida
Keys. Interview data suggest that ships' officers traversing these waters require
navigational accuracies of 0.23 to 1.3 nautical miles to avoid hazards and maintain a track
away from traffic lanes in the opposite direction. In these waters, the navigator can rely
on the folowing aids to navigations LORAN, lighthouses, buoys, beacons, directional radio
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beacons, and RACON. Piloting methods using LORAN, pelorus, and radar provide a quick
and accurate fix allowing more time for collision avoidance under heavy traffic
conditions. To examine Scenario One conditions, we studied the data base described in
reference 24. FIGURE B-2 gives an example of the data obtained during the run from the
Florida Keys to New Orleans. Using the first line in FIGURE B-2, the data file can be
read as follows:

36, Block file

438, Julian date

1607, Time task started

15, task duration in seconds

1, mate code number (first mate)

14, task code number (one of 60 behavior codes)

Radar I range, English description of the task.

In brief, the data file says that the first mate took a range and bearing from the 1-cm
radar at 1607 hours; the task lasted 15 seconds.

Analysts spent many hours examining these data for patterns and trends for inclusion
in the development of the model. FIGURE B-3 is an example of a condensed analysis of a
specific navigation task analysis conducted on the data base for this study. Task
frequencies are low indicating, In effect, that the bridge navigation workload in these
waters is fairly low. The tables indicate no use of LORAN except off Cape Hatteras. The
four geographic areas described above require different types of navigation. For example,
off Cape Hatteras use of beam fixing Is highest, but Is lowest from Buzzards Bay to
Montauk. On the other hand, use of lookouts with binoculars Is just the opposite.
Obviously, requirements and information supplied must specifically suit each scenario or
geographic area as well as consider the user's background and his equipment.

General data are available from comparing and contrasting major area differences.
FIGURE B-4 breaks down the navigation workload and compares the duration and
frequency of navigation related tasks on four major areas. The data in this illustration
point to an increased workload during reduced visibility. As shown in FIGURE 1-4 in the
open sea, the mate spent 3.2 percent of his time in the chart room (calculating DR,
reviewing charts, publications, etc), 3 percent of his time plotting fix data, 0.3 percent of
his time taking radar fixes (to sea buoys, oil rigs, etc)o and 3.4 percent of his time
obtaining LORAN fix data. LORAN-A data were obtained and plotted about once an hour
(0.8 and 1.1, respectively) OMEGA or satellite systems would probably be used equally in
these situations.

Looking at the mate's workload in U. S. coastwise areas, where the navigation tasks
require nearly 13 percent of his time, it may be seen In FIGURE B-4 that the mate
stopped using LORAN (down to 0.3 percent) and switched to visual bearings (2.3 percent)
or radar bearings (1.4 percent). FIGURE B.4 indicates that fixes were plotted at an
average of 1.3 times an hour (once every 45 munutes). Visual fixes and radar fixes were
taken of navigation aids as they became available. Note that 4.8 percent of the mate's
time was then spent in the chart room performing general navigation tasks. These tasks,
performed an average of 2.4 times each hour, include OR calculations and reviewing
positions of navigation aids on the charts.

The higher average navigational workloads in the Enlish Channel suggest a
departure from the previous conclusions. The large differei= between the two English
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FIGURE -3. EXAMPLE OF CONDENSED ANALYSIS OF A
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OPEN U. S. ENGLISH ENG. CHNL.
SEA COASTWISE CHANNEL LMTD. VIS.

GENERAL NAVIGATION TASKS 3.2% 4.8% 8.0% 22.2%

PLOT ALL FIX DATA 3.0% 3.8% 5.4% 9.4%

OBTAIN RADAR BR & R .5% 1.4% .9% 1.5%

OBTAIN LORAN-A DATA 3.4% .5% --

OBTAIN DECCA DATA - - 1.1% .8%

OBTAIN RDF DATA - -

OBTAIN FATHOMETER DATA - .1% - -

OBTAIN VISUAL BEARINGS DATA .1% 2.3% .4% .7%

OBTAIN SUN & STAR FIX DATA - .1% -

TOTAL 10.2% 12.9% 15.9% 34.6%

Percent of Mates' Time

OPEN U. S. ENGLISH ENG. CHNL.
SEA COASTWISE CHANNEL LMTD. VIS.

GNERAL NAVIGATION TASKS .7 2.4 2.8 8.7

PLOT ALL FIX DATA 1.1 1.3 2.6 2.5

OBTAIN RADAR BR & R .4 1.7 1.8 1.7

OBTAIN LORAN-A DATA .8 .2 - -

OBTAIN DECCA DATA 3.1 1.9

OBTAIN RDF DATA - -

OBTAIN FATHONETER DATA .1 - -

OBTAIN VISUAL BEARINGS DATA .1 1.2 .8 .S

OBTAIN SUN& STAR FIX DATA - .1

TOTAL 3.1 6.9 11.2 15.3

Number of Tasks Per Hour

FIGURE B-4. DURATION AND FREQUENCY OF NAVIGATION RELATED TASKS
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Channel workloads is caused by different visibility conditions. Although an average of 2.5
fixes were plotted each hour under both visibility conditions (approximately one fix every
20 minutes), more time was spent to plot fixes (9.4 percent versus 5.4 percent) under
conditions of limited visibility. This increase does not indicate that plotting the fix takes
longer; however, the mates may have been working more cautiously in their analysis of the
resultant fix and its relation to upcoming navigation aids.

This increased task behavior also appeared in the general navigation tasks (DR
calculations, study charts, etc). Although the mates' time for these tasks under limited
visibility nearly tripled those of unlimited visibility (22 percent versus 8 percent), the
reader may note that the number of times per hour these tasks were performed also
tripled (8.7 versus 2.8); therefore, the average task duration remained the same. The
mate apparently checked DR and charts more often in limited visibility.

The highest navigation loads recorded often occur when own ship enters or crosses
navigation lanes in the English Channel. Often, these situations required evasive
maneuvering concurrent with navigation tasks and presented the mates with both peak
contact assessment and navigational loads. FIGURE B-5 indicates the navigational loads
exhibited by mates during two evasive maneuvering situations recorded in the English
Channel under limited visibility. In these two situations, the mate on watch spent
between 85 and 90 percent of his time navigating while the contact assessment function
and evasive maneuvering were performed by a North Sea Pilot.

Here, for the first time, portions of the navigation function may be considered
lacking. In short, the mate was not provided with accurate timely AN Information under
these specific conditions, and he obviously has the requirement.

a. Analysis of Visual Fixing Navigation Tasks and [quipments. The at-sea data
base indicates that visual fixes are used to the greatest extent In U. S. coastal waters.
FIGURE B-6 illustrates this fact by plotting the mates' workloads for obtaining visual
fixes across all the navigational divisions of the data base. Two types of visual fixes are
indicated in these data: (I) a bearing fix obtained by sighting a navigation aid with a
pelorus ring mounted on the ships gyro compass; and (2) a beam fix, which involves
sighting a navigation aid directly abeam without the pelorus. Pelorus bearing fixes were
generally used when ownship was several miles from a navigation aid; navigation aids
within a 2 to 4 nautical mile rwige were regularly sighted with beam fixes. Beam fixes
were logged extensively when ownship was Wa channel, river, or pilot waters.

The data in FIGURE B-6 indicate the average task durations of pelorus sightings and
visual beam fixes. The relatively long time taken by these tasks (53 to 38 seconds)
indicates that the mates were waiting either for the proper alignment or for time to take
the fix data. This is evident in the beaun fix data; mates were observed to continuously
watch an aid until it was directly abeam. Similarly, mates were often observed to delay
taking a pelorus fix until a predetermined time was reached (e.g., the:quarter hour, the
half hour). Another factor contributing to lengthy visual fixes was the necessity to see
the navigation aid and identify it properly. Marginal visibility often forced mates to use
binoculars over the pelorus to locate an aid. Additionilly, at night, mates were required
to verify the proper light signal code to be certain of the identity of the aid. These night
fixes, which were observed to take an additional 20 to 30 seconds were recorded In the
data base as part of the overall visual fix time.

b. Anlysi of Eectronic Fxinit Tasks and Eui nts.. Data collection at sea
waw segmented so that It wa osibie to determine the mate's workload and frequency for
obtaining most electronic fix data prior to plotting. The six navigation systems observed
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at-sea were: radar, LORAN-A, satellite, Decca, fathometer, and radio direction finder
(RDF).

FIGURE B-7 shows the mate's average workloads for obtaining radar fix data; the
lower half of FIGURE B-7 shows the frequency of fixes. These data indicate that the
mate required less than 2 percent of his time to obtain approximately two fixes per hour.
As would be expected, radar appears to be used primarily in the U. S. coastwise area and
in the English Channel. The mean time durations required to obtain radar fixes are
indicated in FIGURE B-8. The first bar indicates the mean time required to obtain a
bearing or range on a standard radar PPI; the second bar indicates the mean time required
to obtain bearings or range information on a collision avoidance display.

Three alternate LORAN systems, two Decca systems, and two satellite receivers
were examined. The data in FIGURE B-9 indicate the average workloads for mates to
obtain LORAN-A or Decca fix data. The frequencies of taking data are indicated in the
lower half of FIGURE B-9. These data indicate exclusive reliance on LORAN (OMEGA,
satellite, etc) in the open sea. Fixes were taken about once an hour in these waters.
Reliance on the Decca system was seen in the English Channel: fix frequency in these
waters is up to 3 per hour.

The data in FIGURE B-10 indicate the average fix acquisition times for the first two
LORAN sets and the two Decca sets. The data for the first LORAN set (manually
operated) indicate that fixes for two or three LORAN-A stations were obtained in about
142 seconds. Automatic tracking of one station reduced the performance time to only 102
seconds. The small reduction in task duration is because a LORAN fix requires a minimum
of two points (typically, three points), and to obtain a second point, the receiver must be
manually retuned to another station, thus negating the work raduction realized by
automatic tracking.

Performance time with the LORAN-C set could be expected to be similar to that
Indicated for the Decca receivers because fixes for the two stations were available
continuously. Fix data were available in digital form; the mate needed only to write the
numbers on a sheet of paper for plotting. Estimations based on Decca observation imply
that this task would take less than l5 seconds. However, a problem exists for this system.
Users complain that a three-station fix Is often desired, forcing manual retuning of the
receiver. This additional task would Increase fix-acquisition time to a point comparable
with the two LORAN-A receivers (100 to 140 seconds).

Fix-acquisition time shown in FIGURE 11-10 for the Decca sets was approximately 15
seconds. This time reflects the tasks of waiting for a good set of values, viewing the
output display, and sequentially writing down the time delays for three Decca stations.
Manual tuning of the set is required only at the beginning of a voyage, when changing from
one chain to another, and perhaps once or twice during port-to-port passages in the
English Channel. A task duration of I minute and 20 seconds was recorded for the task of
retuning the Decca receiver to a new chain of stations. This task time was not added to
the task data in FIGURE 1-0. 1

An Interesting use of 6Iecca receivers was reported by mates on one of the ships
observed. They felt that the digital display of Decca station time delays was useful in
Itself for keeping continuous mental track of ownship position. It was reported that such a
familiarity with the Decca numbers had been developed over several years and that
ownships position could be determined without plotting the data.

c. Analysil gf General NIavlatonal Tasks. It was observed that mates at sea

regularly returned to the chart room to review chartsj ad pubfications. Much of this
__-_____•_._____.____ .
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behavior can be attributed to the desire to double check position fixes and to correlate
observed information with that found on charts. This section briefly reviews the behavior
exhibited by the mates during these tasks. The mates' workloads in performing general
navigational tasks and task frequencies are indicated in the graphs in FIGURE B-Il. Both
workload and frequency increased as navigational hazards increased and visibility became
limited. Since frequency increased with the total workload increase, it can be expected
that the mean task duration remained somewhat constant. This is verified in FIGURE B-
12, where the mean general navigation task duration is plotted across the navigation
areas. These data indicate that the average time spent in the chart room was between I-
1/2 and 2 minutes. However, these values are misleading as can be seen in the graph in
FIGURE B-13, which indicates that the duration of general navigation tasks was evenly
distributed between 10 seconds and 4 minutes. This distribution, recorded in the English
Channel under limited visibility, is typical of that found in all navigational areas. The
short duration tasks of 5 to 25 seconds typify "detection" behavior (e.g., checking charts,
determining navigation aids and identity). The longer tasks of 25 to 240 seconds typify
"analytical" behavior (e.g., performing DR calculation, correlating navigation aid positions
against those on radar, checking publications). If many of the analytical tasks could be
removed from the mate's workload, the mate's overall navigational workload might be
reduced. In conclusion, a high-quality navigation system should provide a continuous plot
of ownship position. This is the ultimate requirement of ships' officers.

B.l.2 Scenario Two - Harbor Approach

Scenario Two concerns harbor approach zones where vessels arrive from the open
sea. FIGURE B-14 shows a typical harbor approach, New York Harbor. Aids to navigation
available here include buoys, beacons, lighthouses, directional radio beacons, RACON,
OMEGA, LORAN, and satellite navigators. Transition from open sea navigation to
piloting is crucial, especially during heavy weather which may make visual and electronic
navigation difficult. The navigator must check the accuracy of his previous navigation
(celestial, LORAN, OMEGA, or NAVSATh If in error, this could lead to an Inaccurate
landfall. This check Involves soundings (2 to 100 nautical miles), visual detection of a
major light or lightship (10 to 25 nautical miles), appearance and identification of land or
ANs on the radar (10 to 50 nautical miles)t and in some cases an RDF fix (20 to 200
nautical miles). At-sea data Indicate the transition to piloting hourly LORAN fixes
switching to every 13 minutes with a confirming RDF fix; then radar and pelorus fixes at
15-minute intervals when land is in ranges eliminating reliance on LORAN (reference 27).
Ship control is through course orders to the helmsman.

Scenario Two also includes the outer harbor approach where the ship must locate
the pilot station or where the navigator (if the master has pilotage for the port) must
locate and proceed to the sea buoy. The prime navigational methods are visual and radar
piloting. Depending on AN locations, radar fixes are ranges abeam, bearing, and range or
standoff range from the cursor. Use of radar depends on visibility, time of day, and
traffic density although other considerations can be Important: these are resolution of the
radar, skill of the operatort topography of the port, and number of radar reflective
navigational aids.

FIGURE B-13 is a compter analysis of selected segments of the at-sea data base of
reference 26. These data again indicate the geographically specific nature of the ship's
officer navigation task and its requirements. The reader will observe an increased use of
LORAN over the conditions of Scenario One.

The use of radar Included ranges only, ranges and bearings, and monitoring, without
plotting. The radar range and bearing fixes were few since this method is the least
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accurate due to gyro and beamwidth-induced bearing errors. Much more dependence on
range only solutions was noted from an analysis of the data. The monitoring of the radar
was the most. This task includes detection of ships, their continued observation, detection
of land, and the watch on the proximity of land. Visual lookout tasks were recorded
almost as frequently as radar monitoring. These tasks were most frequent during the
outer harbor transit where collision avoidance and navigation are equally critical
problems. Some use of pelorus for visual bearings was observed during Scenario Two type
conditions, however, it was not used during the outer harbor piloting (Scenario Three).

B.1.3 Scenario Three, Four, Five - Outer Harbor Approach, Inner Harbor Channel, and
River

The third scenario, the outer harbor approach, is entered from the sea buoy.
FIGURE B-16 shows a typical outer harbor channel system. The vessel must be piloted
through the approach channels, usually wider than the inner harbor channels. Buoys,
beacons, ranges, leading lights, daymarks, and minor lights give the pilot the Information
he needs to maintain his position within the channel. This piloting task Is known as a
continuous fix. Actual observations indicate two methods: visual observation every 10 to
30 seconds and radar every 3 to 6 minutes. Radar fixes are, primarily, range to AN abeam
and standoff ranges. Bearings and ranges to known objects (local knowledge) are
occasionally used. Ship control is maintained through course orders and rudder orders In
turns.

Scenario Four is inner harbor channel piloting shown In FIGURE B-17. Here, the
practice of navigation relies heavily on visual observation. A continuous fix process Is
used, but may consist of several piloting methods combined. Visual and radar buoys,
ranges, daymarks, and lighthouses provide navigation information; the pilot's methods and
frequencies are visual (every 10 to 30 seconds), radar (every 3 to 6 minutes), and VTS
(every 5 to 10 minutes). Traffic avoidance Is usually not complicated by severe currents
except in selected areas of certain ports (for example, Hell Gate in the East River, New
York). Traffic density In these channels may be greater in major ports as traffic patterns
converge and cross. Ship control may rely exclusively on rudder commands by the pilot.

Scenwio Five is river navigation where a pilot must maintain his channel position
while avoiding bridges, traffic, and other hazards. FIGURE 6-18 shows typical geography
and AN& available. Except for certain aspects In ship handling, this scenario Is similar to
Scenario Four. Navigation on the river is further complicated by the current, snags,
shifting shoals, narrow bridges, and traffic which is unable to maneuver effectively. Mlind
curves with tricky current effects can pose traffic avoidance and maneuverability
problems. Course orders are usually issued in straight legs; rudder orders are given in
turs.

FIGURE-S 8-19 and 20 show a broad data compilation of pilot activity under this type
of scenario condition as taken from reference 27. These figures offer supporting data on
the continuous nature of the visual process, the majority of which is directed straight
ahead. The reader should again note the geograpidcally specific nature of many of these
visual tasks.

These last scenarios underscore the point that the navigation process in the harbor
area depends highly on visual means &ud that fix is In question much of the time requiring
a continuous monitoring function. If the navigator has a need beyond the existing AN
system, it Is simply for a continuous accurate fix of his position that can best be provided
eeitronically.
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B.2 AID TO NAVIGATION INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

The process of navigation in all five scenarios discussed in Section B.1 require
similar navigational tasks. The frequency of performance of these tasks, accuracy, and
the need for the task at all depend on the scenario, weather conditions, and traffic. Tasks
that are primary contributors to the process of navigation follow:

9 Along track position estimate

* Cross track position estimate

* Course made good estimate

* Speed, along and cross track estimate

* Wind effects estimate

* Current effects estimate

* Bank and bottom effects estimate

* Ship response-to-helm orders estimate

* Responses to traffic problems

* Navigating the ship through decisions and actions.

These tasks are discussed below in light of their potential requirement for AN Information
in various scenario types.

B.2.1 Along Track Position Estimate

The navigator must be able to determine vessel position along th(intended track
only at specific points. The along track position Is Important for Indicating turn or course
change positions and for predicting the time of landfall. While navigating In Scenario
Three, Four, and Five waters, this position is determined by buoy Identity and knowledge
of the sequence of aids In the channel. The number, structure and light characteristics of
buoys, beacons, or daymarks provide along track information as do prominent landmarks
and topography ashore. Proper identification of ANs by the professional mariner is
generally not a problem, but it Is with recreational boaters and foreign crews.

Using a pelorus or radar, ranges and bearings to known ANs will indicate the along.
track position for Scenarios One and Two. The methods used in the five scenarios include
crossing the DR track with a lln of position or obtaining a fix using two lines of position.
Bearing of objects on the beam provide an accurate along-track position whether taken
visually or by radar. This method is used In all scenarios.

In absence of the above methods, the navigator must rely on his DR position to
estimate along track position and, in this case, should not attempt landfall course changes.

J * &2.2 Cross Track Position Estimate

The cross track position indicates the distance the ship has strayed from the track
and, If known, Indicates the distance from hazards to navigation. This position (Scenarios
Three, Four, and Five) can be indicated by tie range to buoys, which is most accurately
estimated when abeam of the buoy. Relative bearings to ANs, and particularly the
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establishment of a series of gated buoys as a pseudo range, provide important indication of
cross track position. Fixed channel ranges, whether lighted or composed of natural
features, provide an accurate cross track position indicator. Harbor and river pilots rely
heavily on ranges. The range abeam to known landmarks or fixed ANs will determine the
cross track position; however, only radar is normally of sufficient accuracy to determine
whether the ship is in the channel (and this is questionable based on at-sea and simulator
observations). Other piloting methods that can be used visually or with radar when only
one object is available are bow and beam bearings and doubling the angle on the bow.

Other navigational methods indicating cross track position required plotting on a
chart. Radar ranges and bearings, visual or radar bearings of two or more objects,
LORAN fixes, and Decca (if available) are extensively used for Scenarios One and Two
navigation. Radio direction finder fixes are used occasionally when there is reason to
doubt the accuracy of other methods. Recreational boating safety depends heavily on this
system because of the low cost of receiving equipment. Soundings can sometimes indicate
position especially if a depth contour is crossed, but can rarely be relied on to get a fix.
Distance-finding stations associated with radio beacons and submarine diaphones (if the
ship has receiving equipment) are other seldom-used piloting methods. Cross track
position may also be determined by dead reckoning, either mentally or via chart plots.
Accuracy of this method decreases rapidly with time since the last fix. Dead reckoning
accuracy has been estimated to be 10 percent of the distance traveled if a plot is being
maintained.

B.2.3 Course Made Good Estimate

Determining course made good can be used to update a dead reckoning track or to
determine a compensation course to maintain the track. This can be determined by
obtaining two fixes over a period of time or by estimating leeway accurately. Gyro error
must be determined by azimuth or amplitude or, In the case of a pilot, it can be
determined by consulting the crew or by observing a range whose bearing Is known.
Course made good In channels (Scenarios Three, Four, and Five) Is determined from a time
history of the cross track position and knowledge of the desired track line.

5.2.4 .Med Made Good Estimate

Speed estimate is Important for developing an accurate dead reckoning track. The
ship's ordered rpm can give a rough estimate of speed through the water; however, many
ships have a speed log that can give a more reliable value. Actual speed made good
requires a timed run of known distance; for example, time between fixes or ANs. This
method is not always available. In Its absence, wake and water flow at the hull (C_4 knots)
can be used as an estimate of relative velocity when passing stationary objects (As) close
aboard.

5.2.5 Wind Effects Estimate

Without fix information keeping an accurate dead reckoning depends on the
navigator% ability to determine leeway, which will Indicate course and speed made good.
To do this, the wind and current effects must be determined with an accuracy of 10 to 20
percent.

Wind direction relative to course amid speed can be estimated by using meteoro-
logical instruments and reports t" by guessing. Usually, the effect on the ship must be
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observed via AN relative motion, considering the relative wind direction, draft of the ship
(deeper draft means less wind effect), windage of the ship (sail area of the
superstructure), or experience, if familiar with ship type.

The observed effects on course keeping, especially rudder bias required and wake
effects, are useful in pilot waters where the distance between fixes is less than I or 2
miles. Wind effects on yaw are sensed and compensated for by the helmsman. Actual
leeway effects are estimated by monitoring cross track position and speed made good via
reference to ANs.

B.2.6 Current Effects Estimate

Pilots estimate current effects from memory or by consulting current charts for the
harbor, knowing time of tide and time of channel transit. The observed current at buoys,
objects, or anchored vessels can modify the original estimate since tabulated currents can
vary with wind and barometric conditions.

The water surface (current lines, eddies, etc) can sometimes indicate the presence
of a current; however, judgment of direction and velocity is difficult.

When pilot waters are bound by shoals, the set caused by tides is generally along
track. Only estimated speed will be affected in these cases. When currents present a
cross track set, the effects of current on cross track position are observed by the relative
motion of the ANs about the ship. Ownship heading relative to the Intended track line is
another indication of current effects.

B.2.7 Bank and Bottom Effects Estimate

Bank and bottom effects are, by definition, problems only In Scenario Three, Four,
or Five type navigation and Involve hydrodynamic forces caused by the vessel's hull
moving past a close-by bank or bottom. These forces affect the helm; however, the pilot
will know this only if the helmsman Is observant and experienced. These effects can be
predicted if draft, trim, channel depth, and position relative to the bottom shoal are
known. The pilot normally detects these effects by observing wake buildup effects;
changes in ship response; or the carrying of helm bias by the helmsman. Roughly speaking,
pilots often say that observing bank suction effects provides positional Information. ANs
marking shoal areas seem to be a safer source of this information.

B2.8 Ship Response to Helm Orders Estimate

A pilot and helmsman must be able to accurately predict ships response to helm
orders and its course keeping ability if they are to navigate safely In Scenario Three, Four,
or Five type water.

Experience with similar ships provides the primary estimating technique. Monitoring
maneuvers while underway Is very Important. Estimate of turn rate Is required in turns
along with an ability to see where the advance and transfer is carrying the ship so that
corrective or pullout maneuvers can be made. ANs located at turns provide fixed
reference points for observation of the ship's turn rate. Advance and transfer are gauged
by observing AN relative motion to the outside or Inside of the turn. Proper bearing rates
of these ANs are learned through experience.
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Estimating helm response and monitoring turns closely are not required in Scenarios
One and Two.

B.2.9 Response to Traffic Problems

Traffic becomes a problem to the navigator when it obstructs aids or causes ownship
to maneuver to avoid collision. The problem is greater in narrow channels in poor
visibility because of the close proximity of opposite direction traffic.

Passing or being passed can distract from course keeping and, if the other vessel is
close enough, can cause hydrodynamic perturbing forces. Traffic problems are likely in
channel junctions, crossings, anchorages, etc. If the vessel's position is known relative to
these places, the navigator can be alert to the need for collision avoidance. Passing
traffic in narrow channels requires a more precise knowledge and control of cross track
position because less lateral maneuvering room is available. ANs provide important
indication of the absolute channel limits in Scenarios Three, Four and Five.

B.2.10 Navigating the Ship through Decisions and Actions

The navigator can initiate decisions and actions for a number of specific reasons.
Six basic decision circumstances in all scenarios will cause the navigator to initiate a fix
and to consider course, rudder angle, or rpm changes. These are:

a. A planned turn point is being approached; wind gusts, current, other traffic,
bank and bottom effects change or require changing the ship's course made good speed.

b. The error in the dead reckoning has grown enough since the last fix to threaten
ownship safety. A course change is required.

c. The ANs about ownship align In such a manner that a fix taken at this time will
have minimum error (e.g., AN abeam, equidistance between lighthouses, etc). A fix is
executed and a maneuver considered.

d. It is time for a normally scheduled fix. A fix Is executed and a maneuver
considered.

e. The response to a maneuver, rudder order, or speed change Is equal to or not
equal to the response anticipated or required. Corrective actions are considered.

f. The projected CPA to AN or shoal is unacceptable. A fix Is executed and a
new course selected.

Actions Initiated as a function of various decisions includedt

a. Estimate present ship position, relative speed, and course order appropriate'
courses, rudder angles, or speed changes. Such orders must necessarily compensate for
the effects of set and drift observed from last fix or anticipated to affect the ship in the
near future. Evasive maneuvers from shoals and ANs must provide the desired CPA.

b. Use designated equipment or visual methods to obtain a fix.
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c. Vary f1x frequency (either more or less often).

d. Change or assign alternate levels of confidence to certain types of ANs and
ship's equipment information.

e. Take a fix based on information of only designated ANs.

These decision and action tasks occur in various combinations as situations warrant
in various scenarios.

B.3 MODIFYING NAVIGATIONAL TASKS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Such conditions as dawn, dusk, night, snow, fog, and rain alter the navigator's routine
in all scenarios because of the difficulty in seeing non-lighted aids, prominent landmarks,
topography, and traffic ships. Accurate and frequent position fixing, radar vigilance, and
speed reduction are required to navigate safely.

Visibility reductions require similar actions from the navigator; however, additional
whistle signals must be sounded and interpreted without being able to see the traffic ship
or her running lights. Reducing speed further is important if reduced visibility is extreme.
Determining the probable time of aid sighting while steaming In poor visibility ensures
that the ship does not stand into danger if there is enough leeway to allow the vessel to
pass outside the visibility circle of the aid. When the vessel's position is in doubt, the
navigator must decide whether to proceed or to anchor and wait for better conditions.

The constraints of channel design require that the navigator decide which track line
to favor, the turning method, and the time to turn. Buoy spacing can influence navigation
and maneuvering since ANs must be avoided by the vessel. The pilot must negotiate
transitions in channel boundaries and be alert to their effect on the vessel. A prudent
mariner develops an avoidance maneuver as a contingency and often considers the
character of the bottom when deciding where to leave the channel in an emergency where
grounding is an expected consequence.

The following paragraphs describe the effects of specific conditions on navigation.

B.3.1 Effects of Darkness

The process of recognizing aids to navigation In darkness In one of interpreting light
and acoustic characteristics and radar echo rather than identifying their number and
structure. Of course$ light and acoustic characteristics must be accurately identified.
The navigator increases his dependency on radar since bearings and ranges can be taken on
unseen and unlighted objects. DR navigation Is unchanged except that the number of
checks on dead reckoning are fewer; consequently, the estimated position error circle
increases. Use of the methods for determining position in Scenarios One and Two, such as
radar and LORAN fixes, is simizar under nighttime conditions.

Channel ranges must -be lighted for nighttime use. Use of landmarks is restricted to
lighted objects which can be identified, Current effects remain unchanged by darkness;
however, it is difficult or Impossible to observe water surface effects and current at
buoys, marks# and anchored vessels. Bank and bottom effects are not visible by wake
effects. Ship response and turn rate can be more difficult to judge, but can be done by
observing the compass and backgound lights. Other observed effects may not be visible.
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Visual estimation of leeway is nearly impossible by observing wake, wind, and currect
effects. Leeway is estimated by comparing previous cross track positions.

B.3.2 Effects of Rain, Snow, and Fog

The effects of reduced visibility from rain, snow, and fog are similar to the effects
of darkness; however, there are some differences. Unlighted buoys not visible at night
will be useful in daylight when they are within the visibility circle. Acoustic buoys may
provide useful information such as location of channel entrances, junctions, shoals, and
turn points. During rain, snow, or fog, lighted objects can be seen at ranges beyond the
meteorological visibility at night (depending on luminous intensity) and to a lesser extent
by day although the range in these conditions will rarely exceed 2 times the
meteorological visibility at night and 1.3 times at day.

During reduced visibility, the navigator almost totally depends on radar; however,
rain, snow, and combinations can reduce radar resolution. Visibility in snow can be less
than the visual range in fog.

The traffic avoidance problem assumes equal weight with the maintenance of
channel position. The requirement for speed reduction in poor visibility causes an
increased current and wind-induced leeway between fixes. The ship tends to respond more
slowly to helm and engine orders. More frequent fixes are taken in limited visibility (at-
sea data bases). An accurate speed estimate can determine if the next aid was passed
without observation. Increased decision-making time for navigation and for collision
avoidance is an advantage of slower speed in reduced visibility. The severity of grounding
is reduced, although the probability of grounding increases in bad visibility.

Buoy spacing in straight chan,els determines the time that the ship is steering
"blind' in poor visibility. Turniti in bad visibility, a critical problem dependent on buoy
spacing, should not be attempted unless at least one buoy is visible at all times.

Sea state can cause difficulty in detecting buoys and small vessels both visually and
with radar; however, this is rarely a problem for navigation in Scenarios Three, Four, and
Five.

B.4 INFLUENCE OF AID TO NAVIGATION PLACEMENT ON THE NAVIGATION
PROCESS

Channel design can improve the safety of navigation in Scenario Three, Four, and
Five type waters. For turns, ci6&e AN spacing is desired so that the boundaries of the
curve are apparent in good and ba visibility. Types of channel buoy patterns include
gated buoys (side-by-side at regular Intervals); these are useful when determining cross-
track position. Gated buoys must be distinguishable from one another to be useful for
determining along track position. Gated buoyu are easily identified on radar when traffic
near the buoys is heavy. In interviews, pilots said that they prefer gated buoys and that
this pattern allows easier and more accurate coursekeeping. Buoys arranged in an
alternate or staggered patterns make the judgment of cross track position difficult,
possibly hindering accurate coursekeeping.

When buoys are gated with a single line of buoys between gates, pilots tend to hug
the non-staggered side; however, fewer aids are needed to mark a channel by this method.
Opposite direction traffic In poor visibility can be dangerous since both ship$ prefer to
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navigate on the side with the most aids. One additional method, used in Japan, is a
fairway buoy system (aids down the channel center); howevert this method does not
adequately mark channel boundaries. Traffic lanes are close together in bad visibility; the
buoys decrease the effective channel width since they must be avoided.

Accurately marking channel boundaries in turns rather than using any specific
pattern of aids seems more important. Aids should maintain traffic in their proper lanes
without causing ships to short cut out of the channel. The spacing of aids in turns should
allow precise turning in poor visibility (i.e., less than 400 yards visibility) and ensure that
at least one and preferably two aids are visible at all times. Buoys at turns must have
distinguishing characteristics (acoustic and quick flashing) for identification to prevent
early or late turning. Shoaling can occur on the inside radius of turns in channels with
high tidal current velocities. Wider channels can separate traffic in poor visibility and
allow greater error margins of cross track position. Bank suction effects are insignificant
in wide channels; however, navigational aids on the opposite side may not be useful with
lowering visibility.

In narrow channels the reverse of the above is true. Sloping at the channel edges
can reduce total width forcing traffic closer to the center.
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Appendix C

AT-SEA DATA COLLECTION

INTRODUCTION

This data was obtained on a voyage from Providence, Rhode Island to Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania on March I and 2, 1978. This report describes the data collection method
used and presents the results.

1. Late in February, a trip on an American flag oil tanker was arranged. The ship
left Providence, Rhode Island, at 2:00 p.m., navigated with a pilot down Narragansett Bay
to below Newport, sailed at sea all night, picked up a Delaware pilot at 7:00 a.m. at the
pilot area near Cape Henlopen and sailed with the pilot up the Delaware Bay and River to
the Mantua Creek anchorage area off Miflin range, arriving at 1:30 p.m. The voyage
provided 8-1/2 hours of pilotage time during slightly less than 24 hours sailing time.

2. During the trip down the bay in clear weather, the pilot relied on visual
observations only. Floating ANs In the bay are numerous; the channel is narrow and
twisting. Some fixed beacons are available. There are no Coast Guard Installed ranges.
One observer used the starboard wing pelorus to take crossed bearings on available
charted objects in the upper channel and used the collision avoidance system bearing
cursor to do the same on the lower bay. The second observer took photographs every half
minute looking forward from the bridge from the same position and bearing, and recorded
the pilot's orders/comments and behavior. The pilot was asked to estimate cross track
position at several points. Initial subjective evaluation of the pilot identified a high
reliance on floating aids taken as a groupscoupled with use of informal ranges between
land features and fixed lighthouses and between land features. Range estimates are only
used when objects, such as buoys, were close aboard and directly abeam. Nearly, all
position finding is done as a result of bearing estimations.

3. TABLE C-I gives a list of actual cross track positions of the ship relative to the
port channel boundary in Narragansett Bay. These are also located on FIGURE C-I which
shows the chart of the bay. TABLE C-2 shows the differences in the pIlots estimated
cross track position In the channel and the actual position of the ship along with the
ninimum distance to a hazard (such as shoaling to less thqn nominal draft) and the
direction of the hazard. A ratio of position difference versps distance to hazard is alsO
listed.

Departing Block Island Sound at dusl the shipf officers navigated by radar
ranges and. bearings from Southeast light on Block Island and then from the light at
Montauk Poirct. At seat all fixes were by LORAN-A at about one and one-half hour
Intervals. Approaching Cape Henlopen, radar rang and bearing fixes were taken on the
shipping lane outer falrwater buoy to epproach the lane and turn onto It. Thereafter, a
radar range isx was made on each fairwater buoy as it came abeam. Fix methods and
tines are shown in TABLE C- .

4. During the trip up the Delaware Bay (again in ciear weather), the pilot relied on
a combination of visual observations and radar observations. In the Dela*are River the
observations were all visual with heavy reliance on the Coast Guard installed ranges.
Floating aids to navigation were substantially Ignored by the pilot. Position finding in the
bay area was from bearings to fixed light structures and from radar ranges to these
structures when they were abeam.
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5. During the trip up the river, one observer took bearings using the port wing
pelorus on available charted objects and recorded times when ANs were abeam. These
times were for later correlation of along track position to the pilot's orders and behavior. ,
The second observer recorded the pilot's orders and behavior and took photographs at
recorded times. Since the pilot relies on radar to transit the bay, he has developed a
procedure for calibrating the radar accuracy at the head of the bay when outbound so as
to better the nominal 1/10-mile accuracy which he ascribed to radar.

6. Frequent position fixes and pilot position estimates were recorded during transits
of Miah Maull Range, Reedy Island Range, and Bellevue Range. This selection presented a
varieyt of conditions from open bay on Miah Maull Range to closer in on Reedy Range to
river channel on Bellevue Range. TABLE C-4 presents a list of actual cross track
positions relative to the port channel boundary on these ranges. These positions are also
shown in FIGURES C-2, C-3, and C-4. TABLE C-5 lists the difference In actual and pilot
estimated positions on the ranges along with the distance and direction to the nearest
hazard and the position difference/hazard distance ratio. The estimated positions are also
shown in FIGURES C.2,. C-3, and C-4.

7, This voyage demonstrated that at-sea data collection is important to understand-
ing pilot behavior and to understanding information gained from pilot interviews and
behavior at CAORF. It also demonstrated the feasibility of collecting data in pilotage
waters including obtaining position fixes from means other than those used by the pilot.
Both pilots were cooperative, open, and helpful. The data obtained will be useful in
validating the AN mode!.
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TABLE C-I. PROVIDENCE RIVER- NARRAGANSETT BAY
ACTUAL POSITION FIXES

ACTUAL DISTANCE TO
POSITION PORT CHANNEL
FIX NO. BOUNDARY (FT) LOCATION

Al 300 BULLOCK POINT REACH

A2 375 o

A3 375 o

A4 *. 180 RUMSTICK NECK REACH

A5 ~ 240

A6 270

A7 285

A8 180

A9 240

A10 330
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TABLE C-3. AT-SEA AND HARBOR APPROACH FIX METHODS

NAVIGATION
FIX

TIME TYPE AN LOCATION/IDENTIFICATION

1713 RADAR B/R BLOCK ISLAND LIGHT

1728 RADAR B/R ABEAM BLOCK ISLAND LIGHT

1820 RADAR B/R ABEAM MONTAUK POINT LIGHT

2020 LORAN-A

2200 LORAN-A

2330 LORAN-A

0100 LORAN-A

0200 LORAN-A

0300 LORAN-A

0340 LORAN-A

0430 LORAN-A

0458 RADAR B/R R "F" SEA BUOY OF CAPE HENLOPEN TO FIVE FAT4IOM
BANK TRAFFIC LANE

0533 RADAR B/R ABEAM R "F" RANGE 0.45 NM

0605 RADAR B/R ABEAM BW "FA" RANGE 0.6 NM

0637 RADAR B/R ABEAM VW "FB" RANGE 0.5 NM

0700 AT PILOT AREA

C.



TABLE C-4. DELAWARE BAY AND RIVER ACTUAL POSITION FIXES

DISTANCE
ACTUAL TO PORT CHANNEL
POSITION CHAINEL WIDTH
FIX NO. LOCATION BOUNDARY (FEET)

A l MIAH MAULL RANGE 890 1000

A2 " 870 1000

A3 of 890 1000

A 4 " 940 1000

A5 980 1000

A6 950 1000

A 7 " 960 1000

A8 900 1000

A 9 REEDY ISLAND RANGE 480 800

A10 4 490 800
Al it 50 800

A12 " 550 800

A13 o 360 800

A14 BELLEVUE RANGE 453 800

A1 480 800

A16 507 800

A17 560 800
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Appendix D

SUGGESTED AN STUDY AREAS FOR NEW YORK HARBOR

NOTE: This appendix is a pilot's subjective viewpoint of the need for AN improvements
in the Port of New York to establish target areas for preliminary application of the AN
model.

Section 1

INTRODUCTION

The present system of navigational aids is the result of an evolutionary process and
its scope is broad, ranging from the most elementary to highly sophisticated equipment, to
match the capabilities of the vessels utilizing the system. Largely for economic reasons,
the development has been somewhat haphazard, resulting in uneven coverage with
concomitant room for improvement in both efficiency and safety.

With the objective of improving the efficiency and safety of navigation within New
York Harbor, this report explores the design and placement of aids to navigation In the
Harbor and its immediate environs. Section 2 enumerates 68 specific recommendations,
ranked by three levels of priority, relating to the buoyage system. The recommendations
are grouped by geographical area wiW reference to appropriate charts. Section 3
discusses harbor control and suggests specific areas where harbor control could be of
benefit in relation to movements of ships and to anchorages. Section 4 briefly comments
on new electronic aids to navigation.
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Section 2

BUOYAGE SYSTEM

A recent reassessment of the aids to navigation in New York Harbor and vicinity has
indicated a number of deficiencies in the present buoyage system, some of which should be
corrected with immediacy, while others could be incorporated in a long-range plan of
improvement. The present system, designed prior to the current level of tonnage and size
of ship, is inadequate for present and projected needs.

The arca most in need of improvement is that from Sandy Hook Channel through
Raritan Bay Channel and Arthur Kill up to and including Tufts Point. The largest tankers
and some containerships entering and leaving the Port of New York utilize this stretch of
channel. It is also the probable route of any future LNG tankers. At the southern end of
Tufts Point Bend is the site of the LNG dock at Rossville for servicing New York and New
3ersey gas needs. The position of this dock poses a threat to the New York Metropolitan
Area, as it is under the bow of every south-bound tanker and containership as they turn
72 at Tufts Point. (A relocation of the dock to the New Jersey side of the channel on the
inside of the turn would virtually eliminate the possibility of a passing ship colliding with
an LNG ship alongside the dock and should be considered in the interest of safety.)
Regardless of the position of this dock, however, the channel Is in need of improvement,
both in the form of widening and in assistance from improved navigational aids. A local
junkyard has effectively reduced the Tufts Point Bend improved channel width of 800 feet
to approximately 500 feet, and this situation should be corrected, It is also recommended
that an existing buoy in this area (Buoy 20) be lighted to clearly define the outside edge of
the turn.

Another area of difficult navigation Is the East River, which presents the most
severe ship handling conditions in New York Harbor due to strong tidal currents caused by
the difference In times for turning of the tide In the two bodies of water (Long Island
Sound and the Harbor Upper Bay) at either end of the river. Although an experienced pilot
is the best defense against accidents In this area, several Improvements In navigational
aids can be made.

These and other recommendations are included in the Table of Recommended
Changes to Aids to Navigation In New York Harbor, which follows. Each recommendation
Is ranked as Priority 1, 2 or 3. Included In Priority I are those recommendations that are
considered to be essential to the safety of shipping In the harbor area. Priority 2
recommendations are next In order, but still of substantial Import, followed by Priority 3
recommendations, which are In the "nice-to-have" category. The Table of Recommended
Changes includes six general areas: Sandy Hook to Tufts Point, the-Raritan River,
Tremley i=olnt Reach to Shooters Island$ Constable (Con) Hook to north of Newark Bay
North Reach, Ambrose Channel, and East River to Sands Point.

For long-range planningt the AN model should study improvements in channel
markings and In cdannel layout for safety and efficiency.
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Section 3

HARBOR CONTROL

Without a formal harbu control in New York, only two major accidents occurred in
a recent ten-year period, the first attributable to lack of VHF communications before the
popularity of portable radios, and the second to a mechanical steering system breakdown
not backed by a completely parallel system. However, with the goal of increasing the
efficiency of cargo movement without detriment to safety, harbor control of ship
-movement, if properly conceived and implemented, could to some extent resolve traffic
Sflow problems in the harbor. The dual responsibility of safety and efficiency requires that
traffic control guidelines be implemented with judgments predicated upon both experience

Iand hard data. :To be effective, it also requires a flexible organization.

In some European ports, working pilots rotate periodically into the control system,
bringing to it invaluable current ship handling experience on a twenty-four hour basis. The
extent of involvement of the harbor control organization can vary considerably, as
evidenced by the European port organizations which offer a good cross-sample for study.
In Rotterdam, for example, the harbor control cc.'ipletely controls the movement of some
large ships, the spacing between intermediate-size ships, and the bulk flow of barge
traffic.*

The concept of harbor control is controversial. Harbor control, if improperly
implemented, could become a negative rather than a positive force as, for example, if it
should be concerned only with safety subsequent to maritime difficulties as in the Sea
Witch-Esso Brussels collision.

In any harbor control system, two broad areas of control exist: primarily, movement
of ships, and secondarily, anchorages. A brief tabulation of suggested areas of
involvement for the proposed New York Harbor Control pertaining to each of these
follows.

MOVEMENT OF SHIPS:

I. A schedule of arrivals, departures, and transportings to enable traffic to utilize
the port's capacity to the fullest.

2. Identification of name, type, location, agent, destination, and needs of the
larger sea-going ships for scheduling purposes and for information to other
navigators.

3. Scheduling of priority regarding shlp'a position within a group of vessels on a
tidal situation bound to destinations in the same general area.

4. Designation by radar or other means of safety margins.

5. Scheduling or assisting the meeting and passing of major water movements (e.g.,
sea-going ships, large tows, large contingents of small vessels In areas such as
Tufts Point, Tremley Point, Bergen Point, and Hell Gate) by use of radar
r-onitors about the harbor.
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6. Issuance of warnings about dangerous situations and advice on handling of those
situations.

7. A depository for problems encountered or expet ienced.

8. An immediate source of assistance in case of need or unusual circumstances.

9. A cataloging of harbor problems for future solution.

10. An information center for weather update and for variations from the published
tide tables.

11. Navigational advice to a piloted ship with a particular problem, either directly
from Harbor Control or through directed inter-pilot contact.

ANCHORAGES:

1. Scheduling of the lightering of tankers at the crowded New York. anchorages, so
that all have an anchorage when needed or when convenient.

2. Reservation of anchorage so that once a ship (especially a large tanker) is
committed up the channel to an anchorage, there will be an adequate one still
remaining when she arrives.

3. Shifting of anchored ships awaiting berths from anchorages only when necessary
(as for possible tidal problems).

4. Maintenance and periodic issuance of an accurate grid presentation of ships
anchored on both the flood and ebb tides to interested parties.,

INI
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Section 4

NEW ELECTRONIC AIDS TO NAVIGATION

Certain electronic aids not fully utilized today and those future aids currently under
experimentation, when coupled with the irreplaceable experience, knowledge, and
expertise of a good pilot, may afford more safe and efficient navigation systems in the
near future. A brief discussion of the foremost among these, with suggestions for
improvement and utilization, follows.

1. LORAN in U. S. waters and Decca in European waters provide the navigator
with similar information. The equipment is, however, generally located in the
chart room and therefore not handy for certain types of navigation. On deep
vessels (VLCC) traveling through a large fairway to a berth (e.g., Rhode Island,
Block Island, Long Island Sounds to the Northville Dock) where a narrow
proposed track has been side scanned for obstructions, a LORAN or Decca
monitor attached to a chart table next to the radar in the wheelhouse could be
invaluable in maintaining that track.

2. The radio navigation aid system for entering Antifer and the "Brown Box" at
Rotterdam seem to hold much promise for the future. At present at Antifer
and Rotterdam, the ship's equipment for the system is carried aboard the ship
by the pilot. Since pilot transfers are made whenever possible, and in winds up
to force 8 by helicopter, there seems to be little problem in handling this
equipment. In New York, however, it is doubtful how much equipment, if any, a
pilot would be willing to hand carry-from ship to ship. Should this type of
equipment be installed aboard ship, and the ship and the shoreside Harbor
Control have monitors, then precise information regarding a ship's lateral
channel position and rate of changes in that position would be available. Should
such equipment become dependable and trouble-free in conjunction with
excellent radar presentations, it could permit safe piloting under more severe
conditions (e.g., ice having removed or shifted buoys).

3. Controlled Radial Steering-Kockums Automation A.B. Sweden (See Interna-
tional Symposium, Grenoble 17). This is a computer-controlled device that
determines the timing and extent of rudder application for a particular ship In a
particular turn. The system utilizes the true motion radar presentation to
evaluate the success of the maneuver. Bottom bank suctlon, wind, and currents
cause some diffictilty with the system. It should be recognized that maintaining
a position in a channel Is comparativev easy in a straight stretch as opposed to
a turn, and that turns In excess of 45 become excessively difficult; further, a
channel with straight stretches and turns Is better than one with a long, slow
arc. Ward Point Bend is an example oi a difficult channel In which to maintain
position. The turn, which is some 1070 in magnitude, is not made with a
continuous arc, which is the preferred method, but is severe at the beginning
and end, and moderate In the middle. It necessitates a great amount of helm to
get the vessol swingingi then a reduction or counter-rudder to slow the swing,
followed by additional helm to create a quick swing again, and finally counter-
rudder to steady up on a course.

4. The transponder system (CAORF Symposium 77t 3. Johnson) allows a vessel to
identify another Ghp similarly equipped and receive information regarding her
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style, course, speed, draft, etc, and also question through code her intentions.
With the subsequent identification, it permits ship-to-ship communication via
VF regarding those intentions.

5. Doppler Log should be fitted on all large ships (VLCCs) that have no other
method of determining final rate of approach to a dock. In the channel it can
give longitudinal speed over the ground as well as actual course made good.
This information in relation to ship's heading and speed would give the navigator
tidal set.

6. Side scanners used to check for obstruction clearance in a fairway could
possibly give channel position.

7. A computer linked to a collision avoidance system with the radar in the north up
mode could possibly determine lateral position and set within the channel and
also speed over the ground. A monitor could then give a readout.

8. Maersk Line supposedly has a system which permits a ship to follow a
predetermined track without other input. (Further information was unavailable
as of this writing).

9. Finally, the USCG has been experimenting with LORAN-C in the St. Mary's
River. This holds promise as a universal aid not tied to specific ship's
equipment.

D
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Appendix E

SIMULATOR RESEARCH FACILITIES REVIEW

Numerous research facilities for merchant vessel simulation exist worldwide.
Collectively, these facilities represent a wide variety of simulation techniques,
level of fidelity, and costs of operation. Representative systems devoted to ship
handling and navigation are briefly summarized below. We have on file a fairly
complete reference to each of the operational systems listed.

E.1 FRANCE

E.1.i Grenoble (Port Revel)

This facility was one of the first to address the issue of VLCC ship handling.
Although abandoned by Exxon, it is still in use as a training facility. The major
problem of visual perception differences and lack of transfer from scale models to
the real world is the important lesson learned from this simulation attempt. Other
problems include distance estimation and the reaction time in 5X real world. The
facility has simulated, from 1/25th scale tankers including 255,000-, 192,000-,
38,000-dwt and one 37,400-dwt LNG carrier. For reasons of visual differences and
the lack of environmental control, the facility is judged as having a low potential
application to the AN problem.

E.I.2 LMT Simulator

This facility, currently under development, exists on a prototype and has a
very high fidelity visual Image. Hybrid CGI and TU technique are applied In a
narrow visual field. Full color capability Is present. The facility Is judged as
having a high potential to AN studies as a function of its visual resolution. Draw-
backs Include the fact that It will not be operational for at least a year and little or
no research backup equipments are planned.

E.2 UNITED KINGDOM

E.2.1 Decca Simulators

A facility exists at Decca for research and equipment demonstration purposes.
The facility Is a night vision system, basic in design with limited equations of
motion for a general ship class. Following this general design, the U.K.
Department of Industry and the Ship & Marine Technology Board awarded a
contract to Decca and National Physics Laboratories to fabricate a more elaborate
system for U.K. training.

The simulator consists of a model wheelhouse with a bridge control console
including wheel and autopilot, engine throttles anticollision radar, ship's telephone,
radio communications, warning annunciators, and a chart table. Mounted above the
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bridge window are indicators including heading repeater, log, rate of turn indicator,
engine revolutions, and clock. Engine and propeller noises and vibration are
generated, varying correctly with engine revolutions. The bridge window has a 100-
degree arc showing the bow of the ship, lights of navigation, marks and lights of
other ships. tip to 16 Lights, white and colored, can be shown at one time and they
will move with correct perspective, as own ship moves and as other ships' aspects
change, and they are all correctly correlated with the echoes on the radar display.

The simulator provides anticollision, navigation, pilotage, and ship handling
exercises with the vessel responding to wheel and throttle to represent specific
vessels ranging in size from a coastal fishery craft to a 500,000-dwt tanker. Tides
and currents can be reproduced in terms of varying depths of water under the keel.

The simulator can be programmed for real or artificial exercise areas, which
can be changed in a few minutes by irserting different magnetic tape cassettes.
Each exercise is automatically recorded on a track plot for subsequent analysis,
together with recordings of rev/min, ship speed, rudder angle, rate of turn, drift
angle, and heading. Applicability to AN is judged as low.

E.2.2 hull Nautical College

This simulator driven by two PDP-11/40's is for storage of complete port
approaches, land fall areas, and fishing grounds. The radar simulation includes land
masses and clutter. This simulator was heralded as the "world's first fully
Integrated Marine Navigational Simulator" in 1974. The system was developed by
Marconi.

All features of navigational importance, such as buoys, coastlines and hills,
which are used for position fixing by radar, are part of the digital coastline system.
The analog generator provides land "fill-in" effects. Sea clutter Is generated and
the targets Increase In size with decreasing range. Up to 48 radar targets can be
generated for an exercise; of these, 40 are preprogrammed and 8 are instructor
controlled.

The system has three control bridges. "Own Ship I" is a fully equipped ship's
bridge. The layout of this bridge Is similar to many modern ships and this part of
the simulator complex is used for advanced training of deep-sea navillators. Own
Ship I Is equipped with an independently controlled Mk 21 Decca Navigator. The
decometers detail the correct readouts for the position of ownshlp in the exercise
area unless the instructor wishes to insert errors such as lane slip. A Marconi
Marine Lodestar II direction finder is also installed and three simulated df stations
are provided within the playing area.

Own Ship 2 was designed to give formal instructions In decision making and on
the correct operation and Interpretation of modern fish detection equipments and
the handling of fishing gear. A full set of fishing electronics is provided and all the
hazards of snagged trawls and gear uamage can be reproduced.

The Own Ship 3 simulator is used for training pilots in maneuvering and
collision avoidance procedures and for Improving their skills in operating

S procedures. There is also a "Shore Surveillance" cubicle which has been designed to
give pilots training in traf fic control from the shore. Applicability is judged as low.
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E.2.3 Marconi Onboard System

Marconi Radar Systems, Ltd. has produced a portable simulated timebase and
echo generator (TEG) which is designed to reproduce on an existing radar display
the phenomena of surface craft, aircraft, sea clutter, noise, and a number of other
special effects. The device can be interfaced with most shipborne radars. In the
basic system, seven "other" ships can be shown in addition to ownship.
Additionally, eight targets can be shown, together with simulated land effects.

The complete STEG equipment consists of a compact unit housing a small
computer, an intermediate unit whose size depends upon the radar fitted, and a
small, hand-held keyboard, with a flexible lead.

Several exercises are possible with the basic equipment. The sequence of
events consists of: set up the radar simulation, set up the target simulation,
impose the effects, and begin the exercise. The instructor is able to freeze the
action or change and reset at will. It is possible to use the radar tactically during
the time that the situation is taking place. Real targets can be incorporated into
an exercise if desired.

The targets shown are both realistic in strength as well as movement. Two
normalized curves are used to calculate the fading characteristics of a target so
the effect of small targets and distant objects can be realistically reproduced. Side
lobe effects are simulated at short range and it is possible to Introduce blind arcs
similar to those found on the ship Itself. A fixed turning rate Is used for changing
the heading of either the target or own ship so that relative motion is changed at a
realistic rate. A number of turning rates applicable to a variety of ship sizes
available. Both sea clutter and thermal noise can be generated so that the scene on
the PPI is at all times realistic. The equipment Is capable of generating a variety
of pulse lengths and beam widths. Applicability to AN is judged as low.

E.2.4 University of Wales

The university has Installed one of Solartron's SY2080 Marine Simulators.

A control room at the Institute houses the coastline generator and computer
cabinet, target generator, plotter, monitor display, telephones to ownships, and the
main VHF control console. The console has three cubicles representing ownshlp
bridges fitted with radar display, VHF transceiver, telephone, and chart table.

The components found In the control room allow the operator to carry out
procedures for the selection of coastline, positions of own ship, and four targets.
Thirty-two targets may be given characteristics, which vary from small craft to
supertankers and from hovercraft to aircraft. Tide or current may be applied to
affect the movement of vessels.

The monitor display provides a 13-In, diameter stabilized relative motion
picture which is switched to view from one of the own ship positions. Plotting is
carried out automatically at selected time intervals by means of a Bryan's XYT
plotter. The !peed of each ownship Is shown on Its respective repeater indicator.

Each of the three ownship units Is fitted with an AEI Escort radar. Two have
16-In. diameter displays and true motion facilities; one has a 13-In. relative motion
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only display. All have reflector plotters as standard equipment. The control
module provides the observer with the usual controls available to officers keeping a
bridge watch/engine control via a telegraph-type selector and helm control, either
manual or automatic. A compass repeater indicates the course steered. Speed is
indicated in knots in two switched range:. 0 to 30 or 0 to 90.

The operator can select the type of vessel that own ship represents, its
maneuverability, and its size. Initial course and speed may be preset.

The VHF R/T simulator provides two-channel, bridge-to-bridge communica-
tion, or ship-to-shore, as required; one channel is utilized as the international
emergency and calling channel (designated 13); the other is used as a work channel
(such as 6 or 1 4).

The console situated in the control room enables propagation conditions on
each channel to be selected, and the state of each ownship equipment to be set.
Thus, receiver or transmitter failure may be simulated, on one or both channels,
and prevailing transmission/reception conditions varied on either channel. The
operator is in contact with all ownships and may act as the watchkeeper on any of
the targets, or as a shore controller or station operator. Both channels are
continuously monitored and, in this respect, exercises may be recorded as an aid to
later analysis. Applicability to AN is judged as low.

E.2.5 Solartron Systems

Solartron has a wide variety of simulators installed or on order; Including
Vancouver Institute, Liverpool Polytechnic, MARAD (New Orleans), Greece, and
Bulgaria.

The system generally consists of two computers (a special purpose computer
for conversion of Cartesian coordinates to range and bearing# and a general purpose
mini-computer), one 12-In. and three 16-in. anticollIslon radar displays (all Decca
solid state), and hardware backup. All hardware except the general purpose
computer and Decca displays are manufactured by Solartron, and the program is
being written by their In-house software team.

The system Incorporates Solartron's Interactive Keyboard/Terminal (IKAT)i
which allows the operator to create exercises without the need to acquire any
computer programming expertise. The system Is programmable for a variable
number of ownshlps (8) and targets (32). Applicability to AN Is judged as low.

&2.6 Department of Trade & Industry, CGI System

This system Is under development at this time ane will be placed at one of the
British schools (Southhampton or Liverpool). Preliminary data Indicate that the
system may find a medium degree of applicability to AN studies.
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E.3 NETHERLANDS

E.3.1 Netherlands Ship Model Basin

The wheelhouse of the simulator at this facility contains a complete display
and control panel, a radar simulator (Raytheon 16 inch), and a chart room. Inside
illumination comes partly from some spotlights outside the wheelhouse illuminating
the ceiling to simulate reflectance from the water surface.

The wheelhouse is placed inside a large cylindrical screen with a diameter of
20 m and a height of 10 m. The design of the wheelhouse and the position of the
windows ensure that the upper or lower ends of the screen cannot be seen. The
screen consists of a wooden frame, plated with po'. .p'oard and painted with highly
reflecting wall paint.

The projection system is located above the wheehbouse. High-pressize xenon
lamps provide two point light sources with an effective area of I mm. Both lights
are located in the middle of the cylindrical screen. The bottom light projects sky,
landmarks (such as coastlines and harbor entrances), and part of the sea. The upper
light adds brightness to the sky and projects part of the sea that cannot be covered
by the bottom light. Sky and sea are produced by sceneries painted on cylinders
that turn around the light sources. The landmarks are projections of a model
mounted on an arm. The model rotates and moves along the arm; the arm rotates
around the light source. A picture of the front part of the ship is projected onto
the screen by two wide-angle slide projectors. The point light-source projector is
shielded for that area.

The computer system Is a hybrid, allowing speed and accuracy tradeoffs.

Recording takes place on a multichannel pen recorder for direct monitoring;
punched-tape recordings are produced on command. Usually rudder motions, rate
of turn, course, trajectory, forward speed, and some integrated error scores are
recorded. Inst,'ument inpection behaviors can be checked from a closed circuit
television. If the shipmaster remains seated, psychophysiological measures such as
heart rate, GSR, EEG, or eye movements can be recorded. Applicability to AN Is
judged as medium.

E.4 GERMANY

Germany In Its recent revamping of its "System of Nautical Education"
selected a radar simulator (capable of handling four ownship and six targets) which
has been in use since 1973 and a shiphandling simulator, which has be n use since
1974. The latter system, developed by VFW-Fokkert Is Installed at the German
Academy of Nautical Science in Bremen. The VFW-Fokker simulator, in the
standard version, can be programmed to represent a supertanker of 200,000 dwt, a
container ship of 66#000 dwt and bow thruster, and a standard freighter of l3,000
dwt.

Visual and Instrumentation simulation can represent open sea, coastal areas,
port entrances, and canals.

Simulated maneuvers can Include starting and stopping engines, emergency

stop, collision avoidance (including visual display of approach vessels), turning
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circle, Williamson turn, man overboard maneuver, search courses, homing, berthing,
anchoring, and mooring.

Navigation and communication subsystem simulation includes terrestrial
landmark displays as well as LORAN, Decca, echo sounder, radar, and radio
direction finder inputs. A digital computer is programmed for wind, current, and
water depth parameters.

The operator's actions can be monitored from an observer's position. The
observer can insert instrument and machinery failures, course changes of
approaching vessels, wind shifts, etc. Basic programming information was obtained
from recorded behavioral data of real vessels rather than from water tank models.
Experienced ship captains participated in the development program. Applicability
to AN is judged as medium.

E.5 DENMARK

The Danish Ministry of Merchant Marine for the Fano Navigation School
installed Redifon type C.8012 in the spring of 1973. It provides facilities to
observe subjects in marine radar operations, blind pilotage, and radar navigation.
The simulation includes two radar equipped ships, six target craft, and coastline
generation. (Similar systems exist at navigation schools in Copenhagen and
Svendborg.)

The simulator incorporates a DEC PDP-8/M digital computer with 12K of core
store and five Decca marine solid-state radar displays, including anticollision true
motion, and relative motion units. An exercise recorder provides a continuous
record of all movements of craft throughout an exercise.

Each cubicle is fitted with a ship control system and a radar display, and
during the course of an exercise the position, speed, or course of any target craft
can be altered. Alternatively, he con preprogram an exercise, thereby allowing him
to give more individual instruction to the students. Applicability to AN Is judged as
low.

E.6 SWEDEN

A facility has been In service since 1973 at SSPA, Goteborg. The SSPA
Steering and Maneuvering Simulator is driven by a hybrid computer facility,
consisting of two large analog computers and one digital computer with associated
Interface, and display and recording systems In addition, two smaller analog
computers are employed for high speed continuous solutions of the ship dynamics
problems.

The bridge mockup includes a forward maneuvering area with consoles along
the front bulkhead, a separate stetdng console, and a navigation area aft of this
console, a standard chart table, and radio-navigation equipment displays. The
width of the bridge is approximately 15 ft. Seven TV screens In the front bulkhead
windows are used for the presentation of the real world lmAe.

The visual display is base4i on a closed-circuit TV system scanning the
electronically generated real world image. Through the wlndow.is navigation
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beacons such as lighthouses, buoys, leading lines, and simple topographic formations
are seen in true angular perspective against a background of sea and sky in dark and
light grey. (Simple shapes of moving ships may also be shown.) In the centerline
ownship's bow is displayed as viewed from helmsman's position at the steering
console. As ownship moves, the forward view is progressively changed.

When maneuvering close to mooring buoys or berthing piers, the real world
image may be complemented with a bird's-eye view on a separate CRT screen in
the navigation console at the forward steering position. A simplified radar display
is produced on an oscilloscope stand on the port side of the consoles, or on the CRT
screen just mentioned.

The., navigation console is centrally located. To port is a communications
console. The steering console is in the normal steering position for manual steering
with a true view of the outside world, within +40 degrees from the centerline.
Applicability to AN is judged as limited to hydrodynamic variables, since the visual
fidelity is low.

E.7 JAPAN

Japan has a wide variety of systems under development and operational,
Including the Tokyo University of Mercantile Marine, Osaka University Department
of Naval Architecture (SRI 5I), the University of Hiroshima (since 1970), IHI (Tokyo
(since 1975), and 3RC system (since 1966).

L7.1 Osaka.-- SR.I 

This system Is a TV model, servo positioned and displayed on a circular screen.
The system is similar to other model board approaches.

E.7.2 University of Hiroshima

This system is a rear screen projection system with an electronicall.y generated
Image. The screen Is flat, not cylindrical, and similar to the IHi system described
below.

L.7.3 1HI

The IshIkawajlma-Harima Heavy Industrles to,, Ltd. simulator uses a visual
display system which clearly projects in color on a large screen (7 maters by 3
meters) the views of the sea, sky, horizon, islands, buoys, and other vessels which
change with the movement of the vessel it is desiled to simulate. The simulator
has a simulated bridge of a 200,000.dwt class tanker, with equipment, including a
steering and a main engine control level and various Instruments, aranged as a
navigation bridge to accurately represent changes In a ship's motion. The system is
capable of a wide range of preprogrammed ship's characteristics Including VLCCs J
and ULCCs. The field of vision Is 0.3 mile to 8 miles. Applicability to AN for all
3apanese simulators is judged as low due to their potential problems with
availability and working arrangements.
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E.8 UNITED STATES

The U.S. has several facilities which are available for study or eventual use bythe Coast Guard. A brief discussion of the major systems follows.

E.8.1 CAORF

This facility was recently accepted by the Maritime Administration from its
vendor Sperry Systems Management. The major components Include: simulator
bridge, control station, central data processor, image generator and display, radar
communications, and a main computer program.

A key feature that sets this system apart from the majority of others discussed
is its flexibilityt resulting from its having been designed for research purposes,
rather than for training as most of the other facilities were. A second major
feature is the computer-generated image generation.

The image generator generates a color pictorial representation of the view
through the wheelhouse windows over an angle of +120 degrees to .120 degrees in
relative bearing and +10 to -14 degrees in elevation. This scene includes shoreline,
topographic features; major features such as bridges and buildings; all significant
navigation marks; other ships, both moving and anchored; docking areas; and tl'ose
portions of own ship% structure visible from the wheelhouse. The view of large
objects, landfalls, etc corresponds to a spherical earth. The generated scene
corresponds to an observer's eye height, selectable within the range of 23 to 100
feet above sea level. The nominal operational environment (gaming area) is 100 by
50 nautical miles. It is possible to.display up to six moving ships in the visual scene
at the same time in addition to own ship. The visual scene changes, in real tine, in
accurate response to own and other ship maneuvering motions, except that visual
effects of wave-induced motion are not displayed; the sea is shown without waves,
and the sky is devoid of clouds and celestial bodies.

The image generator Is capable of representing various leve4s of scene
illumination. Haze or fog can be simulated. It Is also possible to model any
geographic locality as the gaming area when required through reprogramming.

The radar signal generator generates real-time video signals coordinated with
the visual display for driving the radar PPI displays and an idealized radar display.
The PPI displays simulate the radars on the simulator bridge, wtlereas the. idealized
radar. display simulates an idealized radar without target shadowing, clutter,
attenuation with range, receiver noise, etc.

The gaming area contains features normally found in the open sea, harbors, and
docking areas. The area includes navigation aids. (buoys, lighthouses, etc), the
shorellnep other topographic features, and moving and anchored ships. These
features and up to 40 moving target ships can be displayed.

The communications subsystem simulates the communications link to the
external world. It provides the simulated wheelhouse with contemporary merchant
ship communications capabilities. Communications equipment includes a sound-
powered telephone; ship Intercom system; single-sideband HP radio; VHF radio; and
own and other ships' whistles. The control station is the external terminal of the
simulated wheelhouse communication elements.
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-.The computer program is the software utilized by the CDP to drive thesimulator bridge. It performs computations required to simulate ownship motionsin real time in response to steering and propulsion commands originating on thesimulator bridge, or alternatively, to remote steering and propulsion from thecontrol station. In addition the program accepts and processes simulated steering,propulsion, and other malfunctions introduced at the control station. It generatessignal data to simulate ownship control responses, to drive bridge displays andstatus indicators, and realistically reflect malfunction inputs.

The program controls the motion of up to 40 target ships in real time, eitheralong preprogrammed tracks or in response to speed and course commands
originating at the control station.

The program generates outputs required by the radar signal generator and theimage generator and display system to develop radar PPI and situation displays and
the visual scene.

The computer program also allows recording of simulation run data to permitresetting the simulation to selectable past points in time, either for reinitializingthe run or for playback of the run as it actually occurred. It also permits thecollection of simulation run data for post-run analysis of the problems.

The applicability of this system is very high as proven in Phase I of thisprogram. In addition, new projectors being installed will additionally increase thevisual image quality substantially over the currently acceptable condition.

E.2 Marine Safety International

MSI has entered the field of commercial training for the crews of Texaco andEl Paso Natural Gas. The system has a full-scale bridge with the .equipment foundon a 25 0OOO.dwt tanker. The visual scene Is created by moving a TV probe over anaccurate model board of selected ports (Wales, Delaware River, etc). Targets arepresented on radar as well as by 6 fixed track method. The visual system uses adouble reflection method to reduce the distance and light loss problem and useseidophor projectors. The system is driven by a digital computer In real time andhas the flexibility of progamming any class of ship. Current simulations are fla a230,000.dwt tanker and 133,00O.cubc meter LNG carrier. The system represents alogical combination of the state of the art at a reasonable cost for full scalesimulator training. The system is judged not compatible with research program
requirements.
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